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EDITOR’SPAGE
Jami Jones MANAGING EDITOR

So, we may have a crystal ball
When we start planning an issue,
it is common practice to pull the
same issue from the previous year.
Sometimes it’s to make sure we
aren’t missing important news that
happens on an annual basis, like
2290 fees or something like that.
Other times, it’s to see where we
were a year ago or to recall the
temperature of the industry. In short,
what was headlining the news?
I’m rather proud of the November
2017 cover and lead article because
it couldn’t have hit the bull’s-eye any

The work isn’t over.
Too many times
when legislative and
rulemaking processes
hit lulls, people lose
interest – if they had
any to begin with –
and tend to move on.
more dead-on than if I had walked
the dart up to the board and placed it.
“A new hope for hours of service?”
the cover read. The corresponding
article laid out the political and
regulatory environment with the
impending electronic logging
mandate. It painted a very clear
picture that the hours-of-service
requirements, which have long
needed retooling, would become the
new battleground.
Here we are a year later, fresh
off an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking and listening sessions
that were held to consider changes
to the hours of service. We could
not have been more right. But, what
is even cooler is this has all been
because truckers took the lead in
calling for reform. Not safety groups.
Not litigation. Truckers.
10 LAND LINE

Check out Associate Editor Mark
Schremmer’s recap on what truckers
had to say on Page 20.
Is anyone else down to their last
nerve from hearing the constant
drumbeat of news coverage
referencing the supposed driver
shortage? It’s maddening for those of
us who hear day in and day out how
terribly drivers are treated by many
of the mega carriers.
To add insult to injury, these mega
fleets seem to fail to grasp what
the real problem is. These fat cat
executives just can’t comprehend
why people don’t want to work 60-70
hours a week, for weeks on end away
from home for $45,000 a year.
Really underscoring this lack of
common sense, Inbound Logistics
ran an article recently recapping the
six ways to find “hidden capacity,”
which is corporate speak for keeping
drivers in trucks.
Like only Contributing Editorat-Large John Bendel can do, he
dissects the six ways and highlights
the ignorance that keeps driver
turnover – the real problem – at a
rapid pace. Check it out on Page 12.
If you weren’t in Joplin in late
September, you missed out on one
heck of a shindig. Bryan Martin,
Brice Martin and the crew at 4 State
Trucks teamed up with the OwnerOperator Independent Drivers
Association to present the 10th
annual Guilty By Association Truck
Show celebrating OOIDA’s 45th
anniversary.
The stops all got pulled and the
event blew away all expectations. We
do our best to bring you a glimpse of
the fun starting on Page 42.
Speaking of bringing events to you.
Staff Writer Tyson Fisher went on a
four-day road trip with Mack Trucks,
putting fuel economy to the test. He

shares not only the results of the
real-world test of the Mack Anthem
with you, but also a bit of life on the
“Gears, Guitars & Grub” tour. His
jumpseat journal starts on Page 70.
Finally, I want to pay tribute to
a longtime lawmaker and friend
to truckers, Leonard Boswell. Mr.
Boswell was a representative for
Iowa, serving 16 years in the U.S.
House of Representatives. Before
that, he served 12 years in the Iowa
Senate after a career in the Army. He
died Aug. 17 at the age of 84.
Mr. Boswell is remembered as a
tenacious public servant who looked
out for the little guy. He was a friend
to many, especially truck drivers and
small-business trucking operations.
As sad as it was when he left office
in 2013, his death is the loss of
another great one.
Through all the sadness of loss,
there is a sort of Paul Harvey “The
Rest of the Story” ending here.
Eight days after Mr. Boswell died
his wife of 60 years, Dody, died in
the early morning hours on the day
of his funeral, Aug. 25. Arrangements
were made and executed so the
two were honored later that day in
a double ceremony and laid to rest
in side-by-side graves – beautifully
honoring the lifelong love story of
this tireless public servant and his
bride. LL
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Commentary
Just a drink of water and a smile
Has the capacity crisis made shippers
smarter? Have they finally stumbled upon
the obvious?
At least one logistics business magazine
John Bendel
CONTRIBUTING
is trying to help. Inbound Logistics is
EDITOR-AT-LARGE
a well-established magazine written for
corporate shippers and third-party logistics
providers. The most important issue for most of them
these days is capacity.
Of course, that’s your empty truck.
So the cover of Inbound Logistics for September (yes,
they’re a little late) promises to help its readers “Find the
Hidden Capacity.”
The actual article
is
titled “Six Ways
“Drivers don’t want to
to find Hidden
sit around waiting,”
Capacity.” Some of
the “ways” are more
one logistics expert
relevant than others,
told the magazine.
but by and large,
Pretty sad anyone has they get it right.
The first
to be told something
recommendation to
as apparent as this.
their readers is to
get their warehouse
or shipping and
receiving departments working efficiently. “Drivers don’t
want to sit around waiting,” one logistics expert told the
magazine. Pretty sad anyone has to be told something
as apparent as this, but if they need to be told at least
Inbound Logistics is telling them.
Next, Inbound Logistics advises readers to be flexible
with shipping and receiving times. Seems like good

advice. If they want you to show up when they need you,
they shouldn’t turn you away when you need them.
I’m going to skip item three for now. We’ll come back
to it.
The fourth item suggests support for infrastructure. I
guess that means urging government representatives –
federal, state, and local – to fund highway improvements
and more rest areas. I’m all for it, but I’m not sure how
it will enhance a company’s reputation among the drivers
they work with. This one belongs on some other list.
The fifth item tells their readers to help you, the truck
driver, find backhauls. I suppose that’s possible, but
from the write-up, this item reads more like an ad for
a company trying to sell software to shippers than an
explanation of how it would actually work.
Now, Inbound Logistics’ sixth recommendation is a
good one: “Pay Your Carriers Quickly.” You don’t like
waiting for your money any more than you like waiting
for freight or a door assignment – maybe even less. You
don’t need a high IQ to understand this one.
That brings us back to item three, the smartest, simplest
recommendation of all, the one item that kind of wraps up
the other five in one smart sentence: “Be nice to drivers.”
Holy Toledo! Could it be that simple?
For those folks who have no idea how, Inbound
Logistics spells it out: “Give drivers a safe place to park
and access to restrooms. Smile at them. Offer a bottle of
water at the loading dock. Show a little respect.”
Yes, in fact, it is that simple.
Somewhere a top-drawer logistics executive, palm to
forehead, is calling his assistant.
“Get a couple of cases of the cheapest water at Walmart
and find us a professional smiling trainer!” LL

THIS MONTH INTRUCKING HISTORY
NOV. 19, 1981
The film “Road Games” was released.
Starring Stacy Keach and Jamie Lee
Curtis, the movie is about a truck driver
in pursuit of a serial killer.
NOV. 14, 2003
FMCSA Administrator Annette
Sandberg visited the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association.
OOIDA was celebrating its 30th

12 LAND LINE

anniversary and the expansion of its
Grain Valley, Mo., headquarters.

new hours-of-service regulations went
into effect three months prior.

NOV. 19, 2013
The OOIDA Foundation released a
survey of its members that found truck
drivers considered themselves to be
more fatigued and more stressed
while having less flexibility, making less
money and having more difficulties
finding safe places to park since the

NOV. 30, 2015
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration published a final rule
that gave the agency the ability to
take enforcement action on those who
coerce drivers into violating the federal
regulations. The rule went into effect in
January 2016.
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Eliminating gliders won’t lead
to a huge spike in new truck sales
When the Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association’s Collin
Mark Schremmer
Long testified in front of a House
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
subcommittee in September, he made
numerous compelling and well-founded
points regarding the negative effects created by the
regulation of glider vehicles.
Long told lawmakers about the affordability and
efficiency of gliders as well as how they often serve as
the best option for the small-business trucker.
This is all true, of course. But the point that really
struck a chord with me was when Long told lawmakers
that the debate facing owner-operators isn’t between
buying a new truck
with all of the
“The choice for
emissions standards or
our members is
a glider. New trucks
whether or not to
are often too expensive
continue with their and unreliable in order
to fit into an ownercurrent truck or
operator’s business
purchase a glider
model.
truck, because
Without gliders in
they can’t afford a the market, most smallnew truck.”
business truckers will
either look to continue
driving their current truck or purchase another used truck.
“A lot of our members are forced to drive their current
trucks into the ground before they even consider replacing
them,” Long said. “These trucks aren’t necessarily any
cleaner than a glider kit, which they at least specify with
better aerodynamics and better fuel efficiency. The choice
for our members is whether or not to continue with their
current truck or purchase a glider truck, because they
can’t afford a new truck.”
So while everyone else was focused on debating the
emission standards of new trucks and gliders, Long let
lawmakers know that they were focusing on the wrong
thing. Continued stringent regulations against the glider
industry won’t lead to a drastic increase in new truck
sales. Instead, it is much more likely that owner-operators
will do anything they can to keep their used trucks
running or be faced with going out of business.
The Obama administration’s Phase 2 greenhouse gas
emissions rule rolled back the use of glider vehicles,
which are remanufactured truck engines in new truck
bodies. In November 2017, the Environmental Protection
Agency proposed to repeal emission requirements for
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gliders. The proposal was met with opposition from
environmentalist groups and hasn’t become a rule.
During that time, there has been a large debate about
the validity of emissions studies conducted by Tennessee
Tech University and the EPA. Both studies have been
criticized for their lack of objectivity.
And while lawmakers try to sort all of this out, smallbusiness truckers are just trying to stay in business.
Loren Hunt, an OOIDA senior member from Bois
D’Arc, Mo., learned the hard way that today’s new trucks
are no longer a realistic option for his business after the
implementation of EPA’s heavy-duty truck standards in
2007 and 2010.
When the 2007 standards were launched, manufacturers
began using diesel particulate filters (DPF) in a truck’s
exhaust filters to trap unburned particulates.
Hunt said the DPF had to be cleaned every 30,000 to
40,000 miles and be replaced at 100,000 miles with a
cost between $3,500 and $5,000. The DPF also required
additional sensors and wiring. The fuel economy dipped
15 to 20 percent, Hunt said.
The 2010 standards led to even more expensive engines
and technology.
This created a lot of problems for Hunt’s family
business, LHT Enterprises, after he purchased three
newer trucks in 2013. Hunt said his business encountered
maintenance costs of nearly $35,000 during a 10-month
span from 2013 to 2014. To make matters worse, the
trucks weren’t generating any revenue as they were
routinely down for repair.
Hunt’s business, which was started by his father in the
1960s, was in danger.
“It just about broke us,” Hunt said. “They were in the
shop all of the time. Between those three trucks, they just
about buried us in the winter of 2013.”
At that point, Hunt was faced with utilizing alternative
vehicles or shutting down the 50-year-old business. He
chose to go with gliders, saving tens of thousands of
dollars on the sticker price alone. In addition, Hunt said
he saved thousands from reduced fuel and maintenance
costs.
“We knew we needed to do something different,” he
said. “Since we purchased gliders in 2014, we’ve finally
been able to dig ourselves out of that hole.”
Eliminating gliders as an option won’t put Hunt in the
market for a new truck.
“A new truck isn’t an option. Gliders allowed us to stay
in business.” LL
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Traffic circles
As one who spoke up against the roundabout traffic
circle plans, I’ll have to admit that the ones put in on
Highway 20 at and near Sharp’s Corner are a definite
improvement for rush-hour traffic. Traffic circle
designs have improved, and no one appreciates traffic
improvements more than truckers.
Next to losing momentum and start-up fuel costs, the
sorriest thing for truckers are lane changes in congested
traffic. Far worse is needing to do it when turning.
Mirrors are useless for a tractor-trailer combination
during a turn. The driver can’t see cars trying to sneak
around the slow-moving hulk they’ve come to despise.
But guess who gets blamed when the meeting of little
vs. big becomes a reportable accident?
An overhead westbound left-turn lane would have
been a more simple solution at Sharp’s Corner.
Required lane changes could be done in advance when
traffic is less congested and on straight roadways with
full mirror use. Then, too, there would be big fuel
savings from not losing momentum and less traffic
being impeded up the long, steep and slow hill.
- Al Williams, Oak Harbor, Wash.

facebook.com/OOIDA
facebook.com/LandLineMag

Indiana governor says truck toll
not a tax; OOIDA says boycott the
toll road
The state of Indiana should be absolutely
ashamed of what they perceive to be a road. I
have been on cow paths that were smoother.
Richard Klahn
Make sure anything going in or out of Indiana
has a rate increase.
David Brown
Flood the two lanes and drive the speed limit or
a couple miles under. Won’t take long to piss his
constituents off, and they will do the talking for
truck drivers.
Jeff Holmgren
Trucks already pay a road use tax. The states
should be getting a share of that from the feds.
John Sokol
Continued on Page 99

Over 90 vendor discount programs available to
OOIDA Members plus great rates on truck insurance,
medical benefits, fuel card and more.
BECOME A MEMBER. Call 800-444-5791 or join online at www.ooida.com!
Representation • Truck Insurance • Medical Benefits • Business Services • Information
Fuel Card • Product Discounts • Drug & Alcohol Testing ...and much more!
16 LAND LINE
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Stay compliant with OOIDA.
Introducing a program from OOIDA to assist members to stay
in compliance with driver qualification files, vehicle maintenance,
and other record keeping programs.

With the assistance from OOIDA, members now can efficiently and
easily establish compliant driver qualification files. OOIDA COMPLIANCE
CONNECTION offers a user friendly system with 24/7 access to your files.
DRIVER FILES:
✓ Review of all forms to ensure they are filled out completely and correctly
✓ Tracks expiration dates such as medical certificates, MVR’s,
CDL’s and will send alert notice before the document expires
EQUIPMENT FILES:
✓ Schedule and track all maintenance
✓ Houses annual inspections, roadside inspections, and DVIR’s
OTHER FILES:
✓ Keeps files and documents organized for user to easily put together records
for New Entrant Safety Audit
✓ Keeps leases, contracts, permits, training certs, and other resources in an
easy-to- access location
✓ Drug and Alcohol testing information can be stored in the system
Information can be sent confidentially and selectively to an authorized investigator.

Let OOIDA help you avoid the hassle of compliance recordkeeping and maintenance. Call OOIDA’s Compliance Connection
to find out more.

800-444-5791
NOVEMBER 2018
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Truckers SPEAKOUT
Land Line offers polls on its website at LandLineMag.com to gauge truckers’ opinions on issues of interest.
Here are some recent polls and their results.

In general, what is your
overall average length of haul?

How much are the charges for being late
to a shipper or receiver that you have seen?

Local (less than 100 miles per trip) ......................... 6%
Regional (100-499 miles per trip) ........................29%
Inter-regional (500-999 miles per trip) .................14%
Long-haul (more than 1,000 miles per trip) ..........22%
I mix it up, take whatever pays best ......................29%

$100 or less ........................................................... 5%
$200 to $300.......................................................16%
$300 to $400.......................................................... 2%
More than $400 ...................................................... 8%
Haven’t had to pay one.........................................69%

Did you submit comments on
the FMCSA proposal to change the
hours-of-service regulations?

When Hurricane/Tropical Storm Florence hit
landfall and caused logistics issues, did you
see the rates increase?

Yes ......................................................................61%
No .......................................................................39%

Yes, overall ............................................................. 7%
Yes, on some things .............................................20%
No .......................................................................73%

Have you parked in a reserved spot
at a truck stop in the past year?
Yes, once or twice ................................................26%
I regularly park in a spot reserved for me..............12%
No .......................................................................62%

If I hear of long load times at a shipper:
I steer clear of that place ......................................36%
I negotiate a higher freight rate .............................28%
I check it out for myself and go from there............36%

Check out our polls on LandLineMag.com. To vote, click in one of the circles to indicate the answer that best ﬁts your opinion.
When you click on “Vote,” the site will show you up-to-date results, with your opinion included.

The Best Information on Trucking Radio

Listen anytime,
anywhere, on
any device.
Get the in-depth information
you’ve come to rely on at
LandLineNow.com or on
your favorite podcast app.
Of course you can always tune
in daily at 7pm EST, and 4pm
PT on Sirius XM Channel 146.

ow
Our entire sh
e–
is now onlin
day.
every single
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Great truck
insurance rates
and personal service
are yours as an
OOIDA Member.
Friendly, fast, efficient service
for the busy owner-operator.

At OOIDA you are never just a truck
insurance customer. You are our mission.
For more than 45 years, OOIDA has been
dedicated to developing a comprehensive range
of insurance products for the small-business
trucker through its subsidiary, Owner-Operator
Services, Inc., offering them at competitive
rates with many discounts and ways to save.
OOSI is also committed to providing
outstanding, friendly customer service and
fast turn-around.
Nobody knows the insurance needs of the smallbusiness trucker better than the expert staff at
OOSI, setting up coverage and dealing with
your requests while you’re busy on the road.

Whether you’re at a truck dealership
needing insurance immediately, or calling to
make changes on your policy, OOSI agents
are there to help you and advise you on the
right coverage for your business.
With direct underwriting, many binding
decisions are made directly by OOSI,
providing you quick, reliable service.
Electronic filings to the Federal Highway
Administration make sure your proof of
insurance is on file as soon as the policy is
bound.
Call OOSI at 800-715-9369 and
speak to one of our agents about your truck
insurance needs. Or visit us at our web site,
www.ooidatruckinsurance.com.
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* Discounts and premiums subject to underwriting guidelines and verification
of information.
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Drivers want to take
the wheel on HOS reform

By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

F

or more than a month,
professional drivers attended
listening sessions, logged in
online, and submitted comments to
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration to voice their opinions
about possible changes to the hoursof-service rules.
While you can never expect any
opinion to be unanimous, the general
consensus from the thousands of
comments submitted by truck drivers
has been clear. Professional truck
drivers want more flexibility within
the hours of service.
They want to park and take a nap
when they are tired. They want to
have the option to stop and wait out
rush-hour traffic or a bad storm. They
want to stop and use the restroom
when they need to and not when a
mandatory 30-minute break tells them
to do so.
Basically, truck drivers want to
take the wheel when it comes to their
safety.
“The more flexibility drivers have,
the safer the roads will be,” Zebulon
20 LAND LINE

Tingley wrote in an online comment.
“By instituting these rules, drivers
will be able to drive in a much more
relaxed and safer environment, while
still following the law.”
“One size doesn’t fit all,” OOIDA
Board Member Steve Davenport
said during a public listening session
in Dallas. “Ninety percent of the
freight moved is by small trucking
companies, and all they’re asking for
is some flexibility and some common
sense. Safety is my concern.”
“I will like to be treated like an
adult and allowed to determine when
and if I need to take a break,” Steven
Matthews of Benton, Ark., wrote in an
online comment.
The comment period ended on
Oct. 10 with more than 5,000
comments submitted on FMCSA’s
advance notice of proposed
rulemaking regarding potential
changes to hours-of-service rules.
OOIDA was out in front of the
call for change to hours of service as
the Association submitted a petition
to FMCSA on Feb. 13. The petition
asked for regulations to allow drivers
to take a rest break once per 14-hour

duty period for three consecutive
hours if the driver is off-duty. OOIDA
also asked for the agency to eliminate
the 30-minute rest break requirement.
Trucker Nation also submitted a
petition to the agency.
FMCSA published the advance
notice of proposed rulemaking on
Aug. 23, asking for comments and
data about possible HOS changes
regarding short-haul operations,
adverse driving conditions, the
30-minute break, and split-sleeper
berth.
In late September, OOIDA
submitted its formal comments on
the agency’s proposal. OOIDA said
that providing more flexibility to
professional drivers will benefit
highway safety.
“The current HOS regulations
that dictate a truck driver’s work
schedule are overly complex, provide
virtually no flexibility and in no way
reflect the physical capabilities or
limitations of individual drivers,” the
Association wrote in comments signed
by OOIDA President Todd Spencer.
“They effectively force drivers to
be on the road when they are tired
NOVEMBER 2018
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OOIDA says giving more control to professional
truckers will benefit highway safety.

or fatigued, during busy travel times
such as morning and afternoon rush
hour, during adverse weather and road
conditions, or when they simply are not
feeling well. The unyielding 14-hour
clock pressures truckers to drive faster
when they’re running short on available
time.”
The Association pointed out that
FMCSA’s previous changes to hours
of service didn’t improve highway
safety. OOIDA also said the recent
“flawed rollout of the ELD mandate”
highlighted the rigidity of the hours-ofservice rules.
“Since the July 2013 HOS changes,
the total number of crashes involving
large trucks, as well as fatal crashes
involving large trucks, has increased
by 45.4 and 8.7 percent, respectively,”
OOIDA wrote. “Today’s truckers have
never faced more regulations or greater
enforcement and compliance with those
regulations. Yet crash numbers are
going in the wrong direction. A solution
to reverse this trend is to give drivers
more control over their own schedules.”
The OOIDA Foundation, the
Association’s research and education
arm, conducted an online survey
of truck drivers to help answer the
questions FMCSA proposed in the
advance notice of proposed rulemaking.

Short-haul operations
OOIDA said it supports extending the
12-hour short-haul exception to
14 hours.
“Extending the short-haul exception
would allow short-haul drivers
additional flexibility to complete
their trips and return home if they
encounter unforeseen delays during
their work schedules,” OOIDA wrote.
“Additionally, a 14-hour short haul
exception would mirror the 14-hour
window in place for long-haul drivers.”

“Today’s truckers have never faced more regulations
or greater enforcement and compliance with those
regulations. yet crash numbers are going in the wrong
direction. A solution to reverse this trend is to give
drivers more control over their own schedules.”
– OOIDA wrote in formal comments on hours-of-service reform

existing adverse driving conditions rule.
“OOIDA members have complained
of law enforcement officers telling
them they should have known about
adverse conditions ahead of time,”
the Association wrote. “For example,
a driver was put out of service for an
HOS violation when hitting an unusual
snowstorm for the time of year. The
officer stated that when traveling over
those mountains, ‘You should always
be ready for a snowstorm.’ There is
also no specific ELD status for the
exception, which discourages drivers
from utilizing the rule. Lastly, in some
cases, drivers explained that their
employers do not allow them to use the
exception at all. One even received a
violation letter from the motor carrier
they were leased to for utilizing it.
“Expanding the current definition of
the rule would improve its usefulness
and increase highway safety.”

30-minute break
OOIDA called the 30-minute rest break
“needless and unfounded.”
“There are many operational
situations where the 30-minute rest
break requires drivers to stop when
they simply do not need to, making
the mandate either impractical or
unsafe,” OOIDA wrote. “The rule was
implemented without any evidence that
the break would reduce crashes, and
we have not seen any statistics proving
otherwise since.”

Adverse driving
conditions

Split-sleeper berth

Based on the OOIDA Foundation
survey, 85 percent of respondents said
there is not adequate flexibility in the

The Association supports adding
flexibility into the sleeper berth
provision.
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“It makes far more sense to allow
alert drivers to leave the sleeper berth
and begin to drive with the option to
obtain additional rest later in the day,
rather than forcing drivers to idly wait
for their driving clock to begin again,
which can essentially cause a driver to
drive when tired and rest when alert,”
OOIDA wrote.
OOIDA’s petition is focused on
providing professional drivers more
flexibility within the hours of service.
“Limiting the flexibility of a
driver from choosing when they
should stop the truck to attain rest is
counterproductive to highway safety,”
the Association wrote. “The 14-hour
clock looms foremost in the thoughts of
the driver when considering whether to
stop for a break or to continue driving.
If the driver has only limited hours left
in the 14-hour window, the choice to
stop for a break is likely to be ignored
by the impending expiration of the
14-hour clock.”
OOIDA’s proposal to allow drivers
to stop the clock for up to three hours
would give truckers the opportunity to
take a nap, wait for traffic or a storm
to subside, or refresh themselves by
having sufficient time to eat a healthy
meal.
The Association also recommended
expanding the 100 air-mile radius
exception to 150 air-miles and having
FMCSA take further action to decrease
detention times across the trucking
industry.
FMCSA said it plans to move quickly
on hours-of-service reform. LL
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Regulatory rollback
OOIDA wins long fought battle against the initial
prohibition against drivers with insulin-treated diabetes.
By Jami Jones, managing editor

do this. The reality has always been
that these drivers have demonstrated
It’s taken more than a decade, but the
their commitment to highway safety
Federal Motor Carrier Safety
and to maintaining their health,” said
Administration cut the last bit of
OOIDA President Todd Spencer. “All
regulatory red tape that stood between the research shows that individuals
insulin-dependent diabetics and a life
with diabetes, under stable control
on the road behind the wheel of a
with insulin, are no less safe of a
truck.
driver, and we are pleased that the
FMCSA announced in September
agency has finally recognized it.
that it will no longer require insulin“We hope that this will start a trend.
dependent truckers to acquire an
Drivers who have demonstrated their
exemption from the agency to operate skills and exceptionalism should
in interstate commerce.
realistically expect to be treated
better, as opposed
to continuously
having to jump
“We are pleased and heartened that the
through new, timeagency has made the decision to do
consuming and
this. The reality has always been that
expensive hoops.”
these drivers have demonstrated their
The journey
toward a physician
commitment to highway safety and to
signing off on an
maintaining their health.”
insulin-dependent
– OOIDA President Todd Spencer
driver to operate in
interstate commerce
Rather, the agency will now allow a started more than 15 years ago.
treating clinician who manages and
Before 2003, drivers diagnosed
prescribes insulin for the treatment of
with insulin-dependent diabetes were
diabetes to decide if the driver meets
prohibited from operating a truck in
the physical standards to drive a
interstate commerce, period. But in
truck. The driver will have to
2003, FMCSA officials decided that if
maintain a stable insulin regime and
a driver had three years of driving
proper control of his or her diabetes,
experience while maintaining proper
according to the Federal Register
control of their diabetes, they could
notice, which goes into effect Nov.
apply for and receive an exemption to
19.
operate in interstate commerce.
The Owner-Operator Independent
Let that sink in.
Drivers Association has long fought
The regulations had – with the
against the initial prohibition against
three-year requirement – made it
drivers with insulin-treated diabetes
impossible for individuals to get an
and more recently the exemption
exemption to run interstate if they had
process they had to complete just to
insulin-treated diabetes.
drive.
Finally in October 2005, FMCSA
“We are pleased and heartened that
eliminated the three-year driving
the agency has made the decision to
requirement. The agency made it
22 LAND LINE

official in November 2005.
“FMCSA will immediately
discontinue use of the three-year
criterion for drivers with (insulintreated diabetes mellitus),” the notice
stated. “Applications from drivers
with ITDM will no longer be denied
because the drivers do not have three
years of experience operating
(commercial motor vehicles), while
using insulin.
“FMCSA will also no longer
require submission of a driving record
in order to determine exemption
eligibility.”
That move wasn’t purely out of the
goodness of FMCSA’s heart. Rather,
Congress, at the behest of the OwnerOperator Independent Drivers
Association, directed the agency to do
just that.
Section 4129 of the highway bill,
which was signed into law in August
2005, clearly instructed FMCSA to
eliminate the requirement of
commercial driving either 90 days
after the bill was enacted or upon the
issuance of the revised final rule,
whichever was earlier.
The legislation mandates that
insulin-dependent truckers face an
individual assessment and prove a
period of control before being
released to drive interstate. Type 1
diabetics will be subject to a period of
no more than 60 days of control and
Type 2 diabetics will be subject to a
period of no more than 30 days.
On a side note, the first exemptions
were granted to four individuals a
month before the agency announced it
would be lifting the driving
requirement, and just less than a
month before the statutory deadline
Congress set.
Continued on Page 84
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FMCSA moves toward rule
to suspend insolvent brokers
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration issued
an advance notice of proposed rulemaking that aims to
revoke the license of a broker whose bond falls below the
federally required minimum of $75,000.
FMCSA is seeking comments on the proposal, which
published Sept. 27 in the Federal Register. It was
prompted by the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
Century Act, or MAP-21, which was signed into law in
2012. MAP-21 increased the financial security amount
for brokers to $75,000 and, for the first time, established
financial security requirements for freight forwarders.
As part of the advance notice of proposed rulemaking,
FMCSA is looking at eight separate areas:
n Group surety bonds/trust funds.
n Assets readily available.
n Immediate suspension of broker/freight forwarder
operating authority.
n Surety or trust responsibilities in cases of broker/
freight forwarder financial failure or insolvency.
n Enforcement authority.
n Entities eligible to provide trust funds for form BMC85 trust fund filings.
n Form BMC-84 and BMC-85 trust fund revisions.
n Household goods.

Comments will be accepted through Nov. 26.
The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association
was a big advocate for increasing the bond amount from
$10,000.
During a previous roundtable discussion on these
issues, OOIDA suggested that as soon as a surety
provides notice to a broker in connection with a claim
and the broker does not respond to the notice, the
broker’s operating authority registration should be
suspended.
FMCSA is considering an approach where it would
immediately suspend the authority of a broker or freight
forwarder when it receives notice from the surety or trust
fund provider that a payout has occurred to where the
financial security is less than $75,000, as well as when a
surety or trust fund provider gives reasonable notice of a
claim to the broker, and the broker does not respond.
“FMCSA seeks comment on the appropriate cushion
time for brokers or freight forwarders to respond to
claims made to the guarantors, valid or otherwise,”
the agency wrote in the advance notice of proposed
rulemaking.
The agency also seeks comment on the definition
of “group surety bond” or “group trust fund” and how
FMCSA could administer such a group surety or trust
option. LL
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What does USDOT’s Automated Vehicles 3.0 mean for trucking?
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

The U.S. Department of Transportation recently released
the third version of its automated vehicles guidelines.
Whereas the first two versions omitted commercial
vehicles, the latest guideline includes large trucks and
addresses the implications on the workforce.
Perhaps the most significant change in the commercial
motor vehicle industries is the following statement within
the Automated Vehicles 3.0 document:
“In general, subject to the development and deployment
of safe (automated) technologies, the Department’s
policy is that going forward FMCSA regulations will
no longer assume that the CMV driver is always a
human or that a human is necessarily present onboard a
commercial vehicle during its operation.”
Another key issue for trucking stakeholders is job
displacement. During a news conference, DOT Secretary
Elaine Chao announced that the USDOT will be launching
a joint initiative to evaluate workforce implications of AV
technology.
As addressed earlier this year through public comments,
FMCSA will be tasked to review any form of regulatory
barriers posed by existing regulations, including emissions
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standards, human-related requirements (drug testing,
hours of service, CDLs, physical qualifications, etc.) and
exemptions.
FMCSA will maintain safety authority over commercial
motor vehicle operations, drivers and maintenance as it
applies to automated technology. Although AV 3.0 does not
instruct FMCSA how to regulate AV technology, it does
suggest to “avoid unnecessary barriers to the development
of” automated technology in commercial vehicles.
In the case a state or local law interferes with the
application of Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations
related to automated technology, the USDOT has
preemptive authority. This includes minimum qualifications
and limitations on CDLs.
The USDOT also suggests that state enforcement
agencies should refrain from selecting CMVs equipped with
automated driving systems solely because the vehicle is
equipped with advanced technology. States are encouraged
to partner with FMCSA to develop appropriate roadside
inspection procedures and inspection criteria for use in
examining ADS-equipped CMVs.
The USDOT is accepting comments for AV 3.0 within
60 days of Oct. 9 and comments regarding the scope of
study on the impact of AV technology on the workforce
through Nov. 5. LL
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Senate bill asks for explanation
on delay of hair-testing guidelines
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The Senate has passed a bill with a
provision that requires the Department
of Health and Human Services to issue
an explanation for why hair testing
guidelines for truck drivers haven’t
been issued.
Senators approved the Fighting
Opioid Abuse in Transportation Act,
S2848, by a vote of 99-1 on Sept. 17.
The bill, which also aims to address
railroad drug and alcohol testing
regulations, still needs to be approved
by the House before it can become
law.
“Today, this bill is one step closer to
the president’s desk, and we are one
step closer to providing much-needed
assistance to those who need it the
most,” Sen. John Thune, R-S.D., who
sponsored the bill, said in a statement.
“I hope my colleagues in the House
will consider this important piece of
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legislation without delay.”
The 2015 FAST Act called for
the Secretary of Health and Human
Services to issue scientific and
technical guidelines for hair testing
as a method for detecting the use of a
controlled substance by Dec. 4, 2016.
Urinalysis satisfies the current drug
and alcohol testing requirements for
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration.
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association says there is no
evidence to support a change.
Many large fleets currently make
their employees undergo hair and
urine testing. In May, the Trucking
Alliance made a push for truck drivers
to be screened via hair testing.
“The Trucking Alliance has
yet to demonstrate that they have
experienced a reduction in crash rate
since their voluntary adoption of hair
testing,” the OOIDA Foundation wrote
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in its one-pager on the topic. “Neither
have they presented evidence showing
that their hair testing labs meet
the rigorous standards of scientific
methodology for testing or that their
hair testing equipment and protocol
has been consistent and unbiased.”
OOIDA also said it is concerned
about false positive readings and
a lack of criteria to distinguish
between drug use and environmental
contamination as well as limitations
that come along with a person’s age,
sex, race and hair types.
The Lawyers’ Committee for
Civil Rights and Economic Justice
also opposes hair testing, calling
the practice “unreliable and
discriminatory.” LL
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Large truck crashes continue to climb
2017 fatal crash stats are in and showing a continuing trend in spite of the fact
that they are preliminary and official numbers take two years to be released.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

After two consecutive years of
increases in fatal motor vehicle
crashes, the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration is reporting an
annual decrease for 2017. That’s
according to NHTSA’s annual fatal
crash overview released this week.
Only SUVs and large trucks reported
an annual increase.
Last year, 37,133 people were killed
in vehicle traffic crashes, a 1.8 percent
decrease from 37,806 in 2016. Nearly
all segments reported decreases in fatal
crashes except for two: SUVs and large
trucks.
In 2016, fatal crashes increased by
6.5 percent. In 2015, fatal crashes
increased by 8.4 percent.
According to the preliminary
numbers, fatal crashes involving large
trucks increased by 9 percent. Specific
to tractor-trailers, fatal crashes
increased by 5.8 percent. However,
fatal crashes involving single-unit
straight trucks jumped up nearly
19 percent.
Andrew King, the research assistant
for the Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association Foundation,
pointed out that these numbers are only
preliminary. Official numbers typically

take two years to be released and are
likely to change.
King also pointed out that the largest
increase in fatal truck crashes was for
straight trucks and those between
10,000 and 14,000 pounds, most likely
associated with higher demand in justin-time deliveries.
“(The report) also highlights what
the Foundation has been saying for
many years, since the implementation
of CSA, crashes have continued to
rise,” King said. “FMCSA needs to
focus more on stricter enforcement
than on compliance. It would seem
counterintuitive to remove enforcement
personnel from the road in order to
emphasize roadside inspections to
prevent crashes and fatalities involving
commercial motor vehicles.”
Furthermore, fatal crash numbers do
not reveal which vehicle was at fault.
Referring to CVSA’s numbers, King
said that 70 percent of fatal crashes
involving a large truck and a passenger
vehicle were the fault of the passenger
vehicle.
The overall lower fatal crash rate
comes despite an increase in vehicle
miles traveled, which usually has a
positive correlation with fatal crashes.
Although vehicle miles traveled
increased by 1.2 percent last year when

compared to 2016, the fatality rate per
100 million vehicle miles traveled
dropped 2.5 percent to 1.16.
Changes in occupant deaths by
vehicle type:
n Pedalcyclists (8.1 percent
decrease).
n Van occupants (5.8 percent
decrease).
n Pickup truck occupants
(4.5 percent decrease).
n Motorcyclists (3.1 percent
decrease)
n Pedestrians (1.7 percent
decrease).
n Passenger car occupants
(1.1 percent decrease).
n SUV occupants (3 percent
increase).
n Large truck occupants (16 percent
increase).

With 841 large truck occupant
deaths, 2017 was the deadliest year for
large truck occupants since 1989, when
there were 858 large truck occupant
fatalities.
Geographically, numbers are mixed.
Urban fatalities went up 17.4 percent
since 2008, whereas rural fatalities
declined 18 percent. In 2017 and 2016,
the number of urban fatalities was
larger than the number of rural
fatalities. In 2015 and beyond, rural
Continued on Page 84

Fatalities and Fatality Rate per 100 Million VMT, by Year, 1975-2017
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What the United States-Mexico-Canada
Agreement means for the trucking industry
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

After long, intense negotiations, the United States, Mexico
and Canada have finally reached a deal that will replace
the North American Free Trade Agreement. Now called
the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement, or USMCA,
the updated
trade agreement
addresses some
trucking-related
issues, including
cross-border
trucking and
cabotage.
On Sept. 30, Canada joined an updated NAFTA deal that
the U.S. and Mexico had bilaterally agreed on a few weeks
before. Among the hot topics of rules of origin, labor and
dairy tariffs were a few notable provisions for the trucking
industry.

Cross-border trucking
One provision in USMCA reads “the United States
reserves the right to adopt or maintain limitations on grants
of authority for persons of Mexico to provide cross-border
longhaul truck services in the territory of the United States
outside the border commercial zones if the United States
determines that limitations are required to address material
harm or the threat of material harm to U.S. suppliers,
operators, or drivers.”
“Material harm” means a significant loss in the share
of the U.S. market for longhaul truck services held by
persons of the United States caused by or attributable
to persons of Mexico. Essentially, this restricts Mexican
carriers to the border commercial zones.
The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association
has been active during the negotiation process in
support of including this provision. OOIDA President
Todd Spencer provided testimony to the U.S. Trade
Representative in June 2017. During negotiations,
OOIDA’s Washington, D.C., staff met with lawmakers
to educate them on the problems with the current crossborder trucking program. OOIDA Board Member Johanne
Couture attended formal negotiations.
“OOIDA is supportive of the annex language, which
establishes a regulatory process for restricting Mexican
trucks to the commercial border zones,” said Jay Grimes,
OOIDA director of federal affairs. “We believe the
provision will help end the current program that allows
Mexican carriers and drivers, who are not held to the
same, rigorous U.S. safety, security or environmental
28 LAND LINE

regulations, to operate on American roadways. OOIDA
will continue working with the Administration and
Congress to ensure that this language remains in any
ultimately approved agreement.”

Cabotage
Cabotage, or the transportation of goods/passengers
between two places in the same country by an operator
from another country, is also addressed in USMCA: “Only
persons of the United States, using U.S.-registered and
either U.S.-built or duty-paid trucks or buses, may provide
truck or bus services between points in the territory of the
United States.”
In regard to cross-border trucking, this allows Mexican
carriers to make deliveries from Point A in Mexico to
Point B in the United States and vice versa. Mexican
carriers will not be allowed to both pick up and deliver
within the U.S.
Operating authority from the U.S. Department of
Transportation for carriers that adhere to U.S. regulations
is required. Grants of authority for the provision of truck
services by persons of Mexico between points in the
United States for the transportation of goods other than
international cargo are subject to reciprocity.

Other provisions
As anticipated, 75 percent of a vehicle’s components
must be manufactured in the U.S., Mexico or Canada to
avoid any tariffs. NAFTA required only 62.5 percent of
components be manufactured in North America. However,
this only applies to cars and light trucks.
USMCA will require 60 percent of principal parts of
heavy trucks to be manufactured in North America from
the onset. Over a seven-year phase-in period, that rate will
increase to 70 percent. Complementary parts for heavy
trucks will need to be 54 percent North American from the
day USMCA is in effect to 60 percent over seven years.
By 2023, 40-45 percent of automobile parts must be
made by workers who earn no less than $16 per hour.
The U.S. will also have more access to the Canadian
dairy market. Currently, Canada has strict tariffs and
pricing on U.S. dairy products to keep Canadian dairy
farmers in business.

Not over yet
Although a trilateral agreement has been reached, the deal
has not been finalized. From here, the agreement has to go
through Congress before going into effect. This process
will likely not happen until next year. LL
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Lawmakers ask EPA to move back
compliance date for gliders
Rep. Posey and others say regulation could
cause ‘financial ruin’ to glider industry.
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Saying the regulation could cause “financial ruin” to
the glider industry, several members of Congress asked
the Environmental Protection Agency to push back the
effective date.
In an Oct. 10 letter signed by Rep. Bill Posey, R-Fla.,
and six others, the lawmakers asked EPA Acting
Administrator Andrew Wheeler to move back the
compliance date of Greenhouse Gas Phase 2 regulations
in respect to gliders, which are remanufactured truck
engines in new truck bodies.
“The glider kit and truck industry are facing financial
ruin due to the annual arbitrary production cap,” the
letter stated. “According to the glider industry, hundreds
of American workers in the industry have been laid
off in the last three months. The glider kit and truck
industry will cease to exist in short order without
meaningful relief.”
Under the direction of former Administrator
Scott Pruitt, the EPA attempted to repeal emissions
requirements for glider vehicles last November. The
EPA said the proposal was based on an interpretation of
the Clean Air Act under which “glider kits would not be
treated as incomplete new motor vehicles.” Under the
proposed interpretation, EPA would lack the authority
to regulate the gliders. Simply put, the EPA said that
gliders aren’t new trucks and that they shouldn’t be
regulated like new trucks.
However, the proposal received significant opposition
from environmental groups and never became a final
rule.
In July, the EPA announced it would delay
enforcement of a cap on the number of glider vehicles
through 2019. However, the EPA reversed that decision
on July 27 after environmentalist groups filed a lawsuit
over the decision not to enforce the regulation. Under
the current regulation, glider manufacturers are limited
to building 300 trucks in 2018. Backing off enforcement
would have meant that glider manufacturers could have
produced as many gliders as they did in 2017, when
they were limited to the number of gliders they built in
their biggest production year between 2010 and 2014.
At that time, the EPA said it would “work
expeditiously to finalize a solution that provides
regulatory relief and prevents any inadvertent economic
harm to the glider industry while maintaining important
Continued on Page 85
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OOIDA’s STATEWATCH
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

Most state legislatures have
wrapped up their work for this
year. A special thanks to those of
you who followed what took place
in your state and tipped us off on
initiatives you cared about.
Here’s our roundup of what governors signead
into law in recent weeks and the latest activity
on other notable efforts.
For a complete rundown of state legislation,
visit LandLineMag.com and click on “Legislative
Watch” under the “Important Info” tab.

Michigan
One bill nearing passage at the statehouse would
more than double fines for bypassing a weigh
station. State law now requires vehicles operating
as commercial vehicles, including pickups and
vans, to stop at weigh stations or scales. Drivers
who do not stop at a weigh station or scale face
a misdemeanor fine of up to $100 and/or up to 90
days in jail. HB5090 would classify the violation as
a civil infraction. The distinction would increase the
fine to as much as $250.

CALIFORNIA
Gov. Jerry Brown has signed into law a bill to
extend for four more years a committee setup
to assess the potential for using alternative funding
methods to the state’s fuel tax. Previously SB1328,
the new law permits the Road Usage Charge Technical
Advisory Committee to continue working to assess
revenue collection options that include a mileagebased system.
Another new law – AB1925 – requires the DMV to
include at least one question about unsecured loads in
at least 20 percent of written tests for people seeking
to obtain or renew a driver’s license.

PENNSYLVANIA
A bill sent to the governor’s desk would authorize
speed cameras in active work zones on interstates
and federal aid highways. Specifically, a five-year
pilot program would permit automated enforcement
cameras to detect drivers exceeding the posted speed

Illinois
A new law soon will revise state statute forbidding
police from going on ticket-writing sprees. State
law has exempted from the rule municipalities with
their own independent inspectors general and law
enforcement review authorities. The distinction
enabled the city of Chicago’s police department
to potentially continue the ticketing practice.
Previously SB3509, the new law rescinds the
special treatment provided for police in the state’s
largest city. The new law takes effect Jan. 1.
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limit by at least 11 mph when workers are present.
Registered owners of vehicles found in violation
would receive a written warning. Repeat offenders
would face fines starting at $75.
SB172 also singles out a major roadway in
Philadelphia for speed enforcement cameras.
Specifically, the bill would authorize the use of ticket
cameras along U.S. 1, or Roosevelt Boulevard, for
five years. Violators exceeding the posted speed limit
by at least 11 mph would face up to $150 fines. The
Philadelphia City Council must adopt an ordinance to
begin a pilot program.
Two bills of note are nearing passage. SB796 covers
certain fees for CDL holders. Currently, truck drivers
must pay at least $28.50 to get a new CDL to reflect
a change of address. The bill would waive the fee for
address changes that result from government action.
HB1811 would put into place restrictions on
the state’s use of automated license plate readers.
Pennsylvania law already permits police, as well
as parking authorities and other entities not in law
enforcement, access to the scanners. The bill would
specify who can use plate readers, how data can be
collected, and the length of time data can be kept.
Gov. Tom Wolf has signed into law a bill to boost
fines for littering. State law has set fines for littering
between $50 and $300. Repeat offenders face fines
up to $1,000. Previously SB431, the new law requires
an offender to pick up litter or illegally dumped trash
for between five and 30 hours within six months. The
violator also would pay the existing fine. The new law
takes effect in late December. LL
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California governor signs
two OOIDA-backed bills into law

By Keith Goble, state legislative editor
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Two new laws in California have
been under the watchful eye of the
Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association.
CDL training requirements
The first new law signed by Gov.
Jerry Brown is intended to improve
safety on the state’s roadways by
implementing new federal commercial
driver regulations. Additional truck
driver safety requirements would also
be included.
The change implements a federal
rule that requires people seeking
a commercial driver’s license to
complete a certified course of
instruction from a commercial driving
institution or program offered by
an employer before being issued a
license.
Specifically, the Department of
Motor Vehicles is required to adopt
regulations to comply with the federal
rule by June 5, 2020. The new rule
also establishes minimum behind-thewheel training requirements as part of
CDL training.
Sen. Bill Monning, D-Carmel,
previously said the state needs to
act to ensure that commercial truck
and bus drivers are being held to the
highest safety standards.
“Every day, Californians share the
road with large commercial vehicles
that transport commercial goods,
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hazardous materials, and passengers,”
Monning said in prepared remarks.
“Commercial drivers who lack
adequate training put everyone on the
road at risk.”
Class A or Class B license
applicants will need to complete 15
hours of behind-the-wheel training, of
which 10 hours must be on a public
road.
OOIDA support
Mike Matousek, OOIDA manager
of government affairs, said the
Association supports the development
of national entry-level driver training
standards for CDL applicants.
He pointed out that a final rule on
entry-level driver training standards
published in December 2016 by the
feds does not include a minimum
number of hours of behind-the-wheel
instruction.
“While the final rule will improve
driver training and highway safety, it
does not include a requirement that
CDL applicants receive a minimum
number of hours of behind-the-wheel
instruction.”
Matousek adds that the new law
addresses the oversight by requiring
CDL applicants in California to
complete a minimum number of hours
behind the wheel of a truck.
‘Mistreatment’ of truckers
The second new law is intended to
end the “rampant exploitation” of
truck drivers who haul cargo from the
state’s ports.
The change will deter shippers from
using port drayage motor carriers who
have unpaid wage, tax, and worker’s
compensation liabilities.
Joint and several liability will be
required for customers who contract
with port drayage carriers who have

unsatisfied judgments regarding
unpaid wages, damages, expenses,
penalties, and workers’ compensation
liability.
The state labor commissioner will
be charged with creating a list of
trucking companies to show who has
failed to pay final judgments. Retailers
that hire port trucking companies with
final judgments would be liable for
future state labor and employment law
violations by these companies.
“Retailers using their power to end
exploitation and restore good jobs for
workers at our ports will mean port
truckers are left behind no more,”
stated Sen. Ricardo Lara, D-Bell
Gardens.
OOIDA backing
Matousek says many of California’s
port drayage drivers are mistreated.
He cites the long hours drivers work
in “awful conditions” while being
“utterly undercompensated.”
“We’ve long considered it to be a
modern form of indentured servitude,”
he said.
Matousek added that the workers
are also often misclassified through
agreements he described as “schemes
where motor carriers lease a truck
to a driver with the promise of fair
compensation, future ownership
of the truck, and ‘independence’
from traditional employer-employee
requirements.”
In reality, these indentured servants
are paid pennies on the dollar, will
likely never own the truck, and have
zero independence.”
Matousek said the new law
addresses concerns about leasepurchase agreements without
jeopardizing legitimate business
agreements between motor carriers
and leased owner-operators. LL
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Indiana’s truck-only toll
increase already in effect
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

Congratulations to the 2018/2019
OOIDA Mary Johnston
Scholarships winners!

Congratulations!

First place scholarship winner:

Rahul Paul
Pearland, Texas – $2,000
Son of OOIDA member,
Aji Paul

Andrew Inda
Rossville, IL – $1,000

Stepson of OOIDA member,
Richard Duncan

Chase Huelle
Stanley, ND – $1,000
Son of OOIDA member,
Myron Huelle

Hanna Ward

Basin, WY – $1,000

Daughter of OOIDA member,
Lonnie Ward

Tony Rice
Mt. Pleasant Mills, PA –
$1,000
Son of OOIDA member,
Gerald Rice

Owner-Operator
Services Inc.
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Without delay and with very little
notice, Indiana’s truck-only toll
increase went into effect on Oct. 5.
The toll increase plan was
announced on Sept. 4 and
approved on Sept. 20 without input
from the public, including
stakeholders.
Only Class 3 (three-axle) and above vehicles had tolls
increase by 35 percent. Tolls for the entire 157-mile trip along
I-90 for a Class 5 (five-axle) truck increased from $44.46 to
$60.02. Annual increases will continue as planned in the
original agreement.
On Sept. 4, Gov. Eric Holcomb announced his infrastructure
plan for 2019, called the Next Level Connections program. In
order to pay for the program, the Indiana Finance Authority
amended its agreement with the Indiana Toll Road Concession
Co. to allow the company to increase tolls on heavy vehicles
by 35 percent. IFA approved the amendment on Sept. 20,
giving the public and stakeholders no opportunity to review
the agreement.
The toll increase comes despite sharp criticism from OOIDA
and the Indiana Motor Truck Association.
During an interview with WIBC-FM, Gov. Holcomb
answered several questions specifically about the proposed
35 percent toll increase on heavy vehicles. When presented
with the notion that truckers are not too happy about a tax on
them, Holcomb had a different perspective.
“I would take a little bit of an exception with your premise
there that we did the deal to tax truckers, we didn’t,” Holcomb
said. “We did the deal because it was brought to us.”
Justifying the truck toll rate increase, Holcomb mentioned
that Indiana’s toll rates are well below rates in other states,
including toll rates in Illinois and Pennsylvania. When
questioned about the economic impact of higher shipping
rates, Holcomb retreated to that rate, stating “We are still well
below market rate.”
In an attempt to further justify the move, Holcomb
referenced studies that suggest five-axle trucks do
10,000 times more wear and tear on a road than a passenger
car.
“Obviously we don’t charge 10,000 times more for a fiveaxle truck compared to a car,” Holcomb said.
OOIDA dismissed Holcomb’s claim that this is not a tax on
trucks, stating in a letter to members “that’s exactly what he’s
doing.”
Regarding the claims of 10,000 times the wear and tear,
OOIDA said “His position on this issue is mindboggling, to
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say the least, and it’s clear that he doesn’t really care
about how this will impact small-business truckers.”
Gary Langston, president of the Indiana Motor Truck
Association, issued a response after the final vote on
Sept. 20:
“We continue to be extremely disappointed in the
Indiana Finance Authority’s vote today and Gov.
Holcomb’s truck-only, secretly-negotiated and tollfinanced Next Level Connections transportation plan.
Tolls are taxes – and when taxes go up, so does the cost
of doing business. The governor’s new infrastructure
proposal would fail Economics 101 because it assumes
small businesses will simply eat the costs of their new
toll tax burden. Instead, we know that these new costs
will be passed on to Hoosier families. Increasing tolls
on trucks by 35 percent is a veiled supplier tax that will
increase the price of food, manufacturing, and
practically all consumer goods along the Indiana Toll
Road – and beyond.”
Langston also pointed out the 35 percent increase is
to fund various projects for only the next three years.
However, after the three years are up, the increased toll
rates will remain, “only benefiting the private
corporation that manages the Indiana Toll Road for the
more than 60 years left in the contract.” LL
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OOIDA
Can professional truckers
shape their own future?

“

Through organization,
stability and experience,

it can be done.

Through membership,
statesmanship and leadership,

it will be done.

”

800-444-5791 I ooida.com
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Oregon task force submits automated
vehicle policy recommendation

By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

Oregon’s Task Force on Autonomous
Vehicles has submitted its final report
to the Legislature, paving the way for
potential new rules and regulations
guiding self-driving cars and trucks.
In July, OOIDA submitted comments
to the group regarding issues specific
to the trucking industry.
Established by a bill signed into
law this spring – HB4063 – the Task
Force on Autonomous Vehicles in
Oregon was directed to develop
recommendations for legislation
regarding the deployment of
autonomous vehicles on highways.
The bill mandated a report be
submitted to the Legislative
Assembly no later than Sept. 15. That
report and the recommendations it
contains are in.
Licensing and registration
Any human who performs any aspect
of the driving task should possess
valid driving privileges, regardless
whether or not the vehicle takes
control for most of the time, the task
force recommended. AV users who
perform no aspect of the driving task
are passengers and do not require a
license.
Vehicles must have certification
that they comply with Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards and Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.
Specific to the trucking industry,
manufacturers testing automated
34 LAND LINE

Insurance and liability
The task force recommends that when
the automated tech for commercial
vehicles becomes more developed,
insurance minimums should be set,
specifically for commercial vehicles
equipped with automated tech Levels
3 and higher.
For AV testing, $5 million umbrella
insurance per event should be
required.
Law enforcement and
crash reporting
Before acquiring a testing permit,
manufacturers are recommended
to submit a law enforcement/first
responder interaction plan, which
should include the following items:
n How to communicate with a
remote operator.
n Where in the vehicle to obtain
owner information, vehicle
registration, and proof of
insurance.
n How to safely remove the vehicle
from the roadway.
n How to recognize whether the
vehicle is in autonomous mode.
n If possible, how to safely
disengage autonomous mode.
n How to detect and ensure that
autonomous mode has been
deactivated.
n When applicable, how to safely
interact with hybrid and electric
vehicles.
n A description of the operational
design domain of the vehicle.

Cybersecurity
The manufacturer must certify
that the autonomous vehicle meets
appropriate and applicable current
industry standards to help defend
against, detect and respond to
cyberattacks, unauthorized intrusions
or false vehicle control commands.
Unanswered questions
Many issues were left untouched by
the task force. However, HB4063
allows the task force to submit a
second report in September 2019.
One issue the task force wants
to further explore is liability. More
specifically, sorting out who is
assigned liability versus who is
required to maintain coverage. In
submitted comments, OOIDA asked
similar questions.
OOIDA also addressed insurance
minimums. Although the task force
did not directly address the issue,
it did mention in the report that
continuing work for the next report
should include establishing minimum
insurance requirements specifically
for commercial autonomous vehicles.
According to the bill, only
licensing/registration, cybersecurity,
insurance/liability and law
enforcement/accident reporting
needed to be addressed in this first
report.
The second report, due next
September, will focus on land use,
road/infrastructure design, public
transit, workforce changes, and
state responsibilities relating to
cybersecurity and privacy – all topics
OOIDA addressed in its comments.
From here, the task force’s first
report will go to the appropriate
interim committee of the Legislative
Assembly. What lawmakers do with
the information is up in the air. LL
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commercial motor vehicles do not
need to display an identifying decal
but will need to provide ODOT and
state police with images of the testing
vehicles, information about routes,
and notification of testing dates and
times, similar to ODOT’s current
voluntary notification process for
automated vehicle testing.
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Speed limit drops 10 mph on
I-74 in Champaign-Urbana area

Speeds up on highways
south of Twin Cities

By Land Line staff

By Land Line staff

Travelers driving on Interstate 74 better pay attention to
the speed limit signs. Speed limit reductions have been in
place on portions of the interstate since the end of
August.
The Illinois Department of Transportation cited a
recently completed speed study on I-74 and I-57 in the
Champaign-Urbana area that revealed prevailing speeds,
crash rates and number of interchanges. Those stats
justified the speed limit reduction from 70 mph to
60 mph on I-74. However, the study also suggested that
the 70 mph speeds on I-57 are fine.
“Speed is a significant factor in the severity of every
crash, and the interaction between higher-speed through
traffic on an interstate with lower-speed traffic entering or
exiting at interchanges was shown to be an issue,” IDOT
said in a statement. “Reducing the speed limit of through
traffic to closer to that of traffic from interchanges gives
drivers more time to react, thereby reducing the severity
of a crash or avoiding one altogether.” LL

Nine more two-lane highway segments soon will
have higher speed limits posted.
Increases from 55 mph to 60 mph will be imposed
on southern Minnesota highways by the end of the
year. Early this year, speed limits of 60 mph were
posted on seven northwest Minnesota highways.
The changes follow a 2014 mandate by the
Minnesota Legislature for the state Department of
Transportation to study posted speed limits on all
two-lane state highways. The agency also is charged
with making recommendations for possible speed
limit increases.
This year’s increases were approved following a
traffic and engineering investigation of each highway.
The review took into account crash history, physical
attributes of the highway such as shoulder widths and
access points, and what speed drivers now drive.
The latest round of changes in vehicle speed is
effective when the new signs are posted. LL
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KNOW YOUR BOARD

Garbage regulation they call ÔsafetyÕ
Give OOIDA Secretary Bob Esler a magic wand
and he would take on over-regulation straight away.

B

ob Esler got his chauffeur’s
license because his dad told him it
would be a good idea to have one.
“It cost me $15 and 10 questions, and
I liked to drive trucks,” Bob said, “so I
got it.”
Turns out, his dad was right. Bob’s
first real driving job was at Norfolk Air
Station during his time in the Navy.
Bob enlisted his senior year in high
school, spent a year in the reserves,
and served active duty from 1964-66.
His military occupational specialty,
or MOS, was actually “radio operator
trainee,” but according to Bob he
could never decipher Morse code fast
enough to get the full title of radio
op.
He did, however, spend a fair
amount of time in the Black Sea on a
submarine warfare squad.
“This was during the Cuban
Missile Crisis. We were tracking
anything with a sickle and hammer
on it that was trackable,” he said.
While stationed stateside at
Norfolk, Bob took a part-time job for
a local fuel hauler who contracted
with the base.
“I made $2 an hour hauling
aviation fuel,” he said. “We fueled
everything from Navy jets to civilian
aircraft.”
Bob left the Navy when his time
was up in 1966, but he never left
trucking. He’s been a company
driver, a Teamster and an owneroperator. He’s hauled dry van,
flatbed, reefer, heavy haul, oversize
and pretty much everything in
between.
Bob, the OOIDA Board of
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Directors secretary, is still hauling
pneumatic trailers part time, and his
half-century of experience in the
industry is indicative of what OOIDA
board members bring to the table.
He’s the November spotlight in Land
Line’s series of OOIDA board member
profiles.

Q&A
When did you get your
commercial driver’s license?
“I got my chauffeur’s license
in 1964 when I was 18. It was
grandfathered to a CDL when those
became necessary.”

What kind of freight
did you specialize in?
“After several years, I found a niche
in plant machinery hauling. I got
into heavy haul. I also moved
cranes, excavators. I did primarily
heavy haul from the late 1970s until
2003. Went to work as a safety
director from 2003 until 2006. I still
train for A&R Transport, teach
drivers on pneumatic trailers, and
haul a few loads part-time, here and
there.”
When did you join OOIDA?
“Even though I started driving
full time in 1968, I didn’t buy my
first truck until 1978. I needed
truck insurance, and OOIDA
was the place to go. I joined in
1978. A couple of years into my
membership, after I became further
interested in the Association, I was
invited to the May 1980 board

meeting in Birmingham, Ala. I was
elected to the board in the same
meeting Todd Spencer was elected
as a full board member.”
If you could make one
significant change in the
industry with a snap of your
fingers, what would it be?
“This is a tough one. There are so
many things to consider. I’d go with
excessive regulations that prohibit
someone from making a living. All
this garbage regulation they call
‘safety.’ There’s so much pressure
on the driver today. When I started
driving, the only pressure was, ‘get
that sucker from point A to point B
as quickly and safe as possible.’ We
knew we had a 15-hour clock, we
just didn’t have it screaming in our
face.”
What legacy do you
hope to leave?
“That in the time that God has
allowed me to be here on earth I
have been, in some small measure,
able to help those coming behind me
achieve their goals in life. Be it in
trucking or otherwise.” LL
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By Wendy Parker, staff writer

OOIDA IN ACTION
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Sometimes it’s
what you don’t see
Multiple issues keep OOIDA busy fighting for
truckers’ rights on a variety of battlefronts at
the national and state levels, and they aren’t
always issues grabbing the headlines.
By Jami Jones, managing editor

If a tree falls in the woods and no
one is around to hear it, does it make
a noise?
Of course it does.
If the Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association fights an issue
and successfully kills an effort
for a new law or regulation, did
the Association do anything for
truckers?
Of course it did.
“There are dozens of issues that
we’re working on at any given time,
whether it’s with lawmakers in
D.C. or regulators within FMCSA,”
OOIDA Manager of Government
Affairs Mike Matousek told Land
Line Now.
“We don’t always talk about some
38 LAND LINE

of it, and a lot of
it is behind-thescenes stuff that
we either prevent
… from actually
moving forward
in the process.
Mike Matousek
Things we don’t
like.”
While eyes
in the industry were universally
trained on the hours-of-service
listening sessions and advance notice
of proposed rulemaking, OOIDA
continued its advocacy efforts on not
only HOS but a host of other issues.
That takes a concerted effort and
a methodical plan of attack that is
diversified, Matousek explained.
“You have to work both sides of
the Capitol. And when I say that

I mean the House and the Senate,
both sides of the aisle, Republican
and Democrat. There are different
committees of jurisdiction that we
work with all the time. Our team in
D.C. is constantly on the Hill or in
DOT offices meeting with people
pushing our issues,” Matousek said.
“It really is endless.”
Even in today’s volatile political
climate, Matousek said it is critical
for the Association to work with
lawmakers from both parties if there
is any hope in getting something
accomplished. There is no picking
favorites.
“We work with people on both
sides of the aisle that have a track
record of supporting small-business
truckers. There are great members
of Congress on both sides of the
aisle. Some are better on issues than
others,” he said. “There are some
issues that Republicans are good on
and some issues that Democrats are
good on.”
It also takes a proactive attack on
certain issues – even if it seems like
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it’s a “dead” one. Depending on
which party is in power can place
certain issues on a back burner or
ignite a previously dormant issue,
Matousek said.
For an example, he said that
if the Republicans lose control
of Congress then the F4A battle
over meal and rest breaks will
likely become a dead issue for the
time being. But, that could also
mean with Democrats in control
that the possibility of increasing
insurance minimums could
boomerang back into play.
“Just because it’s not an issue,
and I’ll use insurance minimums
(as) a good example, just because

which is an issue that recently
was addressed in California,”
Matousek said. “Other states
are looking at all kinds of crazy
stuff as well, so there’s always
something to do.”
As important as it is for
OOIDA to remain active,
Matousek said members play a
critical role in the Association’s
advocacy efforts.
“When I talk to our members
via email or on the phone, one of
the things I tell them if they hear
about an issue and call us is that
we can’t work on all of them,
but a lot of the stuff we work on
are things that we hear from our

An unexpected moment
with Rep. Lipinski
By Wendy Parker, staff writer

You never really know who you might run into
when attending a trucking-related event. Case in
point is the ninth annual Driver Appreciation Days
hosted at Greater Chicago I-55 Truck Plaza by
owner Robin Puthusseril.
My husband, George, and I were there with our
tour truck representing Tough Tested and 4 State
Trucks. We were told that Congressman Dan
Lipinski, D-Ill., would be making the rounds at the
event.
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of truckers at the feder

it’s not an issue now doesn’t
mean we’re not taking meetings
on it, making sure that members
of Congress know our position,”
Matousek said.
That’s just at the federal level
too. OOIDA also is constantly
active on issues at the state level,
which gets even trickier when
you consider the number of
states, number of differing issues,
and the resources available to
OOIDA.
“We work on quite a few
issues across the country.
We have to, from a resources
perspective, pick and choose our
battles. But we work on things
at the state level (on issues
like) nonconsensual towing,
lane restrictions, differential
speed limits and CDL training,
NOVEMBER 2018

members about,” he said. “We
have a lot of great advocates, a
lot of grassroots support from not
only our board members but from
all of our members.”
Whether Congress is in
session or not, no matter if a
big issue like hours of service
is dominating headlines and
conversation, OOIDA has a lot
going on.
“We get questions occasionally
via email from members saying,
‘Hey what else are you guys
working on,’ and it’s hard to
answer that via email because
there’s just so much to put in
there. So I always encourage
people to call me if they want to
talk about any particular issue,”
Matousek said. “There’s just a lot
there, and we enjoy doing it.” LL

Land Line Staff Writer Wendy Parker chats with Rep. Dan
Lipinski, D-Ill.

Lipinski serves on the House Transportation
and Infrastructure Committee. Having a moment
to speak with him face-to-face was a great
opportunity. It’s also pretty likely that it would
be one of the few – if not only – times the
congressman would ever be climbing into the
driver’s seat of a Freightliner for a photo op.
Luckily, I had an issue of Land Line available to
give him.
My preparation time for this impromptu meeting
was exactly zero, and it was most definitely a
quick visit. Being able to hand the congressman
something tangible that he can reference when he
has more than six seconds to zip from person to
person like a hummingbird was invaluable.
Continued on Page 41
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The emotional stages of advocacy
By Collin Long,
OOIDA director of government affairs

the record why they must address the
concerns of small-business truckers
became a great motivator.
I told some friends in the lobbying
world that I had been called up to
testify in a couple days – hoping
for some empathy. As former
congressional staffers, I assumed they
would understand my reluctance.
Instead, they were enthusiastic. I had
allowed myself to forget that testifying
is an important accomplishment for
someone working in our field. With
this in mind, I started to get excited.

Terrified. Nervous. Intimidated.
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But suddenly the script had flipped,
and I found myself being thrown
into the deep end – called-up to be a
witness at a hearing that was taking
place in less than 48 hours. The initial
thought of having to be the one to
provide testimony and answer the
questions of elected officials was
terrifying.
Nevermind the fact I was filling
in for one of the trucking industry’s
greatest minds – a guy who can
effortlessly convey the unique opinion
of small-business truckers in any
setting with a chuckle. That’s enough
to make anyone nervous.
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Proud. Relieved. Tipsy.
Collin Long, OOIDA’s director of government
affairs, testified at a House subcommittee hearing
in September.

Additionally, I am most comfortable
operating behind the scenes. That’s
how nature programmed me. I
avoid the limelight like most people
avoid their mothers-in-law. But
there’s no dodging it when you’re
testifying before a congressional
committee. Some people thrive in
these environments, but I find them
intimidating.

Confident. Motivated. Excited.
For a while I thought I could weasel
my way out of this unexpected
assignment. I explained to the bosses
that surely someone else must be more
comfortable or better suited for the
role. Right? Nope. They were certain I
could handle it. With this reassurance,
my confidence began to grow.
Also, representing professional
drivers on Capitol Hill is my job, for
Pete’s sake. There’s no better way to
promote the interest of professional
drivers than to testify on their behalf
before Congress. It was time to
forget my own personal insecurities
and do my damn job, no matter how
uncomfortable the situation made me.
The realization that I’d been given the
opportunity to tell elected officials on

OOIDA has been following the glider
kit issue since the beginning, and
our team in D.C. has been actively
engaged with Congress and the Trump
administration through every twist and
turn as we work together to preserve
the American glider industry. My
coworkers and I had already done
a significant amount of advance
legwork to ensure every member of
the committee was educated before the
hearing. Not a single elected official or
staffer didn’t know exactly where we
stood on the issue. Our position was
clear and our arguments were concise.
As congressmen began asking me
questions, it became evident that not
only had our message been delivered,
it had resonated. I was extremely
proud of the entire OOIDA team for
showing what effective advocacy
looks like.
After 90 minutes of productive
discourse, the hearing came to an
end. Reviews began coming in, and
while I was instinctively critical of
my performance, they were positive.
Despite my fears, I hadn’t made an ass
of myself or OOIDA. What a relief.
Following the hearing, the D.C.
team headed to lunch to debrief. I had
a beer to celebrate and decompress.
My adrenaline must have been sky
high because it made me tipsy. What a
nerd. LL
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These are some of the first emotions
I experienced when word came from
headquarters that our president and
CEO, Todd Spencer, would be unable
to testify at a congressional hearing on
glider kits in two days and I would be
his replacement.
In the grand scheme of things,
hearings were never a big deal for
me. That may sound big-headed, but
when you spend eight years working
for a congressman, preparing for and
attending hearings are just part of the
job. I’ve been a staffer or spectator
at dozens throughout my career and,
I suppose, with familiarity came
nonchalance.

Have you thanked your
elected official today?
By Greg Grisolano,
digital content editor

When it’s time to say “thank you,”
sometimes a phone call just isn’t
enough.
That was the attitude OOIDA
Board Member Miles Verhoef took
when an opportunity presented
itself for him to meet his local
congressman, Montana Republican
Rep. Greg Gianforte.

Rep. Greg Gianforte, left, shakes hands with
OOIDA Board Member Miles Verhoef at a
meeting for constituents on Aug. 30 in Malta,
Mont. (Courtesy Miles Verhoef)

The congressman was hosting
an event in August at a brewery
in Malta, Verhoef’s hometown.
Miles says he went there to shake
Gianforte’s hand in person.
“I wanted to make it a point to get
there and thank him for his support
(of truckers and OOIDA),” Verhoef
said, pointing to Gianforte’s role as
a leading sponsor or co-sponsor on
several amendments and pieces of
legislation that would benefit smallbusiness trucking operations. “I
wanted to be able to thank him face
to face.”
“Being from Montana, we’ve got
two huge supporters of the trucking
industry with Sen. (Steve) Daines
and Rep. Gianforte,” Verhoef said.
“It’s a big deal to have those guys in
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our court and not backing down.”
Since joining Congress in a 2017
special election as the representative
for Montana’s at-large district,
Gianforte has established himself
as a frequent backer of legislation
favorable to OOIDA’s agenda,
including co-sponsoring Texas
lawmaker Brian Babin’s bills to
delay the ELD mandate and to
reform hours of service. Gianforte
also was a lead co-sponsor on HR
5948, the ELD exemption bill for
motor carriers with 10 trucks or
fewer.
Other bills cosponsored by
Gianforte include:
• HR 6179, requiring the Secretary
of Transportation to conduct
a study about the impact of
ELDs and report the ﬁndings to
Congress. Introduced by Rep.
Kevin Cramer, the bill would
require DOT to conduct a study
to determine how many
employees who must comply with
ELD requirements have ceased
being operators of a commercial
motor vehicle as a result of such
requirements.
• HR 6079, the Transporting
Livestock Safely Across America
Act. Introduced by Rep. Ted Yoho,
an ag hours-of-service bill that
would permit various exceptions
for livestock haulers.

In June, Gianforte also wrote a letter
to the EPA Inspector General about
possible collusion between Volvo
and the Environmental Protection
Agency about the glider kit repeal.
As a result of that letter and others,
the EPA’s Inspector General
announced a formal investigation
into the matter.
For his part, Verhoef says it is
important for OOIDA members to
take time and meet their elected
officials, whenever possible.
“It can be a little nerve-wracking,
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speaking to someone with a title like that,
but they’re just people,” he said. “And the
more you do it, the easier it becomes.
“They can put a name with a face, and
a face with the Association, and then they
know who makes up OOIDA,” he said.
“I’d been meaning to call his office, but
then I had this opportunity to meet face
to face. What better way to say thank you
than to shake his hand?” LL
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Sometimes it’s intimidating meeting
representatives and people who swim
frequently in D.C. waters. They’re usually
surrounded by a flurry of activity and
people, trading business cards with one
another.
Once I got beyond the initial fear of
fainting or throwing up on his shoes, I
was able to give Rep. Lipinski information
he may not otherwise have handy. That’s
what grassroots efforts are about. The
information part, not fainting or throwing
up.
Impromptu, face-to-face meet-andgreets should be treated as just that
– a quick, “Hey, how are ya? How’s your
momma? Good to know. Here’s a copy of
Land Line you can hold in your hand so
you know for sure we met. We need your
help, but first you have to understand what
we need. Thanks for coming out. Be safe
going home.”
It’s just that quick, and you never
know if you had any impact on the
representative’s day, but you did your job
as a grassroots advocate. And hey, all
those cards people pass around? Use
them. Follow up after you meet these
people. That is your instant connection to
your government officials, and something
you didn’t have before. LL
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GBATS/OOIDA’s 45th

The fight continues
OOIDA celebrated its
45th anniversary in September,
but the Association’s leaders
used the event to voice the
concerns of truck drivers.

By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

JOPLIN, Mo. — OOIDA President Todd Spencer
walked with FMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez
into the trailer of the Association’s tour truck,
The Spirit. Inside, their attention turned to the
wall depicting OOIDA’s long history and many
accomplishments.
Martinez has grown quite familiar

OOIDA President Todd Spencer takes FMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez on a tour
of the Association’s touring tractor-trailer during the Guilty By Association Truck
Show on Sept. 28 in Joplin, Mo. (Photo by Norita Taylor)

It was OOIDA that helped
Martinez set his sights on the
when the Association petitioned the FMCSA to
provide more flexibility within the hours-of-service
regulations.
Appropriately, Spencer and Martinez were at the
Guilty By Association Truck Show in Joplin, Mo.,
which was serving as a celebration of OOIDA’s 45th
OOIDA Board Member Doug Smith speaks during the FMCSA’s public listening
anniversary.
session about hours-of-service regulations during GBATS on Sept. 28 in Joplin,
But the event wasn’t a celebration alone. It was also Mo. (Photo by Jami Jones)
a showcase of the work OOIDA’s leaders put in to
represent its more than 160,000 members.
Then the discussions turned official as FMCSA hosted
Spencer had the ear of Martinez for about an hour,
its third of five public listening sessions on possible
taking him on a one-on-one tour of the truck show
changes to the agency’s hours-of-service rules at the truck
grounds in a golf cart. Martinez also met with other
show in Joplin.
OOIDA leaders, including Executive Vice President
Martinez opened the listening session in Joplin by
Lewie Pugh, members of the Washington, D.C., team, and thanking 4 State Trucks for hosting the event and OOIDA
several members of OOIDA’s board of directors.
for its important role in the industry.
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“OOIDA has not been shy about coming to me.
We’ve met many times in Washington, D.C.,
in the few months that I’ve been in office.
I do appreciate the advice and guidance that
you have provided and your support of our
participation here.” – FMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez

OOIDA President Todd Spencer tells FMCSA leaders at a public listening session
in Joplin, Mo., that the current hours-of-service regulations force drivers to
operate despite adverse and unforseen conditions. (Photo by Nate Kelly)

FMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez and OOIDA President Todd Spencer speak
with OOIDA Board Member Bob Esler during the Guilty By Association Truck
Show on Sept. 28 in Joplin, Mo. (Photo by Jami Jones)

“I want to thank OOIDA, the sponsor of this show. It is
their 45th year of being one of the most important national
voices for truckers and the trucking industry,” Martinez
said.
“OOIDA has not been shy about coming to me. We’ve
met many times in Washington, D.C., in the few months
that I’ve been in office. I do appreciate the advice and
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guidance that you have provided and your support of our
participation here.”
OOIDA used the listening session as an opportunity
to voice its opinions on the current hours-of-service
regulations and why change is needed.
Spencer told Martinez and other FMCSA leaders that
the current rules force truck drivers to operate in adverse
conditions or when they are tired. He also thanked the
agency for listening to professional drivers.
“The regulation shouldn’t force you to drive when you
don’t want to or when it doesn’t make sense. Too often,
that happens now,” Spencer said. “I think we can do better.
I applaud the agency for recognizing that.
“When you talk about drivers that measure their safety
by millions of miles, they probably have figured a few
things out. You can probably learn a lot, so I want to thank
you for doing that.”
OOIDA petitioned the FMCSA in February, asking for
regulations to allow drivers to take a rest break once per
14-hour duty period for three consecutive hours if the
driver is off-duty. OOIDA also asked for the agency to
eliminate the 30-minute rest break requirement.
The Association said that giving professional drivers the
option to avoid rush-hour traffic, inclement weather, or to
stop when they feel fatigued would benefit safety.
FMCSA responded by publishing an advance notice of
proposed rulemaking regarding potential changes on
Aug. 23. The agency followed by hosting listening
sessions in Dallas; Reno, Nev.; Joplin; Orlando, Fla.;
and Washington, D.C. Even better, Martinez directed the
agency to move quickly on the matter as the comment
period ended on Oct. 10.
“My background is trucking,” Spencer said at the
listening session. “I started as an owner-operator, and the
happiest trucking I ever did was for a long-haul carrier
where I had the total flexibility to pick my day, pick my
time … to drive when it made sense to drive. I wasn’t
going to drive a million hours. I was going to drive when it
made sense to drive.”
Continued on Page 45
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10th annual
GBATS
tallies highs
for number
of trucks,
attendance

One for the
record books
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

JOPLIN, Mo. – For months, Guilty By Association Truck
Show organizer Bryan Martin said the 2018 edition was
going to be the largest in the show’s 10-year history.
He was right.
A record 693 trucks and about 15,000
people attended the three-day show

2017, we had just over 500 trucks. That’s an
increase of nearly 200 trucks. That’s amazing.”
The show also served as a celebration of OOIDA’s 45th
anniversary of fighting for the rights of truck drivers.
OOIDA President Todd Spencer, OOIDA Executive
Vice President Lewie Pugh and other members of the
Association’s leadership team attended the celebration.
“With nearly 700 show trucks and about 15,000 truck
drivers and their families in attendance, this was the largest
GBATS ever,” Pugh said. “It speaks volumes for the
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“It was an epic weekend,”

Continued on Page 46
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Spencer told the agency’s leaders that no one wants
highways to be safe more than professional truck drivers.
“You’re at a place surrounded by some of the most
beautiful equipment you will run into anywhere, and it’s
owned and operated by professionals,” Spencer said on the
second day of GBATS, which hosted nearly 700 trucks.
“And I doubt you can find a single (truck driver) who
will attribute their success or their safety to any of the
regulations.
“To tell them that they should operate safely is almost
an insult. There’s nobody out there who wants to get close
to anything, let alone another vehicle. The vast majority of
these folks, our members and owner-operators overall, they
are all family people. Their wives, their kids, their spouses,
their mothers – they all run the same roads. Every time they
move, they think more about the safety of others than they
quite likely do for themselves.”
Doug Smith, an OOIDA board member from Utah, said
he agreed with FMCSA’s idea to extend the 12-hour shorthaul exception to 14 hours.
“It’s taken a long time for someone to put that together,
but that’s brilliant,” Smith said. “I support that wholeheartedly. When you just barely cross over that 12-hour
line and you have to back up and do a logbook, it’s pretty
frustrating. So that 14-hour rule makes a lot of sense.”
Mark Elrod, an OOIDA board member from Indiana,
asked the agency for clarification on its guidance regarding
personal conveyance.
“You can use a commercial motor vehicle for personal
conveyance when you are not in commerce and not
making any money,” said Bill Quade, FMCSA’s associate
administrator for enforcement and program delivery.
“There is no specific hours limitation. I was at a CVSA
meeting last week, and law enforcement was asking for a
distance. But we can’t give a distance. If I am an owneroperator for Landstar and I finish in Jackson, Fla., and
then I’m going on vacation to California, and my vehicle
is my truck, then I can go to California. You’re not making
any money. It is not in commerce. Our regulations do not
apply.”
Several other truck drivers spoke in favor of eliminating
the 30-minute mandatory rest break and adding flexibility
into the sleeper berth provision.
Martinez told the audience that the agency plans to move
forward with changes to the HOS rules as soon as possible.
“We are on a very aggressive timeline here,” Martinez
said.
“We want to make sure that any changes to these rules
continue to protect public safety and provide the flexibility
the industry needs to maintain to maximize an efficient and
safe transportation system in the United States.” LL
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success of GBATS and the
45th anniversary celebration
of OOIDA. We were proud
to sponsor the show.”
The Association spent
much of the show talking
with members and giving
back to the truckers who
have allowed OOIDA to
grow from a tiny operation
when it started in 1973 into
the largest national organization of professional truck
drivers with more than 160,000 members.
OOIDA gave away bottles of water throughout the
show as well as tokens for a free snow cone and various
other prizes. The Association also sponsored much of
the entertainment at GBATS.
“The association with OOIDA and the tie-in of it
being their 45th anniversary helped take this show to a
new level,” Martin said. “OOIDA helping us promote
the show for the last nine months has been a wonderful
thing. We are proud to have the affiliation.”
The three-day show featured an abundance of
entertainment for truck drivers and their families. The
show included bull riding, a motorcycle stunt show,
a truck and tractor pull, big rig drag races, and a
downtown concert headlined by Confederate Railroad.
Highlighting the motorcycle stunt show, a
motorcyclist jumped the length of a tractor-trailer that
was draped in an OOIDA banner.
Confederate Railroad, who was one of the most
popular country bands of the 1990s and is best known
for such songs as “Trashy Women” and “Queen
of Memphis,” performed for thousands of fans in
downtown Joplin.
The annual truck convoy for Special Olympics had
522 trucks and raised $191,175. An auction for the first
spot in the convoy garnered $18,000.
“That’s another record,” Martin said. “I think the
previous most for the first spot was $13,000 or $14,000.
“The show exceeded our wildest expectations.”
Russ Moser, an OOIDA member from Joplin,
received the GBATS’ annual Larry H. Martin Memorial
Award. The award is named after Martin’s father and goes
each year to someone who is family oriented, possesses
a strong work ethic, and has had a positive impact on
trucking.
Moser, who is Martin’s uncle, started trucking when he
was 20 years old. Now 67, Moser continued trucking until
about two years ago when he was in an automobile wreck
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Bryan “Boss Man” Martin (right of center) presents a plaque to members of the
OOIDA Board of Directors in recognition for the Association’s co-sponsorship
of the Guilty By Association Truck Show.

that left him partially paralyzed.
“He’s unable to drive a semi-truck, which just breaks his
heart,” Martin said. “He can still drive a car, but he can’t
drive a big rig.”
Martin said the only complaint he received about the
2018 show is that there won’t be a show in 2019. The
Martin family announced in August that the show would
occur every other year.
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“With nearly 700 show trucks
and about 15,000 truck drivers
and their families in attendance,
this was the largest GBATS ever. It
speaks volumes for the success of
GBATS and the 45th anniversary
celebration of OOIDA. OOIDA
was proud to sponsor the show.”
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– OOIDA Executive Vice President Lewie Pugh

“Our GBATS vision is to most definitely to keep
the show growing and get better and better each and
every event to ensure the best show ever and a more
memorable weekend for attendees,” Brice Martin,
co-owner of 4 State Trucks said in a news release.
“Moving to a one year on and one year off schedule
will allow us to come up with more ideas, attractions
and unique activities, and also help us set aside a bigger
budget to keep GBATS exciting and on the must-see
list of our loyal customers and friends.”
Bryan Martin said the show’s organizers will be
working for two years to make the next show another
epic affair.
“In order to keep making it bigger and better, we
need that extra year to prepare,” he said. “We need to
create more car parking and more semi parking. Guys,
trust me. This is going to work out, and 2020 is going
to knock your socks off. This will give us time to pull
it off.” LL
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Paying it forward

The 2018 Guilty By Association truck convoy for Special Olympics of Southwest
Missouri included 522 trucks and raised $191,175. (Photo by Nate Kelly)

Truckers combine forces
to raise millions for
Special Olympics.
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

P

erched up in the passenger seat of a 2006
Peterbilt 379, Special Olympics gold medalist
Jeremiah Ellis was soaking it all in.
Hundreds of spectators lined the 11.7-mile truck
convoy route in Joplin, Mo., to celebrate athletes like
Jeremiah and to cheer on the 522 participating trucks that
helped raise $191,175 for Special Olympics of Southwest
Missouri.
Jeremiah was busy waving, throwing candy to
spectators, and reaching out of the truck window to show
off the three gold medals he won for bowling at the 2018
USA Games in Seattle.
If anyone was prouder than Jeremiah, it was Kevin and
Lisa Vogt, a pair of OOIDA members from Checotah,
Okla., who have escorted the Neosho, Mo., athlete in the
Special Olympics truck convoy the past two years.
“Be sure to show everyone your medals,” Lisa told
Jeremiah. “We are so proud of you.”
A truck driver who is leased on to Landstar, Kevin Vogt
has been involved in the Guilty By Association Truck
Show Special Olympics convoy for several years. He and
Lisa have escorted an athlete the past four.
“One time I came through town and saw all of this
going on,” Kevin said. “I asked what was happening, and
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Special Olympics gold medalist Jeremiah Ellis rode in the truck convoy with
OOIDA members Kevin and Lisa Vogt, of Checotah, Okla. (Photos by Mark
Schremmer and Lisa Vogt)
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The 2018 GBATS Special Olympics
truck convoy in Joplin, Mo., garnered
522 trucks and $191,175.
I was told it was for Special Olympics. I said that I wanted to
be involved.
“So many people are so self-absorbed that they don’t take
time to do things for the less fortunate. I feel like I’ve been
afforded some opportunities that others haven’t, so I want
to pay it forward. You never know when you might be the
person who is down and out.”
Vogt’s feelings are echoed throughout the trucking industry.
Since the first Special Olympics truck convoy took place in
2001 in Florida, thousands of truckers have participated in
convoys across the United States and Canada to help raise
millions of dollars for the charity.
In Joplin alone, the convoy has generated close to $700,000
since teaming up with GBATS in 2011. Each truck in the
Joplin convoy donates at least $100 to Special Olympics.
“It’s our No. 1 fundraiser,” said Robin Anderson,
development director for Special Olympics Missouri. “It
pretty much carries us for the year for our sports competitions
and training for the athletes.”
During the convoy’s fundraising auction on Sept. 29 in
Joplin, Anderson teared up several times as truckers dug
deep in their pockets for the organization’s 1,556 athletes
in the Southwest Missouri area. The auction, which was
for the first 15 spots in the convoy as well as the caboose,
generated $105,800 in about 30 minutes. Donnie and Beverly
Ledgerwood of Birch Tree, Mo., donated $18,000 for the
top spot alone. The auction also drew $2,700 for an original
painting of a big rig participating in the convoy for Special
Olympics by St. Louis artist Vesna Delevska.
The donations make activities like Jeremiah’s trip to
compete in Seattle possible.
“There’s really not any words,” Anderson said. “It was so
amazing and so unexpected. It’s a bunch of regular people
coming together to help out our athletes. Seeing their kind
hearts can be overwhelming at times.”
While Joplin’s truck convoy for Special Olympics may
be the biggest, it’s certainly not the only place truck drivers
come together to support the nonprofit organization.
According to the Special Olympics website, truck convoy
fundraisers occur in 26 states and two Canadian provinces.
The Wisconsin convoy garnered 175 trucks and nearly
$100,000. Since 2005, the truck convoys have raised more
than $1.2 million for Wisconsin Special Olympics athletes.
South Dakota hosted convoys in Sioux Falls and Rapid
City. The Sioux Falls convoy hauled in $75,000 with 151
trucks participating. OOIDA senior member Marty Ellis,
Continued on Page 50
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It was a record year for the Special Olympics truck convoy in Joplin, Mo. The convoy had 100 more trucks and raised
about $75,000 more than the previous year. (Photo by Nate Kelly)

Jon Osburn, the skipper of OOIDA’s touring tractor-trailer, drives The
Spirit during a Special Olympics truck convoy in Sioux Falls, S.D., this
past September. The convoy raised $75,000. (Photo by Jami Jones)

St. Louis artist Vesna Delevska’s original painting of a big rig drew $2,700 at the
auction for Special Olympics of Southwest Missouri. (Photo by Mark Schremmer)
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who serves as the chairman of the South Dakota convoy’s
planning committee, said the fundraiser surpassed the
$64,000 generated in 2017. About 70 trucks participated in
the fifth annual convoy at Rapid City to raise $29,000.
Meanwhile, the 14th annual Brant County Special
Olympics Truck Convoy in Ontario, Canada, raised about
$75,000, and the Arkansas convoy generated more than
$40,000. Dozens of other truck convoys delivered tens of
thousands of dollars each.
And, of course, those numbers are just a mere sampling
of the goodwill created by the annual events.
“A lot of the drivers build relationships with the
athletes,” said Tammy Blackwell, the convoy coordinator
for Brant County. “Some of them exchange Christmas
50 LAND LINE

cards and birthday cards. These guys do it for the right
reasons. It’s extremely heartwarming to see. I wish we
could bottle whatever is in that room that day.”
Anderson said many of Special Olympics’ activities
wouldn’t be possible without the generosity of truck
drivers.
“They are probably the most generous and kindhearted
group of people I know,” she said. “Truckers are so
compassionate and involved in our program. They
genuinely care about our athletes and what they can do for
our athletes.
“They are some of the kindest big ol’ teddy bears you’ll
ever find. I see the tears at the show, and I know it’s
coming from the heart.” LL
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Melting hearts
and changing lives
By Jami Jones, managing editor

If you haven’t ever participated in a charitable
fundraising event in the trucking industry, I can say
as a matter of fact you are missing out. It’s a moving
experience that words often fail to describe.
Thanks to an invitation from OOIDA senior member
Marty Ellis, I made my third trip north to South Dakota
for the Sioux Falls leg
of the South Dakota
Convoy for Special
Olympics this year. It
was my second trip with
my now-20-year-old son
Jake.
Now, mind you,
Jami and Jake Jones
it wasn’t difficult to
convince the 13-year-old Jake to take a day off of
school and go to the convoy years ago. But, when I
asked the now-junior-in-college physics major if he
wanted to go, he moved heaven and earth to make
sure he had the time to go. I also can tell you with a
great amount of certainty that it wasn’t a chance to
spend a weekend with mom that motivated him.
It was the Special Olympics athletes and the salt-ofthe-earth, giving truckers that drew us both back.
Society seems to have turned so sour in recent
years. People just aren’t as nice as they used to be.
Maybe that’s what makes events like these convoys so
significant.
Truckers from all backgrounds come together for the
good of others. And they all dig deep. But, it’s not just
about the money, either. If that was it, telethons would
serve the purpose.
It’s about connecting and outreach. Connecting
with the athletes and community. Outreach to those
who likely may not understand the charitable cause,
Special Olympics in this instance, and the big hearts
of the trucking community.
I posted myself up along the convoy route and met
some locals in Sioux Falls who come out every year to
wave at the trucks. I asked what they thought of it.
“The trucks are cool, but meeting all the drivers and
seeing all the good they do for Special Olympics,
that’s even better,” was one response I got.
As much as it is for the spectators, it’s better for the
truckers. And if you ever get the opportunity, jump at it.
Because, I’ll tell you it’s hard to tell when watching
the convoys if the smiles on the athletes faces are any
bigger than the ones on the faces of the truckers they
ride along with. You’ll help provide important money
for these athletes, but you’ll also enjoy a life-changing
experience that will stay with you. LL
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WREATHS ACROSS AMERICA

ÔOvercome with tearsÕ
OOIDA life member
moved by Wreaths Across
America program

Wreaths Across America was
started by Morrill Worcester in 1992.
(Courtesy of Donald Crouse)
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

A

bout 10 years ago, OOIDA life
member Donald Crouse Jr.
heard about Wreaths Across America
by listening to Land Line Now. That
radio segment was enough to prompt
Crouse to volunteer for the nonprofit
charity that places wreaths on the
graves of military veterans.
In 2008, Crouse loaded his trailer
full of wreaths in Maine and delivered
to stops in West Virginia, Virginia,
Kentucky and Tennessee.
“At each stop, everyone was
overcome with tears while we were
unloading,” Crouse said. “At that
point, I was hooked on it.”
Since then, Crouse has delivered
to Arlington National Cemetery and
has helped establish wreath-laying
ceremonies at several locations in
Indiana. He even decked out his
trailer with artwork to commemorate
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Wreaths Across America.
“I want to thank the men and
women of the armed forces for
making it possible for me to truck
around this beautiful country and
being free while I do it,” said Crouse,
a 70-year-old truck driver from
Bruceville, Ind.
Wreaths Across America started
in 1992 when Morrill Worcester,
owner of Worcester Wreath Co. in
Harrington, Maine, found himself
with a surplus of wreaths toward the
end of the holiday season. With the
help of Maine Sen. Olympia Snowe,
arrangements were made to place
wreaths in some of the older sections
of Arlington.
The tribute continued annually for
more than a decade with little fanfare.
In 2005, a photo of the tombstones
adorned with wreaths and covered in
snow began to circulate the internet,
prompting national attention to the

cause. Soon, thousands of requests
poured in from people who wanted
to get involved and replicate the
Arlington project at other national and
state cemeteries.
Each December, wreath-laying
ceremonies are conducted at
Arlington, as well as more than 1,000
other cemeteries. In 2017, more than
1.5 million wreaths were placed
on veterans’ headstones at 1,422
participating cemeteries around the
United States. The wreaths are placed
to honor the service and sacrifices
made by the veterans. In addition,
each name is said aloud.
This year’s National Wreaths Across
America Day, which will be Dec. 15,
is expected to be even larger.
“There’s supposed to be over 1,500
locations this year,” Crouse said.
The theme for Wreaths Across
America in 2018 is “Be their witness.”
Crouse is on the waiting list to
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Donald and Cindy Crouse, pictured with radio personality Dave Nemo, show their support for Wreaths
Across America at the Mid-America Trucking Show in Louisville, Ky. (Courtesy of Donald Crouse)

deliver to Arlington this year. If no one
drops out, he and his wife, Cindy, will
pick up in Maine and deliver wreaths
to West Lafayette, Ind., instead.
The Crouses helped organize
wreath-laying ceremonies in Indiana

including Bruceville, Freelandville and
Wheatland.
And even when Crouse isn’t
delivering loads for Wreaths Across
America, his allegiance toward the
organization is clear. Most of the time,

Crouse is pulling a trailer covered
in Wreaths Across America artwork,
which includes images of wreaths
placed at Arlington National Cemetery.
He said the trailer garners quite a bit
of attention.
“The fun thing about it is that
someone will pass you on the interstate
and then drop back behind you,”
Crouse said. “And then they’ll come
back, and someone will be taking your
picture. It gets a lot of attention and a
lot of thumbs up.”
In addition to the trailer, Crouse’s
2013 Volvo honors former military
veterans. Featured on the truck are
10-inch images of John Grabbe, a
former high school classmate of
Crouse’s who died in Vietnam, and
brothers-in-law William Lehman and
Ronnie Detty.
Not a veteran himself, Crouse wants
to honor the people who secured his
freedom.
“It’s my way of saying, ‘Thank
you.’” LL

Securing your family’s future
with life insurance through OOIDA
They are the most important people in your life and they depend
on you to protect them. How would they manage if you were not
there? How would they survive financially? That’s why you need
to make sure you are covered by life insurance in the event of
the unforeseeable.
Secure your family’s financial future with OOIDA and Puritan Life
Insurance Company of America of Austin, TX*.
As an OOIDA member, you can enjoy our low rates and
purchase $10,000 to $250,000 worth of coverage. (Subject to
underwriter’s approval.) Your spouse or domestic partner can
also apply for increments of $5,000 up to 100% of your approved
amount, not to exceed $125,000.

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits Group
at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on this or
any of the medical benefits available.

And if you are a new OOIDA member, you have 60 days from
your membership effective date to enroll for up to $50,000**
worth of guaranteed coverage – regardless of pre-existing
conditions.
Since 2011, OOIDA life insurance has paid over $9 million in
benefits for members and their families.
Call OOIDA today and find out how you can take that first step.
* Administrative offices: PO Box 11823 Winston-Salem, NC 27116.
** All coverage is subject to underwriter’s approval outside of open enrollment period.
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Just like Noah’s Ark, trucker
rescues animals from flood
OOIDA member rescues pets
during Hurricane Florence
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

C

all it a modern-day Noah’s Ark.
Tony Alsup, an OOIDA member from Greenback,
Tenn., spent much of September loading his school
bus with dozens of dogs and cats in order to save the
animals from the floodwaters created by Hurricane
Florence.
The efforts from Alsup and others have been featured
by such media outlets as The Washington Post and CBS
News. Of course, the comparison to Noah’s Ark serves
as the writer’s version of a layup.
“I love it that they’re
calling it that,” Alsup
“I can’t just turn a said.
blind eye,” he said. The 51-year-old truck
driver is well aware
“If I can help, then that the Bible reference
I’m going to help.” helps bring attention to
the cause of rescuing
– Tony Alsup, animals and helping the
OOIDA member
people who love those
animals.
“I can’t just turn a blind eye,” he said. “If I can help,
then I’m going to help.”
Alsup’s mission isn’t a new one. He helped rescue pets
in harm’s way during Hurricane Irma, Hurricane Harvey
and Hurricane Maria. In order to transport the animals in
a safe manner, he purchased an old school bus.
On one of his trips in mid-September, Alsup
transported 53 dogs and 11 cats from shelters in South
Carolina.
He transported the animals to a dog shelter in Alabama
until they can find foster homes for the animals.
“They had 7 acres of pure dog heaven,” Alsup said.
“These dogs have been in shelters, so now they had the
chance to run around and play.”
The work didn’t end there. On Sept. 17, he said he
helped an 84-year-old military veteran get fuel for the
generator to run his breathing machine. On Sept. 18,
he arrived in the Burgaw and Atkinson, N.C., areas in
an attempt to rescue two horses stranded in high water.
Later that same day, he was helping rescue two Great
Danes and two mastiffs out of Burgaw.
Jane McGregor, who is working with Alsup to help
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Tony Alsup, an OOIDA member from Greenback, Tenn., loaded dozens of
pets in his school bus and rescued the animals from floodwaters caused
by Hurricane Florence this past September. (Courtesy of Tony Alsup)

rescue animals, talked with Land Line Now about the
mission.
“It’s just amazing how individuals will reach out and
work together,” she said. “This just keeps building and
building.”
In late September, the work continued. Alsup
continued to report his latest adventures on Facebook
and was working out of Georgetown, S.C., to help more
people and animals from the devastation.
By press time, 47 deaths had been attributed to
Florence.
Homes in the path of Hurricane Florence were still
coping with flooding as of press time. The Waccamaw
River, which flows through Conway, S.C., reached
a crest of more than 21 feet, surpassing the previous
record of 17.9 feet set by Hurricane Matthew in 2016.
Buildings in Conway were still submerged more than 10
days after the storm reached landfall.
In addition to damaged homes, thousands of vehicles
were totaled from floodwaters, according to NPR.
By late September, cleanup had started in many areas
throughout North Carolina.
As for Alsup, he said he will continue to help with
the recovery process as much as he can. He also plans
to expand his efforts to help pets after the recovery is
complete.
“The stories have brought a lot of attention,” Alsup
said. “I have a lot of ideas of things I’d like to do.” LL
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Shell Rotella surprises
trucking mentor with $10,000
on Megyn Kelly show
By Greg Grisolano, digital content editor

Deb LaBree thought the trip to New York City to
appear on “Megyn Kelly Today” was more than
enough of a thank you for National Truck Driver
Appreciation Week.
But then she received a check for $10,000 from
Shell Rotella as a thanks for her work as mentor to
other women in the trucking industry.
“Talk about a shocker,” LaBree said in a phone
interview with Land Line. “I’m so glad I was already
sitting down.”
The OOIDA member got to fly to New York City
and stay at a hotel prior to taping the show on Sept. 12.
“They’ve already treated me like a queen,” she said.
“They brought me to New York City. It had been a
fantastic experience.”
“I want the biggest, in-capital-letters ‘thank you’ to
Shell Rotella and Megyn Kelly because they gave me a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity,” she said. “I’m still on
cloud nine … I’m truly thankful and truly blessed.”
LaBree and her husband, Del, are independent
owner-operators leased to Landstar. They run
specialized freight. Deb has been trucking for 12 years,
with more than 1.2 million accident-free miles. She is
also a member of the Women in Trucking U.S. Image
Team.
LaBree transitioned to trucking from a career as a
cosmetologist. Now she mentors other women who are
working in trucking or who are thinking about
switching to a career in the cab.
Many of those mentoring relationships started via
online groups, usually when one member posts about a
problem or a question she is having.
“Sometimes the questions people are asking –
they’re trying to find a way to make it work and they
just can’t figure it out. Then I’ll generally reach out,”
she said. “Sometimes it’s a question you can answer
very simply. Sometimes they just need that extra help.”
Deb says private messages can sometimes lead into
phone calls, and from there “if you’re really lucky, you
bump into them somewhere in a fuel line or at a
customer or at a truck show, and that’s where
friendships are born.”
“I’ve gotten way more back,” she said. “Wonderful
friendships that I treasure.” LL
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IN THE COURTS

As part of Prime case, Supreme Court
dissects wording of Federal Arbitration Act
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Supreme Court justices scrutinized
the definition of such terms as
“worker” and “employee” in New
Prime’s case that will decide whether
or not the Federal Arbitration Act
applies to transportation workers.
The high court listened to oral
arguments of the case on Oct. 3.
At issue is whether labor disputes
brought by owner-operators leased
to a motor carrier are exempt from
arbitration. The U.S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit ruled
that the exemption does apply to
independent contractors.
New Prime then petitioned the
ruling to the Supreme Court, arguing
that the First Circuit’s decision would
deprive both companies and workers
in the transportation industry of the
benefits of the Federal Arbitration
Act. In February, the Supreme Court
granted the petition to hear the case
between the Springfield, Mo.-based
trucking company and truck driver
Dominic Oliveira.
Oliveira’s attorneys contended that
the Federal Arbitration Act prohibits
courts from applying the statute to
the “contracts of employment of
seaman, railroad employers or any
other class of workers engaged in
foreign or interstate commerce.”
During oral arguments, New
Prime’s attorney, Theodore
Boutrous Jr., said the First Circuit’s
interpretation of the exemption was
“contrary to the plain meaning of
the statute and its structure, purpose,
history and context.”
“This court, for many years going
back to before when the Federal
Arbitration Act was enacted, has said
over and over again that if Congress
uses words like ‘employment’ or
‘employee’ or ‘employer’ in a statute
without further helpful definition, it
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intends for the common law agency
rules to govern that employer and
employee relationship.”
Justice Sonia Sotomayor interjected
that the word “workers” was used
instead of “employees.”
“Congress didn’t use the word
‘employees’ if it meant employees,”
Sotomayor said. “It used a much
broader term, ‘workers.’”
Boutrous argued that the intention
of Congress was clear.
“I think it’s also important that
it’s been nearly 100 years, and no
court had ever decided that the words
‘contracts of employment,’ which
are pretty clear, mean something
completely different,” he said.
In 2013, Oliveira entered into New
Prime’s truck driver apprenticeship
program. According to Oliveira’s
response brief to the Supreme Court,
Success Leasing, which is a separate
company from New Prime but
located in the same building, leased
Oliveira a truck and then directed
him to New Prime’s company store
to purchase fuel and equipment for
about $5,000.
According to Oliveira, New Prime
paid him less than minimum wage
and that deductions for fuel and lease
payments on the truck occasionally
left him owing money at the end of a
pay period.
In 2015, Oliveira filed a class
action lawsuit against New Prime,
alleging that the trucking company
violated the Fair Labor Standards Act
as well as the Missouri minimumwage statute. New Prime moved to
compel arbitration under the Federal
Arbitration Act.
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association filed an amicus
brief to the Supreme Court on behalf
of Oliveira in July.
A decision from the Supreme Court
is expected sometime in 2019. LL
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TRUCKING AWARD

Goodyear seeks Highway Hero nominations
By Land Line staff

Each year, Goodyear honors truck drivers who risk their
own safety with its Highway Hero Award.
The company seeks the public’s help in finding this
year’s batch of heroic truckers. Goodyear is accepting
nominations through Nov. 29.
“We recognize truck drivers and the role they play
in keeping our economy and way of life rolling,” Gary
Medalis, Goodyear marketing director, said in a news
release. “But these professionals deliver more than just
goods and services. They are often first responders to onhighway incidents, even before emergency crews arrive
on the scene, taking decisive action to save lives.”
The Goodyear Highway Hero Award was established
in 1983 to recognize drivers who have put themselves in
harm’s way to help others.
Frank Vieira was presented the 2018 award during a
ceremony in March at the Mid-America Trucking Show
in Louisville, Ky. Vieira, a truck driver from Canada,
helped save the life of a motorist who suffered a severe
injury after crashing his vehicle into the back of a truck.
Goodyear plans to announce the 2019 recipient in
March. The winner will receive a special ring, a cash
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award and a trophy. Each of the other finalists also will
receive a cash prize.
To be considered for the Goodyear Highway Hero
Award, candidates must meet the following criteria:
n Must be a full-time truck driver.
n Must reside in the United States or Canada.
n The heroic incident must have happened in the United
States or Canada.
n Nominee’s truck must have had 12 wheels or more at
the time of the incident.
n Nominee must have been on the job or on the way
to or from work in his or her truck at the time of the
incident.
n Incident must have taken place between Nov. 16,
2017, and Nov. 16, 2018.

Nominations may be mailed to the Goodyear
Highway Hero Award Headquarters; Dept. 798A;
200 Innovation Way; Akron, OH 44316. LL
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Your card.
Your savings.
Your OOIDA membership card
gives you more than 90 discounts,
rebates and more.
NEW
DISCOUNT
Tax Help MD offers OOIDA members 25% off tax
preparation and resolution services and $300 off tax
investigation. Tax Help MD is a group of tax attorneys,
CPAs and enrolled agents licensed by the U.S. Treasury
Department specializing in helping truck drivers resolve
back tax problems.

$

1000

Freightliner Trucks offers OOIDA members a $1,000
rebate on new 2018 and 2019 model year Freightliner
New Cascadia, Classic Cascadia and 122SD on-highway
trucks. Trucks must be delivered and warranty registered
between Jan. 1, 2018, and Dec. 31, 2018, and must be a
qualifying new order or Freightliner Trucks dealer stock unit.

$
Kenworth offers OOIDA
members a $1,000 rebate on
the following models:
• T680 and T880 with a 52-inch or larger
sleeper
• T660, T800 and W900 gliders with a 72inch or 86-inch sleeper
Both new stock and special order vehicles
qualify. Must be delivered by Dec. 31, 2018.

1000

$
• $2,000 rebate for any
new 4900 sleeper model
• $1,500 rebate for any new
4900 daycab
• $1,200 rebate for any new 5700 XE
sleeper or daycab model
Truck must be delivered by Dec. 31, 2018, and can be
new or from Western Star dealer stock.

NEW
DISCOUNT
LKQ Heavy Truck offers OOIDA members a 10%
discount on all parts plus a free “trucker’s hat” with
every purchase over $50. LKQ Heavy Truck is America’s
largest source for new, used, reconditioned and rebuilt
parts for Class 5, 6, 7 and 8 trucks.

$

1000

International and International Used Truck
Centers offers OOIDA members a $1,000
International Advantage Card credit with the
purchase of any new International RH, International LT,
ProStar, LoneStar or 9000i tractor or any used International
LT, ProStar, LoneStar or TranStar through Dec. 31, 2018.

$

1500

Peterbilt offers OOIDA
members a $1,500 cash
rebate on the following
models: 579, 567 and 389
with a sleeper 72-inch or larger. Take retail delivery between
Jan. 1, 2018, and Dec. 31, 2018, to take advantage of this
offer.

2000
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Not a member yet?
Call us! 816-229-5791
or visit www.ooida.com
NOVEMBER 2018
2018
NOVEMBER
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Visit OOIDA.com/discounts or call the Membership
Department at 816-229-5791 for details on discounts.

Other Discounts
American Hearing Benefits
American Truck
Historical Society

Services
Clean Slate Tax
DakotaPost
DAT Members Edge
IdleAir
Interstate Sleep Apnea
Solutions
MyMilesMatter
National Truck Protection
Open Road Drivers Plan
Phoenix Sleep Solutions
PrePass
Silver Tax Group
Sleep Solutions 4 Truckers
Tax Defense Network
Tax Help MD
Taxation Solutions
Team CME
Todd D. Knapp, CPA, PC
TTN Fleet Solutions
Software & Apps
Per Diem Plus
Rig Expense Tracker
Truckerdox

Truckers Helper
TruckerSphere
Tires
Bauer Built
Michelin
Octagon
Purcell Tire & Service Center
TCi Tire Centers
TrukFix by Continental
Travel
Avis
Budget
Causeway Bay
Hertz
Red Roof Inn
Worldwide Hotel & Car Rental
Truck & Trailer
American Trailer & Storage
Arrow Truck Sales
Freightliner
Highway Trailer Sales
International
International Used
Truck Centers
Kenworth
Peterbilt
SelecTrucks
Western Star

Did you know?
In 2017, there were 1,579 data
breaches that exposed 178 million
records, according to the Identity Theft
Resource Center. Javelin Strategy says
that created nearly 16.7 million victims
in the United States alone.
Left in its wake, the victim is faced
with countless hours trying to undo
the damage done to their credit rating
and reputation – not to mention lost
productivity as one tries to regain
focus.
As a member of OOIDA, you can
have peace of mind by protecting
your identity with its member benefit,
Identity Theft Resolution Services.
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 2018
2018

For $24 a year, Identity Theft
Resolution Services provide you
with the ultimate in protection and
prevention for nine common identityrelated issues. Single Bureau Credit
Monitoring is also available for an
additional $12 a year.
Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits
Group to enroll at 800-715-9369
or visit OOIDA.com and click on
“Benefits and Services.” LL

Arrow Truck Sales
Big Rig Lending LLC
Dart Transit Co.
Expediter Services
Hot Shot’s Secret
Mission Financial
Services
Raney’s Truck Parts
123LoadBoard.com
Bibby Transportation Finance
CAG Truck Capital
Capital Solutions, Inc.
Clean Slate Tax LLC
Coffee Cup Fuel Stops
Core Fund Capital LLC
DAT Solutions Inc.
Inter Americas Insurance Corp.
Match Factors Inc.
McConnell & Mennella
Neal Freeman Investments
PBS Tax & Bookkeeping
Right Weigh Inc.
Tax Defense Network
Tax Help MD
Taxation Solutions Inc.
Think Trade Inc.
Todd Knapp CPA PC
Transport Refrigeration, Inc.
Transport Training of America
Truckers Bookkeeping Service
Waller Truck Co., Inc.
X Factors

© Tomasz Zajda - Fotolia.com

Every two seconds someone
has his or her identity stolen.

4 State Trucks/
Chrome Shop Maﬁa

Centramatic

SUPPORTERS

Fuel
Truckers Advantage

Parts & Equipment
4 State Trucks
Balance Masters
Big Rig Mattress
Bison Grille Guards
Brunner Fabrication
CabComfortDirect
Centramatic
ClearMotion
CSTK (Thermo King)
Dipetane
Donvel
Dura-Lite
Flitz International
Hot Shot’s Secret
LKQ Heavy Truck
MHC
Morgan Manufacturing
Mytee Products
Raney’s Truck Parts
RigMaster
Tarpstop
TruckClaws

TruckDog USA
Verduyn Tarps
Yellow Rack
Zephyr

SILVER LEVEL

Electronics
Blue Tiger
Cobra Electronics
Fleet Electronics
GiraffeG4
Handsfree
HawksHead TPMS
PacLink
Right Weigh
SafeKey
Shorepower
Smoothtalker
Truck System Technologies
Xantrex

Azigo Online Mall
Dodge/Jeep/Chrysler
Office Depot & OfficeMax
Pet First
Sprint

GOLD LEVEL

Aerodynamic
Equipment
Crosswind Blocker
Flow Below
SOLUS
TrailerBlade
VorBlade

Corporate Supporters
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Professor predicts
grim future
for drivers

By John Bendel, contributing editor-at-large

S

teve Viscelli, a professor of sociology at the
University of Pennsylvania and author of “The Big
Rig, Trucking and the Decline of the American
Dream,” sees a dark future for drivers in an age of
autonomous trucks.
While technology
developers talk of trucks
driving themselves as drivers
do other jobs in the cab
or simply lounge, Viscelli
believes the hours-of-service
regulations will change to
accommodate the technology.
Things will change for the
driver as well.
Steve Viscelli
“These trucks will never
stop moving, and the drivers
are going to be up every few hours doing the local driving
and the loading and then back again,” he said in a recent
interview at a university conference room in Philadelphia.
“We should be thinking about these as sweatshops on
wheels.”
Steve Viscelli used the phrase “Sweatshop on Wheels”
deliberately. That’s the name of an inﬂuential 2000 book
subtitled “Winners and Losers in Deregulation” by another
professor, Michael Belzer of Wayne State University.
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Drivers have been the losers, of course, something
Viscelli fully understands and made clear in his book. After
its 2016 publication, he was invited to do a study for the
Center for Labor Research and Education at the University
of California, Berkeley, to look into the automation of
trucks and the impact it will have on drivers.
The study, released in September, is called “Driverless?
Autonomous Trucks and the Future of the American
Trucker.” In it, Viscelli asserts the industry stands to lose
up to 294,000 of the best-paying truck-driving jobs to
automation.
Viscelli stresses we won’t see this begin to happen for
another 10, 15 or even 20 years but it’s important to plan
for change now.
“If you have a truck that can drive itself for 200 miles,
what jobs are most at risk? Obviously, there are jobs where
you have more driving and fewer driver-performed tasks,”
he said in the interview.
“What segments look like this? What segments favor
automation of the driving task itself? Who drives a lot
of uninterrupted highway miles and who serves large
customers on regular basis?” Viscelli asked.
For the most part, those jobs are in the truckload sector.
“On one hand, for-hire truckload jobs are very tough jobs
that have very high turnover, and the largest companies
in this segment rely on a very inexperienced labor force,”
Viscelli wrote. “Within this workforce, however, (are) a
significant number of long-term employees and contractors
NOVEMBER 2018
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Viscelli says automation
could steal nearly
300,000 of the
top-paying trucking jobs.

Local drivers average

they can work the equivalent of two full-time
who are very experienced and earn
between $28,783 and
jobs and earn less than minimum wage,”
good incomes. Some of these workers
$35,000 a year, while
Viscelli wrote in the report. “Automation could
might be particularly hard hit by
automation because they live in rural
truckload drivers average thus replace some of the best trucking jobs with
more of the worst.
areas, where other well-paid jobs are
between $46,641 and
“Splitting trucking into local human driving
difficult to find.”
and
autonomous highway driving is likely to
Proponents of truck automation say
$53,690 a year.
foster the ‘digitization’ of freight matching,
there will be plenty of driving jobs
with the potential for intense downward pressure on driver
in an autonomous future. Truckload jobs will simply be
earnings.”
replaced by local-hauling jobs.
In our interview, Viscelli referred to it as the “Uberization”
“The bad, albeit unsurprising, news is that these are among
of freight.
the worst trucking jobs around,” the report says. Local drivers
“That’s basically putting loads on a digital platform where
average between $28,783 and $35,000 a year, while truckload
you can cut out the brokers, potentially cut out control of
drivers average between $46,641 and $53,690 a year.
large companies, and have independent contractors coming
Viscelli wrote that many new local jobs in an age of
in and out,” he said. “The concern is going to be vicious
automated trucks might involve ports along the interstate
competition driving down the wages of drivers. With digital
highways where automated trucks drop and hook trailers.
apps, they could be waiting to cut each other’s throat on
Local drivers working these inland ports could be much
rates.”
like drivers who serve traditional coastal ports, where hours
Intervention is needed to prevent that from happening.
are long, wages low and lots of waiting time goes totally
“Without policy intervention, automation will likely
uncompensated.
eliminate high- and mid-wage trucking jobs, while creating
“When port drivers are contractors rather than employees,
Continued on Page 62
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Professor spent
six months as a trucker
By John Bendel,
contributing editor-at-large

Steve Viscelli gets it.
The University of Pennsylvania professor was fascinated
by trucks and truckers growing up in Rome, N.Y. His father
ran the scale at Revere Copper & Brass, where young Steve
saw lots of trucks, heard lots of driver stories, and always
wondered about life on the road.
While working on his Ph.D.
dissertation about trucking, Viscelli
got his chance. He spent six
months driving for a major truckload
carrier, one of the biggest he said,
although to keep his agreement he
won’t name it. He drove solo mostly
in the eastern half of the country
and learned the hard way, firsthand,
just how stressful the job can be.
It comes across in the introduction
to his book, “The Big Rig, Trucking
and the Decline of the American
Dream,” where Viscelli shared notes
recorded in his audio journal on one
particular day.
“I am stuck at a railroad yard in
New Jersey, just across the Hudson
from Manhattan. I got here around
6:30 (p.m.) after fighting rush-hour traffic all the way
from Long Island through New York City.”
Viscelli was forced to wait for a load to Connecticut with
only one hour of legal driving time left.
“Once again,” he noted, “the only guy not getting paid is
me. My company’s dispatchers are getting paid. The guy in
the guard shack is getting paid.”
At 10 p.m., still without a load, Viscelli decided he would try
to sleep overnight in the yard despite a rule against it. “I’m
hoping the security guards won’t give me any trouble.”
At that point, Viscelli had been working since 6 a.m., driving
in traffic, picking up, delivering, and waiting. But he had
covered only 215 miles and so earned only $56 ($3.50 per
hour) for the entire day.
Since parking on nearby streets would be like hanging out
a “please hijack this truck” sign, he didn’t leave the yard.
The security guards didn’t bother him, so Viscelli spent the
night there without food or access to a bathroom. (The next
morning he had to drive the Cross Bronx Expressway during
the morning rush – every trucker’s nightmare.)
Sound familiar?
Of course, that was only one bad day. There were others.
Taken together, they appear to have made Professor Steve
Viscelli not just another researcher and not an honorary
trucker, but the real thing. LL
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From Page 61

low-quality driving jobs,” Viscelli said in the
executive summary of his report.
What kind of policy intervention does he have in
mind?
Viscelli’s report lists these general
recommendations:
QDevelop an industrywide approach
to worker advancement
and stability.
QEnsure strong labor standards
and worker protections.
Promote innovation that
achieves social, economic, and
environmental goals.
Each of these goals is followed by a
In our interview, Viscelli was more
explicit.
³:HQHHGWR¿[H[LVWLQJSUREOHPVLQ
One of those problems is various kinds
drivers, most of whom quit in a matter
“We have to stop subsidizing new

are paying for, rather than externalizing,

decades,” he said.
“We need to think fundamentally about a minimum
ZDJHIRU&'/ZRUNZLWKTXDOL¿FDWLRQV´9LVFHOOL
said, adding that other kinds of regulation may be
necessary.
“I know that’s going to be unpopular with (people)
who disagree with that kind of regulation, but we’re
looking at hypercompetition that’s going to be
destructive,” he concluded.
Viscelli may have said it most succinctly in one
particular item among the recommendations outlined.
“Ensure drivers are able to earn a living wage.” LL

A trucker for 10 years and trucking journalist
for more than 15 years, John Bendel’s
biggest inspiration still comes from his
readers.
For his series in Land Line, he wants to
know what kind of technology has become
part of your job. Love it, hate it, how does it
work for you? Email John at John_Bendel@
LandLineMag.com.
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IN THe COURTS

Truckers, J.B. Hunt agree to $15M settlement on decade-old wage lawsuit
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

A more than 10-year-old wage
lawsuit against J.B. Hunt Transport
neared the end as the Arkansas
trucking company and a class of
drivers agreed to a $15 million
settlement on Oct. 1.
A motion for the order was filed
in the U.S. District Court for the
Central District of California.
The lawsuit was originally filed
in December 2007 and includes
truck drivers Gerardo Ortega and
Michael D. Patton as lead plaintiffs.
The lawsuit alleged that J.B. Hunt’s
compensation system violated
California law by failing to pay
drivers for meal and rest breaks. In
August, a federal judge decertified
the class of about 11,000 truck
drivers.
“The case has been extensively
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litigated for 11 years,” the motion
from the plaintiffs stated. “It
involved novel and cutting-edge
legal theories relating to class
certification, liability under
California’s wage and hour laws,
and federal preemption. In fact, the
case was previously dismissed based
on federal preemption grounds,
reinstated by the Ninth Circuit, and
finally decertified six weeks before
the scheduled class trial. At the time
of decertification, this court had also
rendered two critical rulings on the
parties’ motions for partial summary
judgment.
“Against this very complex
backdrop, the parties were finally
able to reach a proposed classwide
settlement in the amount of
$15 million.”
According to the motion, no class
members will be required to submit

claim forms to receive their share of
the settlement. All participating class
members will have a check mailed
to them once the settlement becomes
final.
Under the terms of the proposed
settlement, J.B. Hunt will pay
a gross settlement amount of
$15 million, all of which is
nonreversionary. The gross
settlement amount includes all
payments to settlement class
members, employee-side payroll
taxes, settlement administration
costs, attorneys’ fees and costs, and
service awards.
“Each class member who does
not opt out of the settlement will be
entitled to receive a proportionate
share of the total net settlement fund
based upon his or her respective
share of the total class’ workweeks,”
the motion stated. LL
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A standard hood KW with a
big block Cummins … oh yeah

S

ometimes it isn’t what truck you buy, but rather what
you do to the truck that makes the biggest impact.
Take this truck here for example. It wasn’t much to
write home about when The Barons Inc. co-owner J.R.
Schleuger from Britt, Iowa, bought it back in June 2014.
It was a local rig out of Iowa, but with a little vision, a
ton of time and a bunch of deniro this W900A is not only
road-ready but showready as well.
Think the outside looks J.R. and his father
co-own The Barons
awesome? Well, the
Inc. as well as
inside is equally as
Lifetime Nut Covers.
impressive.
J.R. has been happily
married to his wife
Chelcee for more than four years. Together, they have two
daughters, Gracee and Caliee. Like so many of us, J.R. is
a third generation truck driver and has been driving since
he was a young man.
Tell me more about the truck, you say? Here ya go. She
was purchased as a daycab with a crawl-through hole that
was boarded up with rotten plywood. She had a pretty
rough past, including the jackknife that damaged the
sleeper so much it had to be removed and scrapped.
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J.R. has a picture of what the truck looked like when it
was purchased to show people the magnitude of the work
that went into the truck. No one can believe it is the same
KW. It is a 1980 Kenworth W900A and had a Cummins
KT 450 under the hood, which is rare in the first place.
But what about now? They re-did everything except the
block, cam and crank to turn it into a KTA 600.
It has 3:36 rears and a sleek 295-inch wheelbase. J.R.
had found an “era correct” 1980 coffin bunk sleeper out
of Indianapolis that matched the truck and the interior
perfectly. The white paint was replaced with Mercedes
white, then with IROC Camaro blue and gunmetal gray
stripes. Does the blue look familiar? This is the same
color as the blue 2003 W900 “The Blue Baron” that J.R.
used to drive. The original torsion bar suspension was
replaced with a 2005 four-bag suspension. The truck
sports Monster stacks, a 22-inch Valley Chrome bumper,
RLK sun visor and Hogebuilt Low-Rider half fenders.
Think the outside looks awesome? Well, the inside is
equally as impressive. Interior was redesigned by Two
Bees Upholstery and accessories on the inside including
nut covers, axle covers, steer-axle oil hubs, step pads,
door-to-floor plates, fuel cap covers, foot pedals, shifter
knob, gauge bezels, tractor-trailer knobs and the custom
NOVEMBER 2018
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Classic styling, bold colors, tons of chrome … retro cool.

All the accessories made the “basic” 1980s interior really come to life.

PRESSURE GAUGES

Load Weight Lbs
Load Weight Kg
Load Pressure 0-100 psi
Load Pressure 0-150 psi
Dual Tractor Pressure Tractor/Trailer 0-100 psi
Dual Tractor Pressure Tractor/Trailer 0-150 psi
Oil Pressure 0-150 psi or 0-300 psi
Air Pressure 0-100psi
Air Pressure 0-150 psi or 0-300 psi
Fuel Pressure 0-150 psi or 0-300 psi
Dual Reservoir Pressure Pri / Sec
Applied Brake Pressure 0-100 psi
Dual Applied Brake Pressure Front/Rear
Turbo Boost 0-100 psi

The sharp paint lines accent the custom-made KW logo.

accessories built for the dash were all from none other
than their very own company, Lifetime Nut Covers. Let
me assure you that Lifetime Nut covers has been offering
top quality, USA-made products for decades.
Keep your eyes peeled for this good-lookin’ ride
running all over the central Midwest pulling a 2016
Darkwing trailer leased on with IMT Transport out of
Garner, Iowa – unless it is harvest season. During that
season, you’ll find her hooked to a 2014 Timpte Super
Hopper.
Occasionally the truck will venture out of the Midwest
but not very often. With the curtain side trailer, it is
normally hauling utility trucks, underground gas motors
and service bodies.
Despite the fact that the KT Cummins is fairly hard
to find repair parts and service for, this truck wasn’t just
built for show. This working KW earns her keep every
week in the greatest show in the world – the open road.
Hammer down. LL

TEMPERATURE GAUGES

Outside Air Temp C/F -99 to 180f (-72 to 82c)
Dual DIsplay Outside / Inside
Inside Temp
Heater / AC Vent Temp
Dual Display Heater/AC Vent Temp/Outside Air Temp
Pyrometer: 3 Sizes, 2 1/16”, 3”, 3 1/8”
Fuel Temp • Oil Temp • Trans Temp • Water Temp
Axle Temp Front Drive or Rear Drive
Dual Display Axle Temp Front / Rear

MISC. GAUGES

NEW

GAUGES
LISTED IN

YELLOW

Voltometer
Amp Meter 120 Amp
Clock 12/24 Hr
Hour Meter Dual Display
Air Filter Monitor “H2O
Fuel Filter Restriction “hg
Fuel Level 0-100%
Speedometer 3 1/8” 0-150 MPH
Tachometer 3 1/8”
Speedometer KW 5” 0-150 MPH
Tachometer KW 5”

• The bright LED displays automatically adjusts to your cab’s
ambient light for easy viewing - day or night.
• Small gauges ﬁt a standard 2-1/16” dia. hole.
Larger tach and speedo ﬁt standard 3-1/8” dia. hole.
• Your choice of chrome or black bezels.
• Includes high accuracy sensors with easy plug in cable assembly.
* Lifetime warranty excludes sensor cable and abuse
• Established 1985

Bryan “Boss Man” Martin and his family own
and operate 4 State Trucks in Joplin, Mo. They
have been entrenched in trucking for three
generations and have but one focus: To serve
America’s truckers and assist in keeping them
“looking good and rolling proud” as they travel
the highways.
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Best of
both worlds?
Automated manual
transmissions offer drivers the
ease of operating an automatic
with the fuel economy of a
traditional manual gearbox.
By Greg Grisolano, digital content editor

clutch pedal and shifter may soon become as
anachronistic as buttons on a phone.
Industry trends on new trucks show that automated
manual transmissions are outpacing traditional manual
transmissions by more than 2-to-1 and are becoming
“the norm” for linehaul and on-highway applications.

A

What’s the difference between
AMT, manual and automatic?
Automated manual transmissions, or AMTs, are more
like their manual predecessors than a traditional
automatic transmission. In fact, AMTs utilize a manual
gearbox, with a clutch and gearshifts, rather than
planetary gearing with disc packs and torque
converters in a true automatic transmission. The
difference between an AMT and a true manual is that a
computer does the shifting instead of a human.
Original equipment manufacturers like Paccar and
Daimler tout the benefits of AMT transmission over
strictly manual transmissions by making driving more
accessible to new drivers who may be unfamiliar with
manual shifting and also letting veteran drivers focus
on the road instead of on shifting. The OEMs say the
automated transmissions also provide more optimized
shifting than a traditional automatic, improving fuel
economy. The manual gearbox is lighter than an
automatic transmission, leading to weight savings and
the ability for drivers to apply the extra pounds to
cargo payload.

A new normal
Automated transmissions have become the norm in
on-highway applications, said Kurt Swihart, Kenworth
marketing director.
“In 2017, the ratio was 70 percent automated
transmissions and 30 percent manual transmissions for
the Kenworth T680, our on-highway flagship truck.
It’s running at about the same rate so far in 2018,”
Swihart said. “Five years ago, only about 30 percent of
our linehaul customers purchased automated
transmissions.”
For several years, Peterbilt has seen a steady incline
of customers ordering trucks equipped with an
automated transmission. In fact, today more than 75
percent of customers ordering Peterbilt’s flagship
on-highway Model 579 spec an automated
transmission, according to the truck maker. Customers
who order these transmissions do so for several
reasons, including superior fuel economy numbers,
ease of maintenance, and driver recruitment/retention,
according to a Peterbilt spokesperson.

Blank slate design
Paccar’s automated transmission is not a conversion of a
manual transmission but rather a blank-slate design.
That means every aspect of its performance was
optimized for on-highway applications. The integrated
transmission constantly monitors road grade, vehicle
speed, acceleration, torque demand, weight and engine
load to quickly make smooth fuel-efficient gear
selections. Because of this, both Kenworth and Peterbilt
Continued on Page 68
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tell customers they can expect to see a significant increase
in fuel economy.
Swihart says the appeal of automated manual
transmissions isn’t limited to just new drivers who are
unaccustomed to the idea of gripping a gear shift knob. He
says veteran drivers can also benefit from the technology
in a variety of ways, including weight savings, less fatigue
and improved fuel mileage.

“Automated transmissions are
becoming very popular, even among
senior drivers who said they’d never go
with an automated. Once they’ve tried
it, they don’t want to go back.”
– Kurt Swihart, Kenworth marketing director
“Automated transmissions are becoming very popular,
even among senior drivers who said they’d never go with
an automated. Once they’ve tried it, they don’t want to go
back,” Swihart said. “For example, the proprietary
12-speed Paccar automated transmission – seamlessly
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integrated with the Paccar MX-13 engine and Paccar
tandem rear axles in the Kenworth T680 – benefits
truck operators by providing new efficiencies in fuel
economy and weight savings.”
Designed from the ground up, the Paccar
transmission is up to 105 pounds lighter than
comparable transmissions, allowing for greater
payloads. “The Paccar transmission also offers the
best overall gear ratio coverage and provides excellent
low-speed maneuverability,” Swihart said.
Kenworth also offers the 12-speed Paccar
transmission and right-hand column-mounted shifter
as standard equipment on linehaul and regional haul
applications of Kenworth’s on-highway flagship T680.
“The column-mounted shifter for the Paccar
transmission places gear selection and engine brake
controls at the driver’s fingertips for better
ergonomics, comfort and overall performance. With
the shifter right there on the steering column, the
driver does not have to reach for it. This placement
also frees up dash space by eliminating engine brake
control switches,” Swihart said.
The Paccar transmission provides a 750,000-mile oil
change interval that is the longest available for
linehaul applications. Other features include a
maintenance-free clutch, and an internally routed
electrical system that minimizes exposure to the
elements. The fluid pressure detection system protects
the gears from low fluid conditions. The transmission
is ideal for linehaul and regional haul applications up
to 110,000 pounds gross vehicle weight.
“The proprietary Paccar Powertrain – which
includes Paccar’s 12.9-liter MX-13 and 10.8-liter
MX-11 engine, 12-speed Paccar transmission and
Paccar 40K tandem rear axles – provides outstanding
performance through weight savings, increased fuel
efficiency and enhanced driveability for Kenworth
T680s operating in linehaul and regional haul
applications,” Swihart said. LL
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Ready to take the plunge
and start your own
trucking business?
By Land Line staff

Have you toyed with
the idea of becoming
an owner-operator but
aren’t quite sure where to
start? Not to worry. Truck
to Success, OOIDA’s
business education
training, is a 2½-day
intensive training for those
ready to take their first
steps toward becoming an owner-operator.
Truck to Success is scheduled for March 12-14 at
the Courtyard by Marriott in Blue Springs, Mo. The
class features true trucking experts who have worked
and do work for the largest trucking association
dedicated to helping drivers in all areas be successful.
The training consists of expert trainers and interaction
among participants. Some homework is required for full
participation.
The training is designed to follow a logical path of
information on the transition from a company driver to an
independent contractor. Topics include:

Truck To
Success

■ Developing a business plan that works for you.
■ Buying a new or used truck.
■ Equipment financing.
■ Insurance.
■ Pros and cons of running under your own authority or
leasing on to a carrier.

■ New entrant safety audits and compliance reviews.
■ Drug and alcohol testing requirements.
■ Permits and licensing.
■ Taxes and business structures.
■ Brokers and factoring.
■ Current issues affecting the industry.
Registration is open to anyone – you do not have to
be a member of OOIDA to participate in the classes.
The cost is $495 per person and that includes breakfast,
lunch and snacks. Lodging is not included. However,
participants can book a room at the Courtyard by
Marriott and receive OOIDA’s corporate rate. Participants
who register before Feb. 1 will receive a year’s
membership for free.
To register, visit OOOIDAOnlineEducation.com. LL
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Mack Trucks had six Anthem
trucks with three engine
specs on the road to test their
fuel efficiency. Starting in
Greensboro, N.C., the Mack
convoy made a 1,000-mile trip
to New Orleans. Land Line Staff
Writer Tyson Fisher was in one
of those trucks. This is his travel
log of the trip dubbed “Gears,
Guitars & Grub.”

Day 1:

Tuesday, Sept. 18

7 a.m. – I’m in Asheville, N.C.
The Mack people have driven the
six trucks from the headquarters in
Greensboro.

8:45 a.m. – And we’re off. I’m in

truck No. 1, which has a MP8 445C
engine, 1,860 lb-ft of torque, M-Drive
transmission with 6x4 tandem rear
drive. It has all the aerodynamic
packages. Of the three various engine
specs, this is supposed to have the
lowest miles-per-gallon. Worth
noting: There are no ELDs in these
trucks. They qualify for an exception
for drivers who are required to keep
records of duty status not more than
eight days within a 30-day period.
At any rate, the scenery at the North
Carolina-Tennessee border is majestic.
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11:30 a.m. – We arrive at the Pilot
Flying J in Knoxville, Tenn. I don’t
even get 2 feet out the door before a
trucker comes up wondering what’s
with all these Macks pulling in like
they own the place. Super nice guy.
I ask him what he thinks of these
Anthems. He thinks they look super
sharp. I don’t disagree. Another
driver, a Volvo guy, also digs these
trucks. We have lunch at Denny’s,
because when in Rome …

3:15 P.m.– Parking the trucks at
McMahon Truck Center in Nashville,
Tenn. My truck got 7.7 mpg. Trucks
3 and 4 got nearly 10 mpg. More on
those trucks tomorrow. The hotel has
a Bluetooth speaker shaped like a
guitar amp. Of course. Other things
I have noticed about Nashville: 1.
Everyone has a dog. 2. There are just
as many electric scooters as there are
people.
10 P.m. – Guy at the bar from New
Jersey starts up a conversation about
how technology is taking over jobs.
I mention autonomous vehicles and
truckers. I think I blew his mind,
because he never thought of that
before. After explaining the situation,
he is no longer sure about
having fully self-driving
trucks. I’m doing the
Lord’s work here.

By Tyson fisher,
staff writer

Day 2:

Wednesday, Sept. 19

9:45 a.m. – Leave for the second
leg of the trip, which will take us
from Nashville to Memphis, Tenn.,
about a three-and-a-half to four-hour
drive. This will be the shortest day.
For this trip, I’m in truck No. 3,
which is equipped with a MP8 HE
415SE engine, 1,760 lb-ft of torque,
M-Drive 6x2. With less horsepower
and one drive axle, this model is
expected to get the best miles-pergallon compared with the other two.
Because of the low RPMs, not only is
this truck more fuel efficient, but it’s
also much quieter than the MP8 445C
engine I was in yesterday.
One of these trucks did 8.5 mpg
while the other one did 9.9 mpg.
Why the large variance? It could be
many reasons. When you have two
nearly identical trucks, it’s likely the
driver. One driver could have been
more patient, reducing slowing down
from the adaptive cruise control on
a hill, for example. Total weight is
supposed to be 65,000 pounds for all
trucks. However, Mack didn’t weigh
the loads to the exact pound. There’s
likely a margin of error of plus/minus
a few hundred pounds.
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Bottom line: This is
real-world testing, and
no two trucks on the road
are the same.
12:45 P.m. – I’m writing this piece
right now while still inside the truck.
We’re sitting at 8.9 mpg after three
hours into the trip. Trucks 1 and 2 (the
truck model I was in yesterday) are
sitting in the low 8s. Trucks 5 and 6
are in the mid 8s. Truck No. 4? No one
knows. It’s too far back to reach by CB.

2 P.m. – So what was the mpg for the
truck that had the highest fuel efficiency
in Day 1? An astounding 10.5 mpg! This
is where I reiterate that experience is
everything. The guy behind the wheel
was not a Mack rep. Rather, it was
Jim Park, equipment editor at Today’s
Trucking and Heavy Duty Trucking and
former trucker. Most of the Mack reps
have had a CDL for only a few years
and mostly just for stuff like this. Jim
has real-world experience. Makes all the
difference in the world.

© f11photo - Fotolia.com

6:15 P.m. – If you have never been to
Memphis, go to Beale Street. Yes, it’s a
tourist thing to do, but for good reason.
Today is Wednesday in mid-September.
I point that out, because Beale Street
looks like freakin’ Mardi Gras tonight.
Insanity, but in a good, fun way.
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Day 3:
Thursday, Sept. 20

7:30 A.m. – Time to leave for New
Orleans! This time, I’m in truck No. 5,
which is being pushed by a MP8HE445SE engine with Mack Energy
Recovery Technology and the Mack
HE+ package. This is the middle ground
truck. Same engine but more horsepower
than the most fuel-efficient trucks (Nos.
3 and 4). We’re expecting mid-8 mpgs
on this truck.
9:30 A.m. – Something was bound
to happen on the final leg of this trip,
considering how smoothly things have
gone so far. After all, this is a real-world
scenario test drive where anything can
happen, just like everyday trucking.
Thanks to Murphy’s Law, truck No. 2
was forced to pull over after the dreaded
check engine light came on. Without
knowing details right now, there appears
to be an issue with the fuel system.
Sadly, we left that truck for dead. We’re
on a time-sensitive mission!

Memphis, te
nn.

New Orleans

NOON – Arrive at our pit stop at TriState Truck Center in Jackson, Miss.
As we walk in there, there’s a beautiful
old school International truck at the
entrance. Even though this is a Mack
event, I had to take a picture. Kind of
felt like checking out a beautiful woman
while I’m out with my wife.
Continued on Page 72
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The MP8HE engines with Energy Recovery Technology
convert wasted energy into crankshaft power and drives at
lower RPM cruise speeds. Meaning, truck Nos. 3-6 should
outperform the first two trucks. The white tractors should
outperform the blue tractors, since the lower horsepower
engine and 6x2 configuration puts less demand on the
vehicle. Let’s see the final results:

Day 1:

TRUCK
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Day 2:

■ Mack MP8-445C MaxiCruise
engines.
■ Full aerodynamic package
(included in all three types).

■ MP8HE-415SE engines
with Mack Energy Recovery
Technology.
■ Mack HE+ package.
■ Mack 6x2 with liftable pusher
axle.

Blue Tractors 5 and 6:

■ Mack MP8HE-445SE engines
with Mack Energy Recovery
Technology.
■ Mack HE+ package.
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TRUCK
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Red Tractors 1 and 2:

White Tractors 3 and 4:

MILES
TRAVELED MPG
301
7.9
301
8.1
313
8.5
313
9.8
301
8.9
302
8.1

Day 3:

MILES
TRAVELED MPG
8.5
242
8.3
242
9.0
243
243
242
243

10.4
8.7
8.6

TRUCK
#

MILES
TRAVELED MPG

1
2

388.2
n/a

3
4
5
6

7.8
n/a

388.3
390.1
389.3
388.6

8.4
9.8
8.5
8.3

© BillionPhoto.com - Fotolia.com

9 P.m. – For the sake of brevity, let’s skip to
Bourbon Street. Wow! Another funny story, as I’m
walking down the street complaining about how a
pack of cigarettes in New Orleans cost $10 (twice as
much as K.C.), two guys in front of me are laughing.
They are laughing at me. Turns out, they are from
Australia, where cigarettes cost (and I kid you not)
$30 a pack! Yes, $30 USD. They also replace branding
on packs with images of people basically dying of
lung cancer. They don’t mess around in Australia.
The point of this trip was to put Mack Anthem
trucks’ fuel efficiency to the test in a “real word”
situation. It is not totally the same as the life of a
trucker. For one, we were ELD exempt and not racing
against the clock. We had Mack dealerships for
parking, so that was not an issue either.
With that said, driving 1,000 miles will give you a
good idea about how well these Anthems perform. We
started the trip with six trucks, but ended with five.
Remember that truck with the check engine light?
It was in fact a fuel system issue, and Mack had to
end the trip for that truck. Ironically, Jim (the guy
consistently getting better fuel mileage) was behind
the wheel.
Before we get to the final numbers, let’s review the
three types of trucks.
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Three-Day Overall Results

© Feng Yu - Fotolia.com

TRUCK
#

MILES
TRAVELED

MPG

AVG.
SPEED

1

931.4

8.0 57

2

588.6

8.0 49.5

3

945.0

8.5 52.5

4

946.8

9.8 51.5

5

932.0

8.5 54.0

6

932.5

8.2 50.0

Keep in mind that depending on the day, some
of these trucks were not driven by career truckers.
Second, each leg had different terrain, with the first leg
taking us through the mountainous region of the North
Carolina-Tennessee border. As you’ll notice, truck
1RKDVZHLUGQXPEHUV7KDW¶VEHFDXVHLWRQO\PDGH
it halfway through.
Overall, the trucks performed very well. During one
WULS,VDWEDFNLQWKHLQFKVOHHSHUWRZULWH3DUW,RI
this series. Surprisingly, I did this with little difficulty
as the ride was relatively smooth.

OEM
Replacement Models
from just $499

(&03(&508/ ,:t
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W990 wow

By Suzanne Stempinski
contributing field editor

W

hat’s shiny and new and bold and ready to
rumble down the road? You’re right if you
guessed the freshly introduced Kenworth W990.
For months, there have been teases about this truck.
Glimpses posted online did not do justice to the way this
truck looks up close and personal.
It has been thoughtfully reimagined through the vision of
Kenworth’s design director, Jonathan Duncan.
“They don’t sing songs about medium-duty trucks.
For this truck, it was all about the wow factor. And the
challenge of balancing the legacy (of the W900) with true
innovation,” Duncan said. “Since 1961, the W900 has been
earning the respect of drivers. It had to have that presence.
We wanted it to be a true driver’s truck, and we expected
nothing less.”
So let’s talk about it. The new W990 is bigger and wider
than the W900. It sits on Kenworth’s 2.1-meter cab. That
means it’s significantly wider. An additional 8 inches
between the seats. The hood is still big and square. The
angle is unchanged from the iconic W900.
Visibility is improved, however, with a single-piece
windshield that gives you a widescreen window on
the world. The side mirrors are cowl-mounted with a
connection at the top and two stalks at the bottom and set
forward. They’ve also been lowered to improve the field of
view for what’s coming up alongside you.
Back outside, the side air intakes wrap up over the top
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Kenworth rolls out
the innovative W990
with production set
to begin in 2019.

of the hood. They’re not just functional – they’re a work
of art. Everything shiny on the outside is either polished
aluminum or polished stainless steel. No chromed plastic.
It looks rich and distinctive. The grille has a huge tapered
spear down the middle along with tapered grille bars. And
the stainless steel visor acts as the bold eyebrow on the
face of this truck.
Inside, nothing says Kenworth like a VIT (very
important trucker) interior. Available in a limited
edition package in midnight black, accented with glossy
Ravenwood trim and royal blue stitching. It’s another
distinctive touch. The diamond tuck panels on the doors
and in the sleeper feature the royal blue stitching and
W990 embroidery. The heated and cooled leather seats
have perforated leather that is dyed blue on the backside
so that the edges of the perforations are blue. Even the
SmartWheel has blue stitching.
The W990 Driver’s Studio offers a 180-degree
swivel passenger seat and rotating table for two people,
drawer-style refrigerator, and space for a microwave.
Entertainment is provided by Kenworth’s premium audio
package with 320-watt amp, 10-inch subwoofer and eight
speakers; swivel TV mount for up to a 28-inch flat screen
TV; and optional EpicVue pre-wire for satellite TV. There’s
a full-size wardrobe space for hanging clothes, multiple
storage drawers, and large storage space under the lower
bunk.
The 1,800-watt inverter includes a shore power
connection and four standard 120-volt sleeper outlets
to power a range of electrical devices. Convenient LED
NOVEMBER 2018

lighting provides ample interior light throughout the sleeper.
The W990 is standard with Kenworth TruckTech Plus
remote diagnostics system. Kenworth NAV+HD 7-inch,
color in-dash display provides access to valuable features
such as truck-specific navigation, roadside assistance,
vehicle data, hands-free calling, audio controls, blind-spot
camera inputs and the Internet.
While all that big and square looks powerful, it is also
6 to 7 percent more aerodynamic than the W900L. And
that translates to a roughly 3 percent improvement in fuel
economy.
How does it ride? I had the opportunity to get behind the
wheel of the W990 loaded with the 485 horsepower Paccar
MX-13 putting out 1,650 lb-ft of torque paired with the
Paccar 12-speed automated transmission, Bendix Wingman
Fusion stability system and disc brakes all around. While
I was pulling a Wilson livestock trailer, there was nothing
but sailboat fuel on board. I adjusted my seat, checked the
gauges and strapped in. The seat belt is on a fixed bolt
attachment. And I’m vertically challenged at 5 feet, 2 inches
or so. I used to be taller, but age and gravity have shortened
my roll. I’d prefer a sliding seatbelt adjustment on the wall.
The truck is quiet. So quiet that we could talk in whispers
without being overpowered by engine noise. With the
automated transmission, all I needed to do was release the
air brakes, put it in D from the column-mounted stalk, and
roll out.
The drive train was smooth; shift points were seamless.
No lurch or strain, the rpms were optimized and low. As I
merged into traffic headed up the I-15 from the Kenworth
dealer in Las Vegas toward the Las Vegas Motor Speedway,
I realized this truck did not have self-cancelling turn signals.
Because I could hear the clicking – no interior or exterior
noise came through. The ride was smooth, plenty powerful
for our 30-minute joyride and upon our return, I was eager to
get back out again.
Second round was a similarly-spec’d truck with the 455-hp
Paccar MX-13 with 1,650 lb-ft of torque. Again it performed
admirably and I’m looking forward to a longer and more
substantive test drive. This was the tip of the iceberg.
Available in daycab, 40-inch flat top, and 52-inch and
76-inch mid-roof sleeper configurations, the W990 is
standard with the proprietary Paccar Powertrain consisting of
the Paccar MX-13 engine rated up to 510-hp and 1,850 lb-ft
of torque, a 12-speed Paccar automated transmission and
Paccar 40K tandem rear axles rated up to 40,000 gross axle
weight. It is also available with the Cummins X15 with 605
horsepower and 2,050 lb-ft of torque.
While there are no plans to retire the W900 at this time,
customer demand will dictate future production.
The W990 goes into production in January. LL
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Hiring Owner Operators
and Drivers

• 76% of 100%
• 100% of Fuel Surcharge
• Flatbed experience required

10967 St. Rt. 128
Harrison, OH 45030

513-476-7032
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Paul Abelson SENIOR TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

Misunderstanding could lead to ‘bad vibrations’

Q.

The tech fixing my truck says it is a good idea
to install two different size differentials on the
unit: one at 3.36 and the other at 3.28. Supposedly, this
will achieve better performance and fuel economy. I
am no technician, but I think this will cause problems.
However, I do not have the technical knowledge to
convince him to install either size but just one of them.
Please can you shed some light on this issue?

A

I think the tech misunderstood what he was told.
It should be an either/or situation, not one of
each. That could send all sorts of bad vibrations through

If you’re having drive gears
replaced as part of a maintenance
procedure, it may not be an issue.
But if you’re changing just to save
fuel, the payback period may be
many years.
the drivetrain and cause extreme tire wear. I’m not sure
what axle ratio you have now. Many trucks have around
3.55 up to 3.73. If your current ratio is in the high 3s,
you will benefit by reducing the ratio to the low 3s,
either 3.36:1 or 3.28:1.
But, to be sure, I checked with the good folks at Dana.
They said, “Mismatching ratios in a tandem-drive axle
is not a good idea. This would be similar to running
different tire sizes on each axle of a tandem, which also
is not a good idea. The tandem interaxle differential
can accommodate slight differences in tire size due to
uneven wear, but excessive difference in either gearing
or tire size from one axle to the other will likely result in
premature wear of the interaxle differential.”
You should choose one ratio or the other for both axles.
The idea of lowering the numerical axle ratio comes
from the concept of “downspeeding.” This is a process to
lower the rpm of your engine to save fuel. It takes energy
to turn the engine over. The fewer the rotations to do the
same work, the less fuel you use. Engineers project that
for each 100 rpm you’ll gain about one percent of mpg.
If, for example, you now have a 3.73:1 drive axle ratio
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and you switch to 3.28:1, you’ll lower rpm by about 12
percent. If you cruised at 1,400 rpm, you’ll now cruise at
1,230 rpm and you’ll save just over 1.5 percent fuel use.
But if you now have a 3.55 and change to a 3.36, you’ll
drop only 75 rpm, saving less than 1 percent.
There are trade-offs. Most older engines were designed
to operate with peak torque above 1,200 rpm. Engines
designed to be downspeeded develop peak torque as low
as 1,000. They have drive ratios as low (numerically)
as 2.26:1. If your engine is older, that 1,230 rpm will be
dangerously close to your engine’s stall speed. Hills that
you used to climb in top gear or perhaps by dropping
only one gear may require an extra shift or two. There’s
also the cost of the new gears to be considered. If you’re
having drive gears replaced as part of a maintenance
procedure, it may not be an issue. But if you’re changing
just to save fuel, the payback period may be many years.

Q.

When I bought my new Kenworth last year,
the salesman said that if I got disc brakes all
around I would save money in the long run through
less maintenance. Pads last longer than shoes, and it
takes less time to change them, he said. He also said
they would work better, which I haven’t found out yet
because I don’t panic stop. I figured I would have no
problems during Brake Check Week. Wrong. I got a
ticket for them being out of adjustment. I didn’t think
disc brakes could get out of adjustment. Was this
legitimate? Can you shed any light on this?

A

Your salesman was correct. Air disc brakes
are more efficient and effective, but – like any
mechanical item – they must be maintained. Brakes work
by converting energy from motion to heat. Energy cannot
be destroyed, but it can be changed from one form to
another. With brakes, the conversion is from kinetic
energy, the energy of a mass (a truck) in motion, to heat.
This is done by forcing a friction material against a
temperature-resistant material (a brake drum or disc).
With drum brakes, the friction material is made to
match the inside diameter of a cast iron or steel drum.
The drum rotates with its wheel. The friction material
pressed against the inside generates heat. The drum
absorbs the heat and dissipates it to the air. With less
energy, the truck slows. With air disc brakes, pads are
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pushed against a rotating disc that heats up.
When either gets hot, resins in the friction material
give off gases. Drums restrict their escape. Discs do
not. Trapped gases can lubricate the contact area in
drums, what we call brake fade. It’s very difficult for
air disc brakes to fade. Also, heat expands metal away
from the friction material with drums, into it with
discs.
Brakes apply with air pressure, transmitted through
pushrods. With drums a linkage is needed. With discs,
pushrods often act directly. In your case, you may have
had a leaky air chamber, a leaky seal or a damaged
pushrod. These could affect adjustment.
At every oil drain, check your owner’s manuals
for procedures and checks to be done. With air disc
brakes, that starts with a check for audible leaks.
After building air pressure to the maximum, cycle the
service brakes until the compressor cuts in. Hold the
application while the compressor builds pressure. If it
doesn’t, search for leaks. Then, drain the wet tank and
empty the service tanks, then refill to about 100 psi.
Be sure all brakes apply. Measure pushrod stroke for
all brakes. If differences are observed, check for the
cause and repair as needed.
Remember, air disc brakes are “low maintenance,”
not “no maintenance.” They will wear. They will
require repairs. Just not as much as drums do. LL

DO YOU HAVE
A MAINTENANCE
QUEsTION?
Send your maintenance question to
Land Line Magazine, PO Box 1000, Grain Valley, MO
64029; email them to Maintenance@LandLineMag.com
or fax questions to 816-443-2227.
Although we won’t be able to publish an answer to
all questions in Land Line, we will answer as many as
possible.
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Financing your equipment

Q

I’m an owner-operator
looking to acquire another
rig to expand my business. Though
the economy seems to be improving,
I understand that obtaining a bank
loan is a nightmare. How should I
best approach financing the new
rig?

A

The most important aspect
of buying a truck is to
determine how much money you
have available for a down payment.
The larger the down payment, the
easier it is to obtain financing
because the lender is taking on less
risk by having a smaller loan-tovalue ratio as security. Once you
know the amount of your down
payment, you can shop for the loan.
However, we prefer you have the
lowest down payment possible. Find
out the best interest rate and make
sure you’re budgeted for the monthly
payment. Following are common
financing sources.

DeALeRS
Typically the dealer where you are
buying the rig will provide financing.
Be positive you know the interest
rate they are using.
BANKS
Some banks are business-oriented
and will lend on equipment. Some
will not. Check your bank first. If
you find your bank is not a businessoriented bank, consider changing
banks.
COMMeRICAL-LeNDING
INSTITUTIONS
Look for companies that cater to the
trucking industry.
CReDIT UNIONS
Always a source of good financing.
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All of the above are good sources for
financing a truck.

THe MOTOR CARRIeR
If you are purchasing through a
motor carrier, they will offer some
sort of financing as well as a truck.
It is important to understand the
contract you are signing and whether
it is a lease-purchase agreement.
Your best bet, with the number of
predatory lease-purchase programs
out there, is to have the contract
reviewed by an attorney or by
OOIDA for dues paying members.
You need to shop around, ask
questions and determine the best
interest rate available. Remember,
it’s possible to negotiate an interest
rate lower than what you have been
offered.
You should have, at a minimum, a
current financial statement, as well
as a copy of your last two years tax
returns and a business plan.

Q

What is your opinion of
leasing the equipment
versus buying?

A

If you are purchasing with a
large down payment, this
usually results in a lower monthly
payment. However, if you pay a
lower down payment, then you will
be charged a higher interest rate and
will have a higher monthly payment.
If always driving a new truck is your
preference, then leasing is for you.
Replacing the equipment you own is
more difficult than just obtaining a
new lease, but again owning may
ultimately be more economical.

Q

Should I pay cash for my
new rig?

A

The short answer is no. If
you are fortunate enough to
have the cash available, you should
be able to put it to better use
elsewhere. You would be investing in
an asset that depreciates in value.
Not a good idea. We think a
minimum down payment is in your
best interest, as the government will
help you pay the loan by allowing
you to deduct the interest, thus
resulting in tax savings. Always
consult your tax and financial
adviser. Also, compare leasing versus
purchasing while considering how
often you want to replace the rig.
Plan for five or 10 years out.

Q

I heard I could borrow from
my 401(k) to help with the
down payment. Can I do that?

A

We do not necessarily
recommend borrowing from
your 401(k) for financing. Nor
should you take an early distribution
because you will pay taxes and
penalties. Leave the 401(k) fully
invested so the funds can grow while
you are working toward your
retirement. Also, you should not take
out a home equity loan. You might
get caught paying interest for 15 to
30 years while you may own the
truck for five years. LL

This article has been presented by PBS
Tax and Bookkeeping Service, a company
that has been providing income tax and
bookkeeping services to the trucking
industry for more than a quarter century. If
you would like further information, please
contact us at 800-697-5153. Visit our
website at PBSTax.com.
Everyone’s financial situation is different.
This article does not give and is not
intended to give specific accounting and/or
tax advice. Please consult with your own tax
or accounting professional.
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IN THe COURTS

South Dakota Supreme Court rules
harvesting weight exemptions do not apply to bridges
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

Are bridges included in South Dakota’s overweight
harvesting truck exemptions? On Sept. 26, the South
Dakota Supreme Court said that they are not. The ruling
was in response to a lawsuit filed by a trucker who
received criminal and civil fines for driving on a bridge
over weight despite meeting the harvesting exemption
requirements.
The South Dakota Supreme Court affirmed a lower
court’s ruling that South Dakota trucker Shane Edward
Johnsen illegally operated an overweight truck on a
bridge. The circuit court rejected Johnsen’s claim that his
truck was exempt and denied his request for a jury trial.
On Oct. 1, 2016, Johnsen was hauling soybeans from
a harvester to a grain elevator less than 50 miles away in
a truck weighing in at 87,000 pounds. According to South
Dakota Codified Law 32-22-42.2, vehicles hauling from
harvesting combine to point of first unloading are given
extra weight allowance of up to 10 percent. The exemption
applies to trips within a range of 50 miles and does not
apply to the interstate highway system.

This plan
has
Year-Round
Enrollment

During the short trip, Johnsen drove the truck over
a bridge with signs indicating a weight limit of 66,000
pounds. When a police officer noticed the crossing and
weighed the truck, Johnsen was handed both a criminal
fine of $150 and a civil penalty of $15,750.
According to the South Dakota Supreme Court’s
published opinion, Johnsen’s argument was based on
the state legislature’s failure to include language in SDCL
32-22-42.2 that explicitly indicates that the harvesting
exemption does not apply to bridges. To prove his point,
Johnsen cited SDCL 32-22-16.3, which allows weight
exemptions for agriculture products or livestock.
The South Dakota Supreme Court agreed with the
state’s assessment of the statutes.
“We acknowledge that the harvesting exemption applies
to public highways and bridges are part of a public
highway,” the court opined. “But in the more specific
statutes governing weight limits for bridges, the Legislature
mandated government entities to post signs limiting the
maximum weight the bridge may ‘accommodate,’ and the
Legislature made violations of the posted weight limit a
Class 2 misdemeanor.” LL

ACA-Compliant Minimum
Essential Coverage for
Self-Employed Individuals
OOIDA offers a Minimum Essential Coverage (MEC) plan,
a self-insured health and welfare benefit plan that gives
access to important medical screenings, vaccines, counseling
and more to help participants stay healthy. This MEC plan is
compliant with the Affordable Care Act.
• Year-round enrollment
• Available in 48 states
• Affordable Care Act compliant
• Covers more than 60 Wellness and Preventative Services
• Can be group list billed

OOIDA Medical Benefits Group

800-715-9369

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits Group
today for information.

medben@ooida.com www.ooida.com
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Down the violation code rabbit hole
In today’s world, information can be
found relatively easily by searching
the internet. Sometimes we get too
much information, or we are not
sure what to do with the information
we receive. We recently had a very
intelligent, proactive client who
researched his case and problem
way beyond what an average client

Every state has its own
procedural system for
allocating points or
moving violations to a
particular driver record.
would normally do. Although, the
client spent countless hours trying
to answer his own questions, the
information overload left him even
more confused about his situation.
Here’s what happened, and we hope
you can use this information to your
advantage.

Q.

I received a ticket in
Kansas for “improper
parking” and want to fight it.

A

In most cases this would be
a nonpoint violation, and,
unless there is some compelling
reason, you probably don’t want to
fight a nonmoving/zero-point ticket.

Q.

I have to fight it because
the charge of “improper
parking” is a point violation in my
home state of California. In fact,
it carries 1.5 points for my CDL.
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A

First, understand that you
didn’t receive the ticket in
California so, you’re not being
accused of violating any California
law, like the one you’re referring to
above. Also, you’re assuming that
Kansas law and procedures are the
same as California’s law and
procedures. They’re not.
These two states, like most others
you try to compare in this way, are
simply not the same. Trying to crossreference your Kansas violation to
a similar-sounding violation in your
home state of California isn’t that
easy.
Every state has its own procedural
system for allocating points or
moving violations to a particular
driver record. For example, in this
case, you’re a resident of California
and have a California driver license.
So, eventually, it’s the California
Department of Motor Vehicles that
will decide, based on the California
motor vehicle code, how your outof-state traffic ticket results will be
processed.
Think about it this way: for out-ofstate drivers, the final results of their
ticket get transmitted electronically,
from the court where their ticket
was originally processed, to the
department of motor vehicles in the
same state. That out-of-state DMV
will then submit the final results
of their ticket to their home state,
where the information is processed
and finally placed on their driver
record. How many points they will
be allocated or whether the charge
is considered to be a “moving”
or “nonmoving” violation will be
determined by their home-state

DMV and not the state where they
received the ticket.

Q.
A

So how do I know how
it will be transmitted?

Since this is a parking ticket,
the first thing to do is ask
the court clerk if they even report
these types of violations to the
DMV. In many cases, violations of
city ordinances and municipal codes
do not get reported out of the court.
If that is the case, you should just
pay the violation and move on.
If the matter is going to be
reported, then you would want to
inquire if the clerk knows the ACD
code that will be attached to the
violation. If not, then try calling
someone at the DMV in the state
you received the citation as well as
your licensing state to see if they can
help.

Q.
A

What is an ACD code?

The American Association
of Motor Vehicle
Administrators uses a code
dictionary (ACD) to transmit
conviction information. The code
includes a description of what the
violation is for so the conviction can
be decoded and the proper points,
etc., can be assessed to the driver
record. While this works fairly well,
it is not uncommon that codes are
incorrectly entered or not applied
correctly, so it is always important to
check your motor vehicle record to
verify that any convictions that are
listed are accurate.
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Q.
A

What if I still want to fight
the ticket, just in case?

You are always able to enter
a not guilty plea and have
your day in court. In your specific
case, the Kansas court’s policy is to
not offer any pretrial relief to CDL
holders so you would need to hope
that the officer didn’t show for the
trial or that the county attorney
really doesn’t have time for your
case and dismisses it. However, you
still need to take the time to come
back for the hearing and hire counsel
if you choose. So, if you really want
to go to court to fight your ticket,
that’s your right. But whether you
hire an attorney to go to court with

you or not, you’ll usually have to
appear in court and that process
takes a lot of time and opportunity
costs for you. LL

PBSTax
& Bookkeeping
800-697-5153
www.pbstax.com

Send any questions or comments
regarding transportation law to: Jeff
McConnell and James Mennella,
Road Law, 3441 W. Memorial, Suite 4,
Oklahoma City, OK 73134; call 405242-2030, fax 888-588-8983, or email
RoadLaw@att.net.
This column is the opinion of the
writer and does not necessarily reflect
the opinions of Land Line Magazine
or its publisher. Please remember
everyone’s legal situation is different.
Consult with an attorney for specific
advice on your situation.

Call now to
receive your

pbstax.com

FREE

INCOME TAX

ORGANIZER
& INITIAL

CONSULTATION
We have been
providing tax and
bookkeeping services to
the trucking industry
nationwide for over 25 years.

We personally handle truckers:
+ Income Tax Preparation
+ Bookkeeping Services

Keep healthy smiles
part of your family
memories with
an OOIDA
Dental Plan.

+ Quarterly Estimated Taxes
+ Financial Statements
+ Corporate & LLC formations

KEEP MORE OF WHAT
YOU EARN AND
LOWER YOUR TAXES
WITH TRUCK BOOKS!

Provide your family with quality
dental coverage through OOIDA.
Choose from two great Dental
Plans – the Value Plan and the
Premier Plan.
The Value Plan provides
preventive and basic dental
benefits. The Premier Plan
provides preventive, basic and
major services (subject to
waiting periods).
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only
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$

for Truckers
Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits
Group at 
for more information and a
quote on this or other medical
benefits available.

OOIDA
Corporate
Member

PBSTax
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Buck Black, LCSW, LCAC

Holidays are here and you are Ôout thereÕ

It is a selfless act to
provide for your family
and the rest of the
country by working over
the holidays.
If you start thinking negatively,
you can put yourself into such
an angry and depressed state that
you will ensure a negative holiday
season. Remember, you can celebrate
the holidays in your truck and keep
focused on the positives, even though
you may be sad that you cannot
make it home.
Is this the first time you’ve missed
a holiday gathering? It is important
to realize that loving your family
does not equate to being with them
on a particular holiday. You can
cherish them just as much by finding
another day to be with them. Don’t
forget to express your feelings to
your family and be honest with
yourself that you might feel terrible
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about not being able to be with them.
However, remind yourself that
you will get through it. Also, don’t
forget the reason that you are on the
road – to provide for your family. It
is a selfless act to provide for your
family and the rest of the country by
working over the holidays. Could
you imagine the impact on our stores
and economy if all truckers took the
holidays off?
Not all truckers have families.
This can be a time where even more
depression sets in. This may be an
important time to focus on the things
in life that you are grateful for. You
do not have to buy into the idea that
the holiday times are depressing if
you do not have family. Observe the
holidays in your own way or ignore
them altogether. This also applies
for those who have significant
family disputes. If you feel the
holiday season will spur trouble, it
is perfectly acceptable to limit your
holiday activities or ignore them.
Some tips for getting through the
holiday season:
● Do not ﬁxate on the exact date.
If you miss the holiday, you can
spend time with family in the near
future. It is OK to celebrate days,
if not weeks, before or after the
holiday.

● When discussing holiday subjects,
especially with your partner, use
the phone (or video conferencing,
if possible) in order to help with
accurate communication. Your tone
of voice can often make a world of
difference in working problems out
or causing new ones.
● Be sure to make your calls when
you still have good energy. If you
call at the end of your day, this can
really hurt enthusiasm and attention.
● Keep as much of a mix of email,
phone and old-fashioned letters
as possible. Everyone is used to
getting calls and emails. Postcards
are those neat little things that most
people enjoy and are not expecting.
● Send a small and inexpensive
gift to your loved one. Again, this
can mix things up a bit and be fun
for both parties involved. You can
always buy holiday gifts online and
have them shipped to the house.
Often, you can even order them
prewrapped.

Please let me know what helps you
to handle the holidays when you are
on the road. Tweet me:
@TruckerTherapy. LL

Buck Black is a licensed
clinical social worker
therapist who specializes
in helping truckers and
their families with anger
and stress management,
as well as depression
and relationship
problems. He is licensed to provide
treatment to residents of Indiana.
This column is the opinion of the writer
and does not necessarily reflect the
opinions of Land Line Magazine or its
publisher. Please remember everyone’s
health situation is different. If you have
questions regarding medical issues, consult
your personal physician.
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Every year, I hear about truckers
who are unable to get home time
during the holidays – those who
are disappointed because they were
promised they would be home and
end up missing the holiday, as well
as those who have to continue to
work through the holiday season to
make ends meet.
If you can’t be home for the
holidays for whatever reason, it is
important to show your family that
you care. Make plenty of phone
calls. Texts and emails are nice,
but hearing your family’s voice
is so much better – and video
conferencing is even more ideal.
Also, make sure that you stay as
positive as you can.

YOUR HeALTH

Affordable Care Act tax penalties will be
a thing of the past, but not until 2019
By Land Line staff

Although the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act of 2017 eliminates the tax
penalty associated with the
Affordable Care Act’s individual
mandate, those changes do
not take effect until the 2019 tax
year. That means if you did not
have health insurance for all or
portions of 2018, you may still
end up owing a tax penalty for
the year.
The penalty for not having an
ACA-compliant plan or forgoing
coverage in 2018 is the greater
of $695 per adult and $347.50
per child for a maximum
of $2,085 or 2.5 percent of
adjusted household income.
The percentage penalty is
capped at an amount equal to
the national average premium
for a bronze plan, the minimum

coverage available by law. Fees
are paid as a part of the filing
process for federal income tax
returns.
Although the individual
mandate requires most
Americans to carry a minimum
level of insurance coverage,
there are some exceptions and
special qualifications. Those
exemptions include certain
religious groups and Native
American tribes, incarcerated
individuals; people who have
VA medical care, and people
who live in states that have not
expanded Medicaid programs
and would have qualified for
Medicaid under the expanded
coverage.
For a full list of exemptions
and information on how to file
for one, visit HealthCare.gov. LL

St. Christopher Fund continues
free vaccine program
The St. Christopher Truckers Fund is continuing
its vaccine voucher program for CDL holders.
Vouchers for free flu shots as well as pneumonia
and shingles vaccines are available. Expiration
dates vary by location, so be sure to take note
of that on your voucher.
Vouchers are available on the St. Christopher
Fund website or from OOIDA’s Jon Osburn on
the Association’s tour truck. Vouchers can be
redeemed at Kroger, The Little Clinic, Walgreens
or The Medicine Shoppe at White’s Travel
Center. Vouchers are location specific and some
locations allow electronic vouchers.
Licenses will be checked at each location
before the vaccines are given. Drivers with
insurance are asked for that information,
as vaccines are often fully covered through
insurance, especially for the flu shot.
The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association continues its financial support of the
free vaccine program.
For more information or to print out the
vouchers, visit TruckersFund.org. LL

Don’t let short-term
injury cripple your
business.
Protect yourself with OOIDA’s
Voluntary Group Short Term
Disability Plan.

Limited
Enrollment
Period for all
New OOIDA
Members!

• Guaranteed issue! New members have 60 days from their membership
effective date to enroll for this benefit – regardless of medical history.
This plan will only be available for existing members during the
annual open enrollment period, January and February of each year.
• 24-hour coverage for sickness or injury.
• Two plan options available with 30-day waiting periods before benefits
are payable – one with a $400 weekly benefit*, and one with a $500
weekly benefit*, if you are under age 70. You will receive 50% of the
maximum weekly benefit if you are between 70 and 75.
(*This plan will offset with other plans.)

• Maximum issue age is 60, coverage to age 75.
• $25,000 Accidental Death Benefit.
• Travel Assistance and Identity Management Services included at no
additional cost.
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Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits
Group at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on
this or other medical benefits available.
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Regulatory rollback
From Page 22

And, the agency wasn’t done yet.
In March 2006 the agency published an advance
notice of proposed rulemaking. The notice went so far
to say that “upon completion of this rulemaking, drivers
might not be required to apply for exemptions from the
current rule.”
That process took 12 years – with OOIDA actively
advocating for drivers who, with their personal
physicians, maintain proper treatment and control of
their diabetes – to finally eliminate the exemption
requirement.
The rule will enable the certified medical examiners
to grant a 12-month medical card to insulin-dependent
truckers whose treating clinician provides a form saying
that the driver maintains a stable insulin regiment and
proper control of his or her diabetes.
One major win for OOIDA and the truckers it
represents is that drivers with insulin-treated diabetes
will work with their personal healthcare provider, who
treats and assists with management of the driver’s
diabetes, to be instrumental in determining the driver’s
fitness to drive. The certified medical examiner may
confer with the driver’s personal physician on an
individual’s medical history and status or request
medical records. LL

Large truck crashes
continue to climb
From Page 26

fatalities outnumbered urban fatalities.
Younger drivers are reporting more favorable
numbers than their older counterparts. From 2008 to
2017, fatal crashes involving drivers ages 16-24
dropped by 16.3 percent. Increases were seen across
the board for other age groups, including 25-44
(2.6 percent increase), 45-64 (9.4 percent increase) and
65 and older (29.1 percent increase). This may not
necessarily be the result of younger drivers operating
vehicles more safely. It may be attributable to the fact
younger Americans are driving less. Over 10 years,
there have been 1.5 percent fewer licensed drivers ages
16-24. Conversely, there has been an increase in
licensed drivers for the higher age groups.
Nationally, the fatal crash rate is down 1.8 percent,
but numbers vary greatly per state. New Hampshire
experienced a 25 percent decrease in fatal crashes.
On the other hand, Rhode Island saw an increase of
62.7 percent. LL
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Lawmakers ask EPA to move back
compliance date for gliders
From Page 29

air quality protections.”
The letter criticized the EPA for not following up
on its promise.
“It has been over four months since this statement
from EPA, and the glider industry is facing financial
ruin due to the punitive and arbitrary rule as finalized
under the previous administration,” the letter stated.
“President Donald Trump has made the resolution
of gliders an administration priority, instructing EPA
to resolve the issue last spring. However, the EPA
has not provided relief to remedy this arbitrary and
punitive rule.”
The compliance extension would provide a fiveyear delay on the glider kit cap-and-ban rule.
“This compliance extension will provide the
industry with the appropriate time necessary to
manage the new rule,” the letter stated. “It also
provides EPA with additional time to begin thoughtful
and appropriate rulemaking for the industry.”
The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association has been supportive of the glider
industry, contending that gliders give small-business
truckers an affordable option when compared to new
trucks. Collin Long, OOIDA’s director of government
affairs, testified on behalf of the Association’s more
than 160,000 members during a House subcommittee
hearing on gliders in September.
“Too often, Washington pursues regulations
with little regard for the practical implications or
understanding of how they will affect our members,”
Long told the subcommittee. “The current discussion
surrounding glider kits perfectly encapsulates this
problem.
“Since 2002, federal emission reduction standards
have increased the cost of new trucks between
$50,000 and $70,000. As a result, purchasing a new
vehicle has become prohibitively expensive for
small-business owners. Unfortunately, our members
who have purchased new trucks with the latest
emission reduction technology, have found them to be
incredibly unreliable.”
In addition to Posey, the letter to the EPA was
signed by Reps. Ralph Abraham, R-La.; Steve
King, R-Iowa; James Comer, R-Ky.; Randy Weber,
R-Texas; Brian Babin, R-Texas; and Andy Biggs,
R-Ariz.
“We urge the EPA to issue a compliance extension
to extend the effective date of the Phase 2 rule as it
relates to glider vehicles, glider engines, and glider
kits.” LL
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COOL
GIFTS

Yeah, it’s already that time. The holiday
season really creeps up on us, doesn’t it?
If you haven’t already begun shopping for
gifts, don’t worry. Staff Writer Tyson Fisher
searched high and low for ideal gifts for
the professional driver in your life. Drivers?
See something you like? Circle it and
“accidentally” leave this magazine laying on
the kitchen table with this page open.

I discovered this company at the Mid-America Trucking
Show earlier this year and tucked the
business card in my drawer
specifically for Cool Gifts. With
everyone needing ELDs
now and the increasing use
of digitizing documents,
tablets are becoming
more popular. However,
they don’t mount well
like smartphones.
Arkon Mounts built
a solution. Many
solutions, in fact.
The company has
made various
tablet mounts
specifically for
fleets. Some of the
cooler mounts include
one that fits in the cup holder
and another which attaches to the seat rail.
View all the options at Arkon.com.
Arkon.com
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Dangerous chocolate
Do you like chocolate? How about guns? Well, we have
a treat for you. ChocolateWeapons.com makes –
you guessed it – chocolate guns. For $30, you can get
a full-sized, solid milk chocolate 1911 .45 ACP gun
packaged in a real, padded gun case. The company
also makes chocolate ammo and grenades. Perfect for
the gun enthusiast with a sweet tooth.

Hydrate your pet
on the go
Your dog, cat, macaw
or some other critter
companion is getting
thirsty. You can’t exactly fill a
bowl of water in the truck. It
would get pretty wet in the
sleeper. Since every human
now has their own personal
water bottle, why not get one
for your pet? HighWave’s
AutoDogMug is a water bottle
designed for the mobile pet.
Put water in the bottle, squeeze
it and the bowl on top fills
with water. Whatever your
pet doesn’t drink goes back
into bottle. Quick hydration
and no mess. Find them at
HighWave.com.
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Tablet mounts specifically
for heavy-duty trucks
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Grow veggies in your kitchen or truck
Eating healthy is more difficult while living life in the center
lane, especially when it comes to fresh vegetables. If
only you could have a garden in your truck. You can!
AeroGardens are indoor devices that allow you to
grow herbs and veggies year-round. Designed to fit on
countertops, it’s feasible to fit one in a larger sleeper. There
are various models ranging in size and capabilities. Some
models connect to an app via WiFi to give you smartphone
alerts when the plants needs water or food. Head over to
Aerogarden.com to see the product line.

Keep eyes and ears on your home while on the road
One common worry truckers have while on the job is what’s going on
inside their home. The Zmodo EZCam can reduce some of that stress.
With 720 HD wireless cameras with 115-degree viewing angle, night vision
and two-way audio, truckers will always know how their property is doing
while away. EZCams come in a one-pack, two-pack and four-pack. Cloud
recording is also available as an option. A mobile app alerts you when
motion is detected and gives you the ability to set the defined field of view
for motion detection. Take a look at Zmodo.com.

For the mobile guitarist

© clsdesign - Fotolia.com

It’s difficult to practice the guitar and keep
your fingers strong when out on the road.
After all, a guitar takes up much needed
space in your truck. Shredneck has two
products for the traveling guitarists. Its
signature product, the Shredneck, is a
practice and warm-up tool designed
for when a guitar is not available. The
Shredneck comes in what seems like an
infinite amount of models. Shredneck also
makes travel guitars and basses. These
are playable instruments that are full scale
length but with a smaller body style, making
them more compact and easier to store
while traveling. Visit Shredneck.com to
see all the available styles.

Visit ooida.com
to view all OOIDA
items available.
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What’s on your list?

Stocking stuffer for the trucker
Everyone needs socks while on the job. Everyone needs trucks, too. Therefore, it’s
only logical to conclude that everyone needs truck socks. Ranging in shoe sizes
6-12, these black or gray socks sport semi-trucks in various colors. They’re a simple,
practical and perfect stocking stuffer for the trucker and truck lovers. Pick up a pair at
JohnsCrazySocks.com.

A fun solution to the
parking problem?
We all know how bad truck parking is
across the nation. Adding insult to injury
are the bad apples who park like an
idiot or the four-wheelers in the wrong
spot. Here’s a fun way to let them know
they’re part of the problem: bad parking
revenge cards. The mischievous folks
at Witty Yeti have several “bad parking
revenge,” cards including a 50-pack
of cards. Phrases include “I can tell by
the way you park your car that no one
likes you” and “The lines aren’t just a
suggestion, idiot.” Check them out (and
other prank gifts) at WittyYeti.com.

Digitize your written notes

Visit ooida.com to view
all OOIDA items available.
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Trucking, like most businesses, involves a lot of
paperwork, note keeping and documentation.
A lot of us still write stuff down in a notebook.
However, going through paper is not
environmentally friendly and is hard to send via
email. Now there’s a device that combines the
written word with the digital world: Elfinbook.
I’ll be honest, I just found out about this and
my mind is blown. Essentially, you can write on
this smart notebook and then send the notes
or drawings to your phone as a PDF or JPEG
file. When you’re done, you can wipe away the
special ink and start on a literal clean slate.
Amazing. Don’t believe me? See for yourself at
Elfinbook.co.
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For the bookworms
Do you have book -lovers on your Christmas list? From your earliest
reader to intergenerational rock-and-roll, we’ve got you covered.
“Lil’ Red Pepper” is a great choice for
the youngest trucking enthusiast. Having
small kids of his own, OOIDA member
Bruce Wold found there to be a lack of
children’s books about big rigs. So he
wrote one. Wold’s story is beautifully
illustrated with Lupi McGinty’s colorful
oil-paint depictions of Lil’ Red Pepper’s
first day at Cherry Grove Quarry. The
book, distributed by Beaver’s Pond Press,
explores feelings some might have on a
“first day” of anything new, woven nicely
into to an interesting tale about trucking
that’s perfect for little ones on your list.
(Available at Barnes and Noble, $15.95)

Toiletry organizer
for the traveler
Hygiene is important,
especially when you’re
frequently meeting customers.
Sure, you can throw your
razor, toothpaste and
toothbrush in a bag, if you
like mold and rust. Instead,
consider Tooletries’ silicone
toiletry organizer. This
organizer grips onto any shiny
surface without suction cups
or adhesives. Hang it in the
sleeper or in the truck stop
shower. When you get home,
slap it on the bathroom mirror
and simply pick it up and
slap it back on the sleeper
when it’s time to hit the road
again. Get one for $20 at
Tooletries.com.
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“#WHOSTRUCKISTHAT” chronicles
the first 100 “rolling CB interviews”
conducted and filmed by Christopher
E. Fiffie, owner and originator of Big Rig
Videos. Stephanie Haas from Diesel Freak
Photography collaborated with Fiffie on
this slick large-format coffee-table edition
that’s absolutely packed full of big iron
eye-candy. The experience is expanded
by embedded QRC codes that lead your
smartphone directly to the corresponding
rolling CB interview on Big Rig Video’s
YouTube Channel. It’s next-level interaction
any trucking enthusiast would love.
(Available at BigRigVideos.com,
$85.00)
“Rock-and-Roll Woman: The 50 Fiercest
Female Rockers” is a gorgeous, fun,
fact-filled book about the women who
helped shape rock-n-roll as it is today.
Any music lover, trucker or not, would be
thrilled to find this under the tree. Written
by award-winning radio personality,
author, musician, photographer, and
DJ Meredith Ochs. Ochs is best known
in the trucking industry for her work on
Sirius XM’s “Freewheelin.’” Her writing
career began long before “Freewheelin,’
most notably as the first female editor of
Guitar Magazine. A thoughtful layout with
excellent factoids makes this an easy
book to share with music lovers of all
genre and generation.
(Distributed by Sterling Publishing Co.,
Available on Amazon, $27.95) LL
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In the Courts

Judge sentences ex-chief
of Pilot Flying J to 12 years
for role in rebate scam
By Land Line staff

The former president of Pilot Flying
J has been sentenced to more than 12
years in prison and fined $750,000 for
his role in a multimillion dollar fraud
scheme that bilked small trucking
companies out of portions of their
rebates for diesel fuel purchases.
U.S. District Court Judge Curtis
Collier handed the sentence down
to Mark Hazelwood, formerly a top
executive at Pilot Flying J. A Tennessee
jury found Hazelwood guilty of
conspiracy to commit mail and wire
fraud as well as one count of witness
tampering.
Hazelwood was one of three former
Pilot Flying J employees found guilty
in February. Three other former Pilot
Flying J employees were on trial as
well, including former vice president
of national sales Scott Wombold and
regional saleswomen Heather Jones and
Karen Mann.
Hazelwood and Jones were both
convicted of conspiracy. Hazelwood
also was found guilty of witness
tampering and fraud. Wombold was
acquitted on the conspiracy charges but
convicted of fraud. Jones was found
not guilty on fraud charges. Mann was
found not guilty of conspiracy, the only
charge she faced.
Hazelwood has been under house
arrest pending the outcome of the
sentencing hearing. He is expected to
remain under house arrest until ordered
to report to prison in November.
The conspiracy came to light in 2013
following a raid on the company’s
Knoxville, Tenn., headquarters by the
FBI and the IRS. Pilot Flying J’s board
confessed to criminal responsibility
and paid a $92 million penalty. The
nation’s largest truck stop chain paid an
additional $85 million to settle various
lawsuits filed by customers. LL
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Visit us at
LandLineMag.com
for more industry events.
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3-4 Midwest Pride in your Ride Truck & Tractor Show,
Tri-State Raceway, Earlville, Iowa. For more information, visit
MidwestPrideInYourRide.org.

12-14 Women in Trucking Accelerate! Conference and
Expo in Dallas. For more information, visit WomeninTrucking.
org/accelerate-conference.

9-11 East Coast Truckers Jamboree, Kenly 95 Petro,
Kenly, N.C. For more information, visit Kenly95.com.

MArCh 2019
7 Women with Drive Leadership Summit at the Sheraton
Toronto Airport Hotel and Conference Centre, Toronto. For
more info: https://truckinghr.com/content/2019-women-driveleadership-summit
28-30 Mid-America Trucking Show, Kentucky
Expo Center, Louisville, Ky. For more information, visit
TruckingShow.com.

APrIL 2019
11-13 ExpoCam Montreal 2019, Bonaventure, Montreal.
For more information, visit ExpoCam.ca.
26-28 75 Chrome Shop Truck Show, near Exit 329
off I-75 in Wildwood, Fla. For more information, go to
75ChromeShop.com.
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12 Mother’s Day Truck Convoy benefiting Make-A-Wish
Foundation at the Burle Business Park, Lancaster, Pa. For
more info, visit http://philadesv.wish.org/ways-to-help/convoy
or email chaynes@philadesv.wish.org.
30-June 1 Wheel Jam Truck Show in Huron, S.D. For
more information, go to WheelJamTruckShow.com.
May 31-June 2 ATHS Convention and Truck Show at the
Grand Sierra Resort in Reno, Nev. For more info, visit ATHS.
org/2019Convention

June 2019
1 Semi Casual Truck Show, Bristol, Tenn. More info:
SemiCasualTruckShow.com.
7-8 Joplin Truckers Jamboree at the Joplin 44 Petro in
Joplin, Mo. For more information, go to Joplin44.com.
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OOIDAON THE ROAD
By Land Line Staff

The Spirit takes detour this fall
Jon Osburn and OOIDA’s touring
tractor-trailer, the Spirit of the
American Trucker, tours East Coast
states this fall before rolling to the
Midwest for OOIDA’s annual fall
board meeting.
This year OOIDA’s fall board
meeting is the week before the
week of Thanksgiving. Usually it
is in late October, but OOIDA’s
45th anniversary celebration in
late September at the Guilty By
Association Truck Show in Joplin,
Mo., caused the board to think about
time management.
“A lot of the board members felt
they needed to go back and run their
trucks for a couple of weeks between
the show and the board meeting,”
Jon said.

On his sojourns, Jon has been
discussing with the drivers some
of the issues sure to be at the
top of the agenda for the board
meeting, such as progress on hours
of service reform, the trucks-only
toll increases on the Indiana Toll
Road, and OOIDA’s success ending
the requirement for truckers with
diabetes to get an exemption to
operate in interstate commerce.
Before the board meeting, Jon will
set up The Spirit at the Kenly 95
truck stop in Kenly, N.C. Part of the
Iowa 80 Group, the Kenly 95 added a
large truck show room in 2016.
“I haven’t been there since the
expansion, so I am looking forward
to seeing what all they have done,”
Jon said.

After the board meeting, The Spirit
heads to Oklahoma, Texas, New
Mexico and Arizona.
This fall’s stop at the Jim Wilcox
TA Travel Center in Albuquerque,
N.M., is a first for The Spirit. That
stop was scheduled because of a
request, and Jon said he was looking
forward to investigating it. LL

Senior Member Jon Osburn has been
an OOIDA member since 1993. A former
longtime owneroperator, Jon has also
worked as a paramedic
and a Navy hospital
corpsman. He lives with
his wife, Vicki, in Boise,
Idaho, and travels with
his loyal co-pilot, Sassi
the dog.

ITINERARY FOR THE
OOIDA MOBILE DISPLAY: NOV 2018
Oct 30-Nov 1
Nov 2-4
Nov 5-6
Nov 7-9
Nov 10-11
Nov 14-17
Nov 20-21
Nov 22-24
Nov 25-27
Nov 29-30
Dec 1-3
Dec 5-7
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T/A Richmond, VA.
Petro, Kenly, NC
T/A, Spartanburg, SC
Candy Bass T/A, Nashville, TN
T/A, Mt Vernon, IL
OOIDA Offices, Grain Valley
T/A, Oklahoma City East, OK
Evan “Buddy” Haston Petro
Amarillo, TX
Jim Wilcox T/A
Albuquerque, NM
Petro, Kingman, AZ
Linda & Bob Caffee Petro
N Las Vegas, NV
T/ATooele, UT

I-95 exit 89
I-95, Exit 106
I-85, Exit 63
I-24, Exit 48
I-57/I-64, MM 95
I-40, Exit 142
I-40, Exit 75
I-40, Exit 159A
I-40. Exit 66
I-15, Exit 54

Thanks to Western Star Trucks for
their generous use of the 2017
5700 EX Phantom II. Western Star’s
support of OOIDA, its mission and
its members is greatly appreciated.

I-80, Exit 99
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OOIDA

OOIDA congratulates its newest Life and Senior Members

Life Members Congratulations

Alan Adkisson
Thomas Akins
Neftalie Alva Jr.
Larry Anderson
Frank Artz Jr.
Robert Bacon Jr.
Michael Banks
Allen Bare Jr.
Mark Berges
Chris Beullens
Thomas Blomberg
Junior Bowden
Scott Bradley
Richard Brandt
Timothy Brown
Matthew Budde
Steven Budge
Jonathen Cafferty
Merrill Cassaday
David Caves
Mark Chambers
Philip Coppins
James Couch
William Crews
Dennis Cunningham
Bruce Curfman
C. Dale
Willis Daniel
Michael Davis
Richard Davis
Francisco De La Garza

Daniel Deal
Billy Decker
Patrick Delaney
Craig Dietrich
Lonny Dillman
Jack Docken
John Dodson
Francois Dontigny
Carol Doucet
Michael Dunbar
Gerald Dunn
John Earnest
Rockie Ebbert
David Fewell
Wayne Flathman
David Foglesong
Tracy Freeman
Anthony Gaudio
Herald Gillespie
Allen Gray
Alex Green
David Greene Sr.
Steven Gruber
Daniel Hansen
Victor Harman
William Harper Jr.
Billy Harris
Phil Harris
Jeffrey Hartman
Eugene Hatch
Wade Haught

Edward Hausmann
Robert Hensel
William Herman
Jose Hernandez-Colina
James Hinkle
Michael Holbrooks
Ted Holly
Robert E. Horn
Harold Horne Jr.
Joseph Hough
Roy Housley
William Huddleston
Robert Hull
Mark Hutchinson
John James Sr.
Troy Jenkins
Monika Jennings
Wayne Jones
John Keenan
Charles Kennell
Wade Kinnan
Gary Kinsel
Bradley Kircher
Troy Kirkland
Roger Kistner
Don Koehn
Mark Kouba
Robert Krontz
Daniel Kuhnle
Edgar Kyser
John Lawson

Dennis Lee
Charlie Lehman
Russell Lewis
Scott Littlefield
Donald Lloyd
Fredrick Loos
Dennis Mallernee
William March
Stephen Marino
John Marshall
John Martin
Lynn McCormick
Romaine McDaniel
Paul McKinney
Manley McMillen
Robert McRill
Gary Miller
Timothy Miller
Michael Moss
Timothy Mowry
George Mullan III
Jerry Nelson
Richard Nicely
Russell Nichols
Philip Nusz
Christopher Nye
Eric Nygaard
Robert Oakley Jr.
Jimmy Offutt
James Orton
Terry Owens

William Parker
James Parks
Michael Patterson
William Perry
Karl Phillips
Billy Poe Sr.
Richard Pongrazzi Jr.
Timothy Provencher
Lona Ramsden
Ahmad Rashid
James Reed
Timothy Reid
Randy Roark
Charles Rohmer
David Rousslang
Anton Salopek
Stanley Sandefer
James Savant
Kurt Schipper
Larry Schluter
Bruce Schutjer
Ramona Sexton
Raymond Shartle
Lynn Sheetz
Samuel Smith
Randy Srigley
Stephanie St. Charles
Daina St. Onge
Norman St. Onge
Roger Stillwell
Albert Stoneking

Fred Streff
Gary Striggow
James Suel
Kent Sutherland
Thomas Swain
Robert Swallow
Haywood Taylor
James Taylor
Herald Thomas
Larry Thompson
Donald Thorn
Norman Tippeconnie
Evelyn Tucker
Donald Turci
Anthony Tushaus
Hector Tzul
Gary Van Roboys
Douglas Vonbonn
Patrick Vostad
Munford Walker
Stephen Walker
Floyd Wallace
Robert Weaver
Patrick Whalen
Richard Whalen
Jim Whitley
Dwight Willoughby
Jeanetta Wilson
Carl Wise
Jimmy Wright
David Yoder

Senior Members
Manuel Arce
Jeffrey Barrios
Laurie Beazley
Jesse L. Bellows
Duane Berry
John M. Best
Phillip L. Britton
Dennis Brock
Perry M. Bromen
Timothy J. Brown
Jerry Lamar Bryant
Donald G. Buchheit Jr.
Thomas James Butler
Ronda Covey
Angela Marie Crisanti
Jeremy B. Curran
Monte De Matteis

Henry Dengah
Plamen Petrov Dimitrov
Charles Donelson
Colleen Entrikin
Jimmie Erwin
Jason Freie
Steven N. Gehl
Dwayne M. George
Allen G. Gilbert
Terry A. Gloeckner
Angie Gorzny
Debra Griffin
James Griffin
Jimmy Gene Hill
Nancy Hoffman
William Keith Holden
James W. Jackle

Timothy Jessie
Eddie Johns
Curtis Johnson
Rick A. Johnson
Kim Kaney
Steven Kowalczyk Jr.
Keneth Kuhlman
Opal L. Lanman
William H. Lanman
John Charles Lavin
William Russell Loden
William E. Lorch
Robert E. Luckman
Ariel Martinez
Nicholas P. Martini
Adolfo Medrano
Dennis Mitchell

Terry Monroe
Frank Ortiz Jr.
Dale F. Paige
Kenneth Paltzer
Tina Winifred Peterson
Roger E. Powell
Roger J. Quint
Yuriy V. Radetskiy
David Ramazetti
James M. Reed
Alan D. Reit
Noah Roberts
Edgar O. Roncancio
James B. Rothe
Joaquin Rozario
Earnest Samuels
Edward L. Sensor

J.B. Smith
Andrzej Sowa
Daniel D. Steffens
Bradley R. Stenberg
Gerald Ray Todd Jr.
Michael K. West
George E. White III
Donald E. Wilson Jr.
Trenton L. Witmer
Todd A. Wittern

For more information on becoming a member of OOIDA, contact us 816-229-5791 or visit OOIDA.com
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STRANGE

THINGS
FILTHY

&

LIES

By Wendy Parker, STAFF WRITER

The road can be a wild and wonderful place. It’s like the internet come true, only with fewer cats
and more “nekkid as hell” characters, most of which have no business being publicly nekkid as
hell. Today’s crazy world may have satire taking a last, gasping breath, but there remain notable and
mentionable strange things. Of course, you can’t serve up an order of strange things without at least
fair warning of the possibility of filthy lies. For legal purposes, and all.

Pedigree of a Peterbilt and
things that buzz, bite and stab
Can a Peterbilt become part of the family? Senior OOIDA
member Kerry “Sweet” Sevin and his wife, Sundy, think
so. Also, are there really giant crawdads in Rockwall,
Texas? Maybe not, but there’s definitely a Dr. Moreau-esqe
monkey-only island off the coast of South Carolina.
And that’s not a filthy lie. Read on.

“Honey, this Peterbilt followed me home.
Can we keep it?
Kerry “Sweet” Sevin was familiar with the 1981 359 Pete
standard-hood long before he and his wife, Sundy, got
together. Sweet’s dad, “Big Joe” Sevin, had one just like it
he bought new in 1980. Big Joe and his friend, Earl Schwab
Sr., took their brand-new Peterbilts to Acme Truck Lines in
Gretna, La., and leased on to haul oil field loads that were
abundant through the early ’80s.
Sweet spent his childhood studying trucks. All he ever
wanted to do was drive one for a living.
“He’s a fanatic. He knows everything about every truck
we pass. You tap the side of his head and little trucks fall
out,” Sundy says.
It’s not surprising he carried on the Sevin family trucking
tradition. That’s not the strange part. It’s not even strange
that Sundy Sevin’s maiden name was Schwab, and Earl
Schwab Sr. was her grandpa. The Sevin and Schwab
families have lived and worked farms and trucking for
many years in the Labadieville, La., area. The families have
known one another for generations.
Earl Schwab Sr. passed away in 1983. His beloved Pete
exchanged hands a couple times. “Earl Schwab Trucking”
lettering on the side doors was covered with a new paint job
from the second owner, but the truck never strayed too far
from Labadieville.
Sweet, being the truck encyclopedia he is, always kind
of kept up with the truck. He knew it was Earl’s truck, but
Sundy had her doubts.
“We’d pass it and he’d point and say, ‘There goes your
grandpa’s truck,’ but I wasn’t entirely sure,” she said.
The old Pete sat for many years, and finally, when the
price was right, Sweet bought it.
“It was in rough shape,” he said, “but we jumped the
battery, checked the fluids and all, drove it home. Sundy
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Kerry “Sweet” Sevin and
his wife, Sundy, have quite
the tale to share about their
1981 359 Pete standard-hood
long. (Photos by George
Parker III)

still didn’t believe
it was her grandpa’s
truck, but I was
pretty sure.”
Lo and behold, they
got the truck home, started pressure washing door panels,
and the paint came away. “Schwab Trucking” lettering,
hidden underneath for more than 30 years saw the light of
day and confirmed that Sweet was right about it being Mr.
Earl’s truck.
But wait – there’s more.
Upon further cleaning, Sundy discovered the metal VIN
plate issued to her Grandpa Earl in 1981. His name and
address was stamped right in it, plain as day. Ready for the
strange part?
That doggone ol’ Pete found its way back to within 2
miles from its original home. It’s living with family that
has known it and loved it since childhood. They named it
“Earl,” in honor of her grandpa, and it’s currently used as
Sweet’s daily money maker.
And according to Sweet and Sundy Sevin, that’s where it
will stay.
NOVEMBER 2018

Now for some
friendly advice
(and maybe a filthy lie or two)
Each state has its own special version of horrific death
they fail to mention in colorful travel guides peppering
rest area walls. Some things are expected, like bears in
Montana or rattlesnakes in Texas, but personal experience
is required to be in-the-know about things like death-byMissouri-black flies. (At least that’s what I call them, and
it’s not something the Show Me State wants shown much.)
Here’s the “inside information” part: Missouri black flies
don’t eat your flesh, they just make you so miserable you
immerse yourself in boiling radioactive waste because it’s
more comfortable than their constant nagging. They also
arrive in cloud formations approximately the size of Mount
Everest.
Fleeing the state won’t help, because there’s always one
left in the cab of the truck that appears the second you
close your eyes to go to sleep. We have carried the same
Missouri black fly in our cab since 2015. If the truck
burns to ashes, I guarantee you that dang fly will buzz
out of the pile, unharmed, and make its evil den in our
new truck.

© yod77 - Fotolia.com

***
The USA is a vast and extremely diverse country. Three
million square miles within the borders encompass
everything from islands to deserts. There are even deserted
islands and, just for fun, islands inhabited solely by
monkeys.
That’s right. I said monkeys.
For instance, Morgan Island, located off the coast of
Beaufort, S.C., is inhabited only by monkeys that have been
previously used for scientific research. I would imagine
these simians are most likely very angry about being used
for research. I have it on good authority they use the private
primate pacification island as their base from which to
stage the beginnings of a real life version of “Planet
of the Apes.”
Let’s just say if you’ve booked
a three-hour costal island tour
that includes this paradise for
angry-things-with-thumbs-andsharp-teeth, industrial-sized
Band-Aids and shirts with
long sleeves (preferably
made of chainmail)
are a must-have.
(It’s widely
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rumored the evil flying monkeys
in “The Wizard of Oz” originated on
Morgan Island, but that might be a filthy lie.)

***
And as far as unadvertised death-by-snake goes, Great
Lakes border states Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania and New
York get the outstanding honor of, “Oh, hell no.”
These states host beaches positively slithering with Lake
Erie water snakes, which closely resemble a demon straight
from hell and are roughly the size of a nuclear submarine.

The horrendously large
and terrifying creatures
aren’t venomous and are
apparently very angry about it. Much like
aforementioned Morgan Island monkeys, pent-up anger
causes them to be extremely aggressive and bitey.
Herpetologists theorize if these snakes had arms, hands and
thumbs, the Lake Erie water snake would also be stabby and
probably punch human babies for fun.
(Side note: this will be argued as a filthy lie, because Lake
Erie water snakes are on the “threatened” list of “things
that bite you repeatedly and with great vigor” in Ohio and
Michigan. But really, when something lurks in the
shallows and bites the sin out of you, who’s
threatening who here?)
These snakes don’t kill with venom.
You either drop dead of a heart attack
when you look down and see a huge
snake gnawing on your ankle or you
die of exsanguination from 700 rapidly
delivered nonvenomous snake bites.
(FYI, the screaming causes you to bleed
out faster, so at least it’s a quick death.
Yay.) LL
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AuDIo BooKs

Jonathan Lowe AUDIOBOOK REVIEWER

Truck driver produces
award-winning audiobook

JL: How did you start writing?
Gs: I started writing mostly to
make my mom laugh. I’d spend two
or three weeks writing a novelette
just to invite her over, hand her a
manuscript, and just sit in the other
room listening to her laugh. There’s
something about making a 70
year-old lady laugh at what she’s
probably not supposed to laugh at
that’s very gratifying. Craft is more
important to me than being funny,
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they will unlearn this one, maybe
not. I do hope to teach them other
ones that I consider valuable but
society is steadily forgetting.

but I love getting laughs most of
all.
JL: Why this book, and why
multiple narrators on the audio
version?
Gs: I put together “Occupational
Hazards” with the audiobook
specifically in mind. I’m a huge
audiobook fan, and I reached out
to a bunch of my personal favorite
narrators to help me produce it.
The response has been positive,
and the narrators had a lot to do
with that.
JL: Views on morality arise
in your writing. God-given or
human choice?
Gs: I think morality is both Godgiven and based on choices. New
cultural values are embraced, and
God-given morals are ignored.
People are complicated creatures,
and no one reason is responsible
for anyone’s particular values.
Both of my daughters, for example,
decided as soon as they understood
meat came from animals that they
didn’t want to eat meat. It still
surprises me that this seemed to be
their default moral choice. Maybe

JL: Funny you should mention
meat. I’ve interviewed authors
on both sides of that issue, too.
“Meatonomics” versus “The
Big Fat Surprise.” Dr. Preston
Estep at Harvard takes another
view in “The Mindspan Diet,”
showing that iron in meat
and supplemental iron added
to flours in America cause
Alzheimers in over age 50 adults.
I forget who the other one I
interviewed – oh, right. Kelly
Preston. Tell us about your story,
“The Relativist.”
Gs: In that story, which on the
surface is really ridiculous, the
underlying moral message/question
is: if you’ve committed to ethical
relativism, is it possible to hold
anything sacred? The story is
totally surreal, but it constantly
puts cultural values at odds with
each other; from quirky culinary
differences to all-out good vs. evil.
Moral values are a tough subject
itself, but it’s good for writing
fiction. You don’t necessarily need
the answers, only the conflict.
JL: Takeaway from your book?
Gs: The reason I call this “bluecollar fiction” is that I wrote it
for guys like me who work hard
and like to be able to laugh at
whatever they think is funny.
Nobody who drives a truck for a
living is concerned with political
correctness. Since those are
the people I relate to, I like to

Photo by Geoff Sturtevant

Geoff Sturtevant has been driving
a truck and voraciously consuming
audiobooks for 16 years.
After a while, he decided to
produce his own.
His first one,
“Return to
the Dirt,” he
produced in
2016 with Paul
J. McSorley. He
won the 2018
ABR Listeners
Choice Award for best humor entry
for his audiobook production of
“Occupational Hazards: The BlueCollar Omnibus.”
He writes about the absurd,
the macabre, and the general
strangeness of the human
experience. The book is quite
amusing and different. There’s
mystery, suspense, satire, scifi – you name it. He’s the James
Patterson of humor: inventive,
offbeat, and able to dole out even
gallows humor in ever rising
insight. The opening story is sheer
redneck fun, told with a believable
accent on audio. He also narrates
some of the stories. A brief
interview is below.
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use work-oriented scenarios and
regular-guy characters and write the
kind of material that amuses guys
like us.
There are plenty of other books that
appeal to the working class. For
instance, who doesn’t like beer? OK,
many don’t. Did you know beer is
actually better for you than soda?
That’s another story, found in “Salt
Sugar Fat” by Michael Moss. Back
to beer. “Barrel-aged Stout and
Selling Out” is about Goose Island,
a family-owned Chicago brewpub
that became one of the most
inventive breweries in the world.
In the age of cheap, bland beers,
John Hall and his son brought
European flavors to America,
distributed in two dozen states, and
became an American craft beer
success story. Then, in 2011 they
sold to Anheuser-Busch, maker of

Budweiser, the least craft-like beer
imaginable. (Yes, it’s “the king of
beers” in sales.) Their sale made
national news and caused a backlash
from Chicagoans and beer fanatics
across the country as the discussion
escalated into “an intellectual craft
beer war.” Anheuser-Busch then
bought four other craft breweries,
and from among the outcry
rises a question that author Josh
Noel addresses through personal
anecdotes from industry leaders:
how should a brewery grow?
Narrated by Charles Constant.
Fascinating listening from a Chicago
Tribune beer and travel writer. LL

Jonathan Lowe is author of “Lottery
Island” from Audible/iTunes, a
Powerball action drama based on a
true story.

Get the in-depth
information you’ve
come to rely on at
LandLineNow.com
or on your favorite
podcast app.

Listen anytime,
anywhere, on
any device.
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Of course you can always
tune in daily at 7pm EST,
and 4pm PT on Sirius XM
Channel 146.
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DAshBoArDConFIDentIAL
Dave Sweetman CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST

A Second Chance
Several years ago, I had a wake-up
call. I had a second chance at life
because of a serious health threat
that I stupidly chose to ignore. It
bears repeating, because there is a
lesson to be shared here. If it causes
only one person to take notice and
perhaps seek professional help,
then my purpose is fulfilled.
I had some symptoms that I chose
to ignore: poor digestion, swollen
belly, and a fever that would
come and go. Walking just a short

When I awoke, I was in a
hospital bed, surrounded
by my new angels
dressed in white. I had a
blood clot in my heart.

distance, I would be short of breath
and would need to sit for a minute
to recover. Thinking it was a batch
of the flu, I chose to self-medicate
with over-the-counter meds, which
did nothing to help. Because I was
busy, under a load with a schedule
and, being the hard-headed typical
male, I did not have time to be sick.
I motored on.
Sleep patterns disrupted, I would
toss and turn and get no rest, so I
checked myself into a hotel near
where I used to live in northern
Delaware. I had no idea then what
a life-saving decision that was to
be. About 4 a.m., I could stand it
no longer and called my longtime
friend Bob to take me to Christiana
Hospital, one of the top-rated
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cardio hospitals in the country.
Blind, dumb luck, I suppose.
While waiting in the lobby for my
turn to be checked out, I filled out
the paperwork, chatted with Bob
and was mildly annoyed that the
TV was blaring “Hello Kitty.” Why
I remember stupid things like that,
I do not know. That is all I recall. It
seems I blacked out and collapsed
on the waiting room floor.
When I awoke, I was in a hospital
bed, surrounded by my new angels
dressed in white. I had a blood clot
in my heart. When the clot moved,
thank God, it went south instead
of north, but it did some serious
damage. The cardio doctor told
me he put the defib paddles on
me, as my heart had stopped. The
first time with no result, turning
up the juice he hit me again but
still nothing. The third time, he
said, he turned up the power and
raised me off the bed. I had a pair
of Mercedes stars burned into my
chest for several weeks.
I spent nine days in the cardio
ICU hooked to a Leaning Tower
of Pisa of IV tubes and monitors.
After an MRI and many tests, I was
told I would never drive again, it’s
time to sell the truck, and other bad
news. It was explained to me that I
had thick blood, irregular heartbeat
(atrial fib), a heart rejection ratio of
only 18 percent.
The good news was they found
no sign of heart disease or any
reason to have to cut me, and I was
treated with meds. I fondly recall
one of the monitors beeping like
crazy and the ICU nurse running

into the room with a huge needle
of heparin, a clot buster, and BAM!
Right in the belly button. It seemed
the monitor showed that I flatlined,
and they were kind enough to bring
me back.
I found out that in my case, thick
blood was hereditary and ran in
my family. A blood clot killed
my father and an uncle. I got my
warning and a second chance. For
that, I am grateful every day.
Upon release, I worked hard
at proving the doctors wrong. I
changed my diet, dropped a few
bad habits and got my medical
certification back. It was a struggle
that I had to make.
Why do I relate this tale, you ask?
While I am certainly no doctor
and don’t play one on TV, the
lesson to be shared is this: We are
all busy trying to make a living,
sacrificing time away from family
to make that honest dollar.
None of us have time to be
sick and often choose to ignore
symptoms that would make the
average person run for the med
center. Some of us take better care
of our trucks than we do ourselves.
Self-medicating without the
advice of a doctor is only a
temporary patch and at best hides
the symptoms. I foolishly chose
that route, ignoring what should
have been a major flag, and it
almost cost me my life. Had the
blood clot moved prior to me being
in the proper care, the outcome
would have been totally different. I
got my second chance at life and I
have never forgotten. LL
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New CDL training requirements
now law in California
The only problem is the damn
accidents will continue to happen if they keep
the split speed limit up.
Richard Green Jr.
All good, but how about a minimum years
driving for the trainers?
Don Elson
NHTSA reports drop in fatal crashes
in 2017; large truck crashes up
Can’t be up. FMCSA said the 14-hour clock and
e-log mandate would stop this.
Michael Brinkley
Senate bill asks for explanation
on delay of guidelines for hair testing
I thought with Trump in office, for every one
new regulation two have to be revoked. When
exactly does the revoking take place?
Thomas Quilico
Analysis: FMCSA finally loosens regulatory
grip on insulin-dependent diabetics
I worked hard to get off insulin. This is good
news, though.
George Sitar
The FMCSA is gonna have to come down off
their high horse if they want any drivers out
here at all. They just cause drivers not to seek
medical attention for problems they normally
would for fear of being eighty-sixed on their
federal medical.
KD Miller
Michigan bill would boost fine
for bypassing weigh station
This is obviously all about safety.

Grant Cole
I got stopped in Michigan several years ago
from bypassing a scale backed up on the
interstate. What did he expect me to do? Sit on
the travel lane and cause a pileup?
Dean R. Krause
What does USDOT’s Automated Vehicles
3.0 mean for trucking?
It means more wrecks, especially in inclement
weather.
Cliff Garrison
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20+ years Trucking Industry CPA and Tax Resolution Specialist!
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● File back years taxes
● Amended tax returns
● Resolve IRS & State tax issues quickly
● Penalty abatements
● Offer-in-compromise & installment plans
● Release of tax liens & levies

Call Now! 1 (888) 561-6600 www.tdkcpa.com
tdkcpa@att.net
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DECKMATE
LADDER

A small, portable folding ladder for ﬂatbeds designed
to hook onto the rub rails. A bolt-on bracket is
required for vans, reefers, straight & dump trucks.

■ Support bar
■ Weighs only 20 lbs.
■ Extends to 53 inches
■ Folds to 33 inches
■ 18-Inches wide
■ Anti-skids steps
■ Non-pinch hinge
■ 400 pounds capacity
■ Hangs at convenient
working angle

(806) 665-7990
(806) 440-1126 or order online at

Drop Today – Cash Today
S

www.gotrailerladder.com

/7

NON-RECOURSE CT DEPOSCITARDS SFLO P/APPLICIATTCIOHNECKESS24
V
FACTORING• FREE D•IRFEREE F•UFERLEE T•RAFNREE S•ETFUREE C•RENDO RESERXFactors
Financial

Deckmate @
All major credit cards accepted.

LLC

SINCE
1990

(816) 220-1700 www.xfactors.net

U.S. Distributor

OOIDA Corporate
Sponsor

NEEDED:

TRUCKER TAX HELP

All types of equipment
We will get you paid in all major lanes
LightSpeed Dispatching offers freight
dispatching to drivers across the nation.
We will get you TOP DOLLAR
on all freight movements. Call us now.

Accountants & CPA’s who have
worked in the trucking industry
■ Corporate & Individual Tax Returns
■ All 50 States
■ IRS Issues
■ Year-Round Tax Advice

Drivers who want
to make money!

PROVIDING HIGH-QUALITY DISPATCHING SERVICES

LightSpeed

Dispatching

Bus: 703-360-4524
Cell: 703-200-8045
Email: rogerdeansnell@yahoo.com

Our customers say it best:
“I have been driving 18 wheelers for the
past 42 years. I set up my Corporation
and hired Corporate Capital to do all of
my bookkeeping and tax returns for my
business. With them doing my books I
have offset my expenses each year and
pay the minimum in taxes.”
~ Robert Dowdy, Cisco Group, Inc.

Taking the hassle out of
dispatching and paperwork

“We guarantee our
services, so call now!”
Ashley Carlson, President/Owner

855-810-4114

www.corpcapinc.com

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU:
• Find loads
• Complete broker contracts
• Sign rate sheets
• Gather insurance certiﬁcates
• Complete invoicing for O/Os
& small ﬂeet owners
• Provide Big Road Electronic
Log Tracking for O/Os

Save time
and stay
focused on
what you
do best
CONTACT US TODAY

www.maxmilles.com
219-863-1091

2905 Lake East Drive #150 • Las Vegas, NV 89117

Tune In Daily 7-8 PM and
11 PM-midnight EST

Sirius XM 146
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15% Off

for Land Line readers
Use coupon code: LL
Order Online!

Need Drivers

FLATBED

Vacation Pay & Holiday Pay
Health, Dental
and Vision Insurance
Simple IRA Retirement Program
Flexible work schedule

Need O/Os
in MO & Eastern KS

in Western MO & Eastern KS

- TRUCKING & FREIGHT, INC.

Longevity Bonus
Weekly Pay
Flexible work schedule

Our operating area is roughly a 600-mile radius of Kansas City
All O/Os and drivers have weekends home

Call 800-824-3822 or visit www.showmetrucking.com

Replace Your
Rusted Coolant Tubes
With Stainless Steel

FREE

SHIPPING
Mention
this ad!
The Great American Chrome Shop caters to owner operators
Bumpers • Stacks
Bugshields • Train Horns
Sunvisors

Bugscreens • Dash Accessories
Polishing & Sealing
Tank Covers • Fenders
Mudﬂaps & Accessories
Full Line of Lighting & LEDs

SouthpointeRadiator.com
Family Owned for Over 30 Years

1-888-780-4894

Trucking Attorneys

• Business Interruption Claims
• Trucking Accidents
• Insurance Claims
• Faulty Mechanic Repairs
• Loss of Use/Income/Loads

www.downtimeclaims.com
Free initial
consultation

Call 816-229-5791 to advertise
in the Marketplace!
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(904)
278-7688

info@downtimeclaims.com
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Currently factoring? Give us a call for a better rate!

We want to be THE FACTOR in your SUCCESS

Fuel advances at
no additional fee
Same day funding
Free Online Broker/
Shipper credit checks
Fax, Email or Transﬂo
your paperwork

Fuel card program with
discount at the pump
No set-up fees/
contract term requirements
No minimum volume or
invoice size requirements

TRUCK FACTORING SPECIALISTS

APPROVAL BASED ON CUSTOMER NOT PERSONAL CREDIT HISTORY

866-770-7200 www.nealfreeman.com

IFA MEMBER • OOIDA CORPORATE SUPPORTER • APPROVED BY CH ROBINSON TO FACTOR THEIR LOADS HAULED BY YOU

FREE

CONSULTATION

Strong, Aggressive Trucker Tax Relief

Does the IRS say
you owe money?

STOP the
IRS Tax Monkey!

✓ Wage Garnishments
■
✓ IRS Seizures
■
✓ Offers-in-Compromise
■
✓ Bank Levies
■
✓ Innocent Spouse
■
✓ IRS Audits
■
✓ Trucker Bookkeeping
■
✓ Tax Prep (Current & Past)
■

CRUISE CONTROLS!
DRIVE IN COMFORT!
HEAVY DUTY CRUISE CONTROLS
for all mechanical diesel engines.

$645.00
• Pays for itself with a guaranteed fuel savings of . 2/mpg
• 2-Year 250,000 mile parts warranty!
• Kits for any class diesel truck. Includes electronic hand
throttle!
• Replaces any outdated or discontinued cruise system.

CRUISE KING, LLC. 507-334-0250
www.cruisecontrolking.com

OWNER/OPERATORS WANTED
Flatbed, Van, or Specialized trailers available
or pull your own • Weekly settlements
• Flexible Dispatch •Safety Award Program

800-255-6285
Since 1958

Paola, KS

“YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS”

1-877-966-2477

www.truckertaxtools.com

NEW TIRES FOR YOUR RIG?
Lease to Own, Only $49
Delivers to Your Door!
EZ payments, no hard credit check,
90-days no interest.

Apply at danthetireman.com

866-297-5948
DAN THE TIRE MAN
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HIRING FREIGHT
BROKERS AND AGENTS

Owner-Operator & Independent Driver Specialists
• IRS Tax Settlement
• State DOR Settlement
• Tax Return Preparation
• Negotiation and Settlements

Experience in the MILITARY and PRIVATE sectors.
• Working in the Midwest, Northwest, Northeast
and Southern United States
• Truckload and LTL Freight
• Flatbeds, Stepdecks, Vans
& RGN loads

• Remove Garnishments & Levies
• LLC & Corporate Structuring
• Sound Business Advice
FREE CONSULTATION

LANCE HERNDON, J.D.
“Before I was a Tax Attorney
I was a Teamster.”

800-962-0972
www.cwbtransport.com

877-501-2220 I TaxReliefAdvisers.com

ARE YOUR
COOLANT TUBES RUSTY?
Replace them with

BH TUBES

900+ different
models in stock!
Custom and
hard-to-ﬁnd tubes
also available.

Got a ticket? Fight it!
• CDL Protection
• Conﬁdential
• National Coverage
• No Membership

Protect your CDL

95%
SUCCESS
RATIO

Call Coast to Coast at 888-266-0499
or visit coasttocoastticketreferral.com

Get Results!
Call 816-229-5791 to advertise
in the Marketplace!
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made from
stainless steel –
NO more rust!

• Glider Kits
• Mandrel Bent
• Fast, low-fee
shipping!
• #1 in Customer
Service

1-866-210-5545

www.bhtubes.com

MBA Tax &
Bookkeeping Service
Free Tax Consultation - Limited Time Only!
• Income Tax Preparation
• Bookkeeping
• IRS Problem Resolution
• LLC & Inc Filings

Over 10 Years of
Trucking Tax
Experience!

We can help with Back Taxes, Payment
Agreements, Offers in Compromise and More!

WE KNOW TRUCKING!
Call for Free Tax Organizer!

1-888-407-1669
www.mbataxhelp.com
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TruckMiles

¨

“I purchased a copy of
TruckMiles and I can’t begin
to tell you how pleased I am
with the software. It helps
me plan my route much like
other much more expensive
trucking software. Another
feature that I love is the ability
to zoom into a speciﬁc area
and look for truck stops. Not
only does it show you where
they are but it also tells you
what services are available.
My accountant loves
TruckMiles too because I can
track all of my expenses for
the month and at the end of
the month all I have to do
is print it off and send my
receipts off to her. She was so
impressed that she reduced
my yearly fee because I am
able to do most of the work
for her.” Ð Lorne Daigle

● Calculate U.S., Canada, and
now Mexico mileages
● Practical & Shortest truck
routing methods
● Driver expense tracking

THE CLASSIFIED
MARKETPLACE
Direct-mailed to over 211,000
industry professionals
RATES
Column-inch (3-col. page)................ $140
Spot color (per insertion) .....................$40
Process color (per insertion)............. $125

Call 816-229-5791 to speak to
an advertising representative.
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● Full color maps
● Multiple stop and location
entries
● Proﬁt margin calculator

1-800-324-8588
www.ProMiles.com
ProMiles Software
Development Corporation

Land Line Magazine
1 N.W. OOIDA Drive
Post Ofﬁce Box 1000
Grain Valley, MO 64029

* plus shipping & handling
- Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax
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Being on the road can get lonely without something
fun and meaningful to ﬁll your down time. You can
make a difference in the life of America’s school
students as a TRUCKER BUDDY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW
YOU CAN BE A TRUCKER BUDDY, GO TO

The index of advertisers is an editorial service of Land Line Magazine.
The publisher assumes no responsibility for errors and/or omissions.
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spend less time in the shop
Mystik JT-6 Super Heavy Duty 460 Grease is a synthetic-blend lubricant formulated
to offer a single solution for multiple applications, including fifth wheels, kingpins,
throw-out bearings, pins and bushing, U-joints and more. Its stay-in-place formula
is engineered to deliver extended service intervals beyond those of conventional
lubricants and provide pumpability over a wide temperature range. Because it
protects in the harshest conditions, including shock loading, this grease is ideal for
the heavy-duty trucking industry. Even with exposure to various climates, the fifth
wheel won’t rust or have dry spots so you spend less time at the shop regreasing
your fifth wheel and more time on the road. For more information and to locate a
distributor, visit MystikLubes.com or call 855-4-MYSTIK (469-7845).

roadside tire repair made easy
Whether you’re repairing tire damage roadside or in a shop, the TrestleJacks
TJ470 can get you back on the road in less time. The 30-ton TJ470, specifically
designed for an R22.5 wheel size, is a lifting and standing device that uses
the driving motion of the tractor to lift and lower trailer axles. The device
makes it possible to lift a single side in less than a minute and an
entire empty trailer in less than 7 minutes. Unlike hydraulic jacks
and similar lifting equipment that require someone to work
underneath the trailer, the TrestleJack does the heavy lifting
while the driver stays safely in the cab. Once in the upright
position, TrestleJacks becomes an axle support stand. Visit
TrestleJacksUSA.com or call 844-4TJACKS (485-2257) for
more information and to order.

Protect yourself from
roadside catastrophes
After a crash, every second counts. CrashSafe is a six-in-one
vehicle emergency tool that plugs into your truck’s power port
so it is always within arm’s reach and easily accessible. The
tool is designed to help drivers escape from life-threatening
accidents and protect themselves during roadside emergencies.
CrashSafe’s features include a window breaker, a seat belt cutter,
a flashing emergency beacon, an ultra-bright LED flashlight, a
12-24 volt USB car charger and a 2200 milliampere hour power
bank that stores enough power to give your phone up to a 100
percent charge. The tool also comes with a micro USB cable
that you can use to charge the power bank externally. Visit
GetCrashSafe.com or call 424-543-4315 for more information
and to order.
The information on these pages is prepared for publication by Land LineÕs advertising department from promotional materials provided by selected
manufacturers. The publishers do not necessarily endorse any product or service featured in “Hot stuff and cool services.”
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own the road
all night long
Night-Lite Driving Glasses from Eagle
Eyes are designed to be worn when you
drive at night to filter out glare and provide
optimal clarity and definition. The glasses
increase contrast to help improve your ability
to distinguish objects and filter out highintensity light from oncoming vehicles, street
lights and billboards. Night-Lite glasses come in eight styles or combinations and
feature a special coating that protects against scratches. They are available in the popular
classic aviator style, the contemporary blade style worn by many athletes, and clip-ons for
those who wear regular glasses. A kit with four types of lenses is also available so you can
adjust to various light conditions. For more information and to order, visit EagleEyes.com or
call 800-675-8424.

Wheel alignment simplified
Wheel Centering Sleeves from Counteract are a new wheel centering
system that works in conjunction with your OEM-style two-piece flange
nuts to increase fuel mileage and tire life. They also reduce vibration,
irregular tire wear, tire maintenance and tire cupping. The unique selfsizing and noncorrosive design is made to take up the gap between
the 22 mm stud and the 26 mm wheel opening, re-aligning the wheel
to the true center of the hub bearing. The sleeves promote proper lug
nut clamping force, counteracting runout that can lead to dangerous
wheel “clocking” and potential wheel-off conditions. Counteract
Wheel Centering Sleeves work with all hub-piloted wheels with 22 mm
studs including steer, drive, steel and aluminum wheels. For more
information and to find a dealer, visit CounteractBalancing.com or
call 800-572-8952.

Big and tall
sleepers rejoice!
Lippert Components Inc. recently introduced
the new Somnum Odyssey heavy-duty
innerspring mattress that is designed and built to
maximize comfort for “big and tall” long-haul drivers.
The Odyssey features an enhanced high-profile 364-Series
innerspring core and a 3-inch high-density foam topper. Together,
these features provide increased durability and stronger support. The
springs in the 364 Series feature a higher coil count and a stronger
gauge wire than standard innerspring mattresses. The mattress is
topped with a premium soft and breathable quilted knit cover with
an extra inch of comfort foam sewn into the quilting. It also offers
an insulation pad and a supportive 9-inch height. The Odyssey is
available in two sizes: 9 x 38 x 80 inches and 9 x 42 x 80 inches and
carries a three-year warranty. For more information and to find a
dealer, visit Somnum.com or call 574-537-8900.
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If you have a product you would like featured,
send a news release with a photo to
Sharon_Costanza@LandLineMag.com.
All featured products are subject
to editorial review.
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OOIDA life member
Doug Smith of
Bountiful, Utah, offers
up some roses for
Sherri Hansen of Utah’s Towing
Enforcement Office. Doug says a
friend was driving Doug’s dump
trailer on a night shift road-paving
job in the Salt Lake Valley and
was pulled over at around 3 a.m.
for being on a highway that didn’t
allow trucks. Long story short, the
truck ended up getting towed and
when the driver tried to reclaim it
the next day he was told that both
he and Doug would have to pay
$1,000 each, plus storage fees.
Having read about excessive
towing abuses in Land Line, Doug
says he took it upon himself to
call the Utah DOT. Sherri took
the call and agreed with him that
the fine seemed a bit steep. So
she called the towing company
and got it knocked down to just
$1,000 plus storage fees. While
this is by far not the worst case
of excessive towing fines we’ve
seen, we do have to give roses
to Sherri for helping out but also
to Doug for standing up for his
rights and making the call in the
first place.

roses to the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration for
finally – finally! – publishing a rule
that addresses the issue of insulintreated diabetes in truck drivers.
Effective Nov. 19, the rule lifts a huge
regulatory burden that had been
hanging over diabetic truckers for
years.
As of that date, certified medical
examiners can give truckers with
insulin-treated diabetes a 12-month
medical card provided the doctor who
is treating their diabetes gives the
DOT examiner a form saying that the
driver is receiving and taking proper
care.

The fact that it took so long – 15
years – to eliminate the exemption
requirement and publish the final rule
is almost rAZZBerrY-worthy, but
we’re so glad they finally made it that
we’re willing to let that one slide.
rAZZBerrIes to yet another
ambulance-chasing lawyer who makes
his money at the expense of the
trucking industry. This firm, Bradshaw
and Bryant out of Waite Park, Minn.,
has bombarded every radio station in
central Minnesota with advertisements
featuring honking truck horns and
urging listeners not to sign anything if
they are involved in an accident with a
semi-truck.
The ad heavily implies that all
trucking companies have mega-giant
insurance companies working for them
whose sole job is to settle accident
claims. Never mind the thousands of
independent owner-operators out there
who are just trying to make ends meet.
Sadly, these people don’t realize just
how much we need truck drivers and
how little we need greedy law firms.
roses to the California state
legislature for a pair of bills that made
it to the governor’s desk this year. The
first was a law designed to protect

port truck drivers that would deter
shippers from using drayage
companies who have unpaid wage,
tax and worker’s compensation
liabilities. In other words, if shippers
use a company with a proven
record of treating its drivers poorly,
they’re gonna pay for it.
The other bill was mostly about
bringing California into compliance
with the FMCSA’s entry-level driver
training rule, which goes into
effect in 2020. But California’s bill
took things one step further and
included a provision the national
bill failed to include – a mandatory
number of hours of behind-thewheel training.
It seems absurd that the national
rule does not have this provision –
especially when most of players in
the group that put it together were
in favor of it – but hats off to
California for going the extra step
and getting it right.

rAZZBerrIes to
Indiana Gov. Eric
Holcomb for trying to
follow in the footsteps of Rhode
Island and coming up with his
own truck-only toll increase. The
governor announced the plan
back in September, saying it
would increase tolls for trucks
on the Indiana Toll Road from
$44.46 to run the entire road to
$60.02.
The initial plan was bad
enough, but Holcomb just dug
the hole even deeper when he
tried to defend it by saying that
trucks cause “10,000 times”
more damage than cars and
that “we aren’t charging them
10,000 times more” than those
cars. Yeah, you didn’t really
do yourself any favors there,
governor. You might want to
give Rhode Island Gov. Gina
Raimondo a call and ask her
how many friends she has in the
trucking industry. LL

Got an idea for a rose or a rAZZBerrY? Email it to Terry_Scruton@LandLineMag.com.
You can also check out the official Facebook page at Facebook.com/RosesAndRazzberries.
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